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ÀBSTRÀCT

The general objective of the research is to examine the

dimensions of the food problem in Bangladesh. Widespread

malnutrition, hunger and starvation have become endemic to

Bangladesh itself. Various hypotheses have been put forward

to expl-ain the "Si1ent" problem ranging from unfavourable

weather cycles to demographic explosion to food avaiLability

decline. None of these explanations seerL adequate Lo ex-

plain the probLem affticting Bangladesh. Total availability

of foodgrains has been maintained at an adeguate leveI by a

steady food import. Hence, the food avaiiability decline

(fan) hypothesis does very poorly in the explanation of the

probl-em. Sen's hypothesis of declining f ood entitlements

offers a better expl-anation to the r+idespread hunger pre-

vaiì-ing in Bangladesh. Food entitlements of a particular

cfass of people are declining in the form of increased land-

lessness and indebtedneSs, falling real wages' and adverse

movement of agricul-tural- terms of trade, exposing them to

sLark hunger and starvation. Unfortunatell', without refe-

vant micro-leveI data, this preferred approach could not be

pursued any farther.

À "second-best" aPProach

BanEladesh wes attempred.

of estimating the fooo demano of

Food demand has differenL conno-
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tations like "food requirements" (biological demand) and

"market demand" (effective demand). One study by Hamid

(1980) maie an efaborate aEternpt at synthesizing the two ap-

proeches. However, this study had numerous flaws which re-

qui red a re-calculat i on .

Spec j. f ica11y, thi s research i{as di rected towards bui lding

a market demand function for food. À price í]exibil-ity mar-

ket model was specified and time series data were used to

estimate the model. Using time series data raised numerous

statistical problerns. Tobin's ( 1 950 ) and Durbin's ( 1 953 )

method of combining extraneous information from budget data

vrere used to der ive ef f ic ient parameter eSt imates. Demand

projections, based on alternative price and income growth,

Here made. Calculat ions shoç that there i s very I i tLIe

"market deficit" in food. Similar conclusi.ons are also de-

riveo from a three Sector rnacro food demand and supply mod-

eL. According to the macro model the food gap ranges from 1

per cent to 3 per cent depending on the productivity of the

different sectors. Simulation runs show that a target 7 per

cent growth of GDP, as envisaged b)' the Nationaf Perspective

Pian 1 980-2000, i s incernally cons i stent . On the other

hanO, food autarcky, ancther pl-an objective, and the target

gro\{th rate are mutually excl-usive.

Be:

!'ea r ,

E ^^L ^LÜLL5

ãuse oÍ massive j.mports of food into Bangladesh each

iearS are raised ihat it exerts disincentive price ef-

oi domestic fooC Þrodlìction. Using a multi-equation



simultaneous model we were able to show that food imports do

not have any disincentive effects on Oomesi-ic fooo produc-

tion. 1n addition to supply shifts associaieo with fooo im-

ports, there are also demand shifts because of the fact that

imported food is distributed at a subsidised rate through

the rationing system. Therefore, more, not less, food aid

can be recommended, which gíves planners a greater degree of

f reedom in foocl pJ-anning.

Bangladesh'S Íood probiem can be seen as an extension of

the poverty syndrome prevailing in the country. Hence, the

solution to the problem must be seen in the eradication of

poverty. Boih short-term and long-term measures are sug-

gesteo to raise income anC emplo1'ment of the poor people.

Data concerning the study are from pubiished government

documents and frorn numerous pubJ-j.shed articles. Mrathemati-

cal calculations are done with the WATFIV program and the

regression analyseS are done wi"h the heJ.p of the SHA'ZAM

package. ETS/SAS subroutine PROC ÀRIMÀ is also used to

identify, estimate and forecast the ARIMÀ mode1.

vl-
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Chapter I

i NTRODUCT] ON

1 ..1 THE PROBLEM

Bangladesh' S food probJ.ems combining production, procure-

ment and distribution of foodgrains have reached such a

criiical level that it can be terrned endemíc to Bangladesh

itself. À few mani festat ions of the food problem are wide-

spread hunger, mal-nutrition, disease and death affecting a

sub-set of population whose number is increasing over time"

I ronically, Bangladesh i s the fourth Iargest producer of

rice and yet it is the largest importer of rice and the

largest recioient of food aid (World Bani<,197921). Despite

governmental efforts to increase food production and achieve

autarcky in food, grain imports in recent years have soared

and the goal cf self-sufficiency remains elusive.

Implications of the food problem are severe.

fooCgrain consumption is fall-ing sieadil-y over

tc under'-nourishment of the growing popuÌation.

the quantitative decl-ine in focö, nutritional

Per capita

t ime leading

Äpart from

studiesl in

' '.1'n r ee n
trition

utri.rional stuCies were done l-n
al Survey of East Paki slan,
2) Nu'uritional, Survey of. Rural

ritional Survey of Rural

BanEl-aoesh. (1)Nu-
l'{arch 1962-January

Bangiadesh, 1975-7 6

Bangladesh, i981-82
lyb+ |

anC ( 3
(draft

I
-t
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Bangladesh show that there has been gualitative decline in

consumption especiall"y among t.he poorer section of the popu-

Iation. These stuCies also shov' that both "cal-orie and pro-

tein" gaps exj-sLS among the lowest income groups and at the

same t ime rural dwellers are worse of.f. than the i r urban

counterparts.

The neture of the problem i s di f f icult to t ie dor+n. Hun-

ger and malnutrition are visib)-y seen in an acute form when

Some di sasters, natural- or contr ived, i nterrupt the fcod

supply in Bangladesh. Speedy relief of hunger in emergen-

cies is not in itself at the heart of the food problem. The

more fundamental issue is r+hether the present system of food

producti.on, import and distribution is adequate to meet the

nutritional demands of a Erowing populatíon.

It seems pruoent tc believe that we cannot propose a seL

of policies and Strategies to all-eviate or, optimistically,

to sofve Bangladesh'S food problem unless we are in consid-

erable agreement as to what the problem is. Unless i{e un-

derstand the basic and intermediate causeS, it hardly is

)-ikely that we can bring about desired changes.

¡iistorical-iy it is seen that hunger is associated with

countries which have had ptenti fuI food; and Bangladesh is

no exception. The tand constituting BanElaoesh today

East BengaL --- \{as a prosperous economy "'ith seÌf-suffi-

c iency in food except in per iods of baC crops and abnormal



events. 2 Bengal in India once provided the

3

I i fe blood of

developmentmercanti l-e and industr ial capi tal i st

(Frank;'1 966:28) . Af ter the partition of India in 1941 , East

BengaI became the eastern wing of Pakistan, the food situ-

ation changed drastically, and by 1960-61 she was importing

unCer half a million tons of food* Thus, Bangladesh inher-

ited the food probl-em after two successive colonial rules

extending over tr+o centuries. The cause for this problem is

the'cofonialist mode of production' in agriculture. Ban-

gladesh agriculture, particularly the 90 per cent of the ru-

ral- popul-ation, \.çere subjected to a high rate of 'primitive

capital accumufation' whj-ch waS transferred to f inance the

growth of West Pakistani capítaIi.sm anC industrialisation

(¡than;1972:29).

Àfter the creation of Bangladesh in 1971, food situation

worsened primarily because of the War of Liberation and most

importantly because of the apathy and corruption of the rul--

ing party, and in one year (1973-74) food imports reached an

alarming 2.8 million tons. Even such a high import could

not avert famine and quasi-famine related deaths during

1973-74 and 1918-79. Optirnistic projections put the import

2 Bengal had e severe fanine in i943 in i+hich about three
mill-ion perished. This was Iargely due to harvest fail-
ure ¡ improper distribution of foodgrains due to world war
II and wioespread specul-ation which led to outright hcard-
ing of foodgrains by a smal-I section of traoers. Sen
( i 98 1 ) , hor"ever , argues that the famine occured dur ing the
boom phase of the economy and was not caused bI'a decline
of f ood availabil-ity but because of erosion of. 'entitle-
ments' .



figure for Bangladesh to be around 2 million tons a year in

fuiure unless miracuLous achievements take pì-ace in food

production (world Bank ;1979:xii). Increasing imports of

foodgrai.ns place Bangiadesh vul-nerable to externaf depen-

dence.3 Ànd at the same time there is no assurance that the

vulnerable poorest section of the population will be ade-

quatel-y fed.

The persistent food problem in Bangladesh has received

inadequate attention from politicians, planners and re-

searchers; and thereforef very little systernatic and rigor-

ous ana l-ys i s of the probJ-em seems to be ava i labIe So f a r .

The most common and popular view regarding the food problem

in Bangladesh is the one expressed by the World Bank Report

(1979). The -v{orl-d Bank Repcrt (1979) views the food-gap in

BanglaOesh to be one of insuf f ic ient product ion a ( supply ) .

This view represents the "productionists" viewpoint So popu-

l-ar among r+estern schoLars I potiticians, press and the me-

dia. This is a view al-so shared by Bangladeshi scholars and

government. Às Chen and Chaudhury (1975:222-223) write:

Sobhan (1979 ) narrates the way donor countr ies of food-
grain have used fooC as a weapon to achieve their politi-
caI objectives in Bangladesh during the crisis of 1973-14.

worl-d Bank Report (i979;i) ".., the food probl-em of
BanglaCesh is f unCamentall-1' a production probl-em . .. ".

The Report further observes that, " It is firstly a pro-
duc-'icn problem, the solution of r*'hich reouires a Set oi
poiicies, programs and projects desj-gned to accelerate the
growth of food output, r+hich has Iagged behind population
growth ouring the last two decades" (1o'79: iv).
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Domestic food production in Bangladesh has failed
to keep up with food demand generated by popula-
tion grovrth over the past 15 years......RegardIess
of the performance in agriculture, Iong range foorl
demand cannot be met r+ithout substantial ano sus-
tained reduction of population growth rates.

The above view is biased, inadequate and provides a superfi-

cial explanation of the food problem r+hich exonerates par-

ticular economic interests and instituti.ons from bIame. It

is biaseC because it is built on neo-Malthusian premises.

And it is superficial because if people are hungry, ihe pre-

sumption is tirat there must not be enough food!

Those who take a production centred view of Bangladesh'S

food problem have rel ied heavi 1y on aggregai ive project ions

of future output and demand (requirement). 1t i.s relatively

Straight forward to take the balance between the growth i.n

food production and the increase i-n population and hence to

calcufate what additional output will be needed to mainLain

or increase per capita availabil-ity of food in the light of

the expected demographic trends. Recent food production and

demographic figures promise a not-too-undaunting outlook for

Bangladesh. Fears are rampant --- fears not just of Starva-

tion but consternation of the amorphous spectre of the sub-

mersion of the "civilized values" and the emergence of thou-

SandS of "deSperadoes" for every One nOH terrori-zing the

rich today. Thus not only ihe diet appears to be at stake

for some, but the ver]'/ fabric of the civilisation is threat-

ened by the hungry seeking f ood (i.appe and Coll-ins;1911z4) .
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The "productioniSt" view is afso shared by the Bangladesh

government whose oft repeated slogan is to boost production

and curb population growth. But thi. s i s not lTrore than a

mere lip-service since less and l-ess resources are allocated

to increase food production and few reforms are made to re-

move the bottlenecks in food production. Much of the theory

and practice of the "Green Revolution" is tacitly based on

the premise that the food problem should almost excufsively

be battled from the supply-side, i .e. , by increasing yields

through bio-chemical- technclogy, etc. However, what is miss-

ing in this paraOigm is that insufficient effective demand

may be the dominant constraint to larger food production.

Likewise, income distribution from increased output and in-

come is irnportant, to this whole probJ-em. The poor are hun-

gry because they are poor and cannot afford to buy food, and

as long as poverty persists, it rvilL simply not be profii-

able to grow food that the poor need. A productj.on biased

strategy which often leads to marginalisation and landless-

ness of the vast majority of smaIl farmers and share-crop-

pers can, therefore, never in itself overcome the food prob-

1em in Bangladesh.

The "productionists'' view population outstripping food

supply. in contrast, the contra-Malthusian hypothesis is

that food suppty increases in response to population growth.

This hypothesis rests on the assumption that a Stock of im-

proved technologf is accumulateC (fortuitously) but adoption
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depends on population pressure (Boserup:1 965) . Both the

neo-I'falthusian and côntra-Malthusian explanations of the re-

lationship between the rates of growth in popul-ation and

food suppl-ies assume that causation is uni-directional and

rule out any feedback. An alternative hypothesis is that as

gror+ing f ood suppl-ies induce population expansion, so popu-

iation growth induces further growth in food supplies. It

is immaterial whether fooO Supply or population is the cause

or effect.

With Some of the most fertile soils in the world, abun-

dant rainf all- and enormous reserves of naturaJ. gas, Bangla-

desh clearly has the potential to feed aIl its peopl-e (lappe

and collins;1 977 219) . But the lingering food problem is, in

part, a probJ.en', of proper cistribution and management. Às

Lappe and Coil ins (197'7 :19) remark:

Bangladesh probabJ-y now produces enough to keep
all its people suf f iciently fed. But the rich eat
several times more grain than the poor. They con-
sume 30 per cent more calories than the poor and
twice the protein. Even more revealing is the
fact that food hoarders smuggle as much as one
third of atl Bangladesh's marketed grain across
the border to I ndia to be sol-d f or rnuch valued ru-
pees at prices twice as high as Bangladesh. Às in
other countries, the poor do not eat no matter hor+
much food there is. While many starved after the
1974 floods, âD estimated 4 million tons of rice
stacked up f or l+ant of buyers because, in the
words of Ñational Geographic, "the vast majority

were too poor to buy it." Much of this rice
wes grown by the very hungry who needed it. In
order to pay of f hígh interest debts to money
lenders, they had to sell at harvest times when
Þrices were at iheir Ior*'est. Forceo later to bor-
row agarn to buy ai speculator's prices and in
cor¡.petition with high income city owellers in in-
d j-a, they obviously f aced increased chances of
even greater hunger the following year.
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Thus, there is scarcity, but it is not a scarcity of food.

Tire scarc i ty i s that of lhe peoole , who have ne i tLrer access

to r-he ineans tc grov their own f ood nor the money to buy it.

When the government's rationing system is taken into consid-

eration e system whereby imported foodgrains as weIl as

1oca11y procured foodgrains from the countryside are dis-

tributed at a subsidised price to well-off urban dwellers

much to the neglect of the poor, hungry masses in the rural

areas --- another new dimension is added to the food prob-

Iem. In humanitarian terms, these food imports do not reach

the peopl-e for whom it is intended. Ànd as for development,

availability of cheaper foodgrains ís alleged to under-cut

ihe growih linkages of food production. Using Reutlinger's
(1977 ) terninology, BangJ-adesh's f ood probÌem is not the

"overt" typei but a mute and "silent" food crisis affecting

the poorest section of the population.

The key to this "silent" food crisis of r+ho goes hungry,

regardless of whether aggregate food supplies are scarce or

bountifut, is the distribution of effective demand or what

Sen ( 1 981 ) caIls "exchange entitlements". Àny economic

change causing a decline in per capita real income, i.e.,

reduced working hours, open or disguised unemployment, ot a

sharp rise in the price of food or other basic necessities,

wj.Il tend to "squeeze" the consumplion of l-ow income house-

hotds. Comparative stacic analysis shows that some reduc-

tion in food consumption is expected out of given increase
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in the price of food. Since, the price elasticity of demand

for food is l-ower for 'higher' incolne Eroups than for 'low-

er' income f ami l ies che scale of the cut irr per capi:a

consumption will be inversely relateC to f amil-y income.

Whereas 'high' income families may hardly need to reorganise

their consumption basket, Some poor faniilies wiIl be virtu-

aIly priced out of the market. This is the tragic outcome

of a free enterprise system. In Bangladesh there is Sirong

evicìence of con-'inued erosion, for Some identifiable classes

(landLess labourers and servants, margínal and small- farm-

ers, share-croppers, etc. ), of the existing means of access

ro the available food. This is in sharp contrast to the Àf-

rican situation where entitlements are being eroded periodi-

calIy (Rempel; 1 985:4 ) .

Thus, the food problem can be viewed as one of poverty

and maldistribution (Reuttinger¡1977) maldistribution of

income and productive power aS well as contrived maldistri-

bution of available foodstuffs. What emerges from the above

discussion is that there is just not one but many food prob-

Iems, and surprisingly Iarge number of them are the result

of human and governmental decisions rather than of immutabl-e

forces. Bangladesh' s predicament i s not exc lus i veJ-y an

over-population scarcity diagnosis: people are hungry be-

cause prices are high in relation to income; and on the oth-

er hand, there is not enough production because producers do

nor receive incentive prices and also due to the presence of

other factors vhich are not conducive to increased output.
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The country's extra-ordinary food potential remains untapped

not because of eny divine condemnation, but because of the

man-made irnpediments of a social anC political order that

seriously limits the scope for increased food production.

Based on the above discussion,

the problem may be helpful.

the following insights of

1. Withi-n an aggregative framework of food proouction

and anticipated demand, there is little evidence that

supply will, of itself, be limiting in the near fu-

ture, âlthough signi f icant efforts will be necessary

to meet demand.

Underl"ying the aggregate figures is a problem of- un-

even distribution of foodgrains which shows up as

widespread malnutrition and undernourishment in areas

where incomes are chronically fow and among disadvan-

taged groups even r^'hen average incomes are more 5at-

i sfactory.

The poor and economically vulnerable groups, whose

numbers ere steadily sr+e1ling, are at present faced

with the additional hazard of bearing the brunt of

fluctuations in food prices and food availability ar-

ising from natural and contrived conditions.

This is a study of the probl-em of food in Bangladesh; an

attempt at unf ol-ding the condi.tions of potitical biases, in-

stitutional rigidities and social imbalances which combine

2.

')
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with natural vicissitudes r,o produce a crisis. The aim i

to siudy' the problem in more exect terms, incorporating dif-

ferent perspectives hiiherto overlooked within a broader

analytical framework. Thís study suggests an alternative

approach to the problem of food problem and hunger in Ban-

gladesh, implying thereby that the conceptual framei+ork

r+ithin which the problem has been traditionally cast is

Somet imes def ic ient, unconvinc ing and most often mj. sleading.

In particular, we shall attempt to estimate the demand for

food and project the future level of demand; and to dispel

the notion of Bangladesh being a "basket-case" with its en-

tire people condemned to perennial hunger; and also to es-

tablish that hunger is neither natural ncr inevitable in

Bang Iade sh .

The satient feature of this study is the empirical inves-

tigation of food demand in Bangladesh. Apart from ine theo-

retical misconception of the food problem, it ¡s further

compounded by the fact that no proper estimate of market de-

mand for food is available. So far food demand has been in-

terpreted to be food "reguirement" based on recommended di-

etary standards. This viei" of f ood demand is totall-y

unsatisfactory since no market information is inccrporated

in the anaiysis. By estimati-nq a market demand for food we

thereby take into account the effect of market forces in in-

fluencing food demand. Other novei empirical- features in-

clude (i ) the ioentif ication, estirnation anC prediction of

an ARIMÀ food "reguirement" model; (ii) A three Sec:or þlacro

i

S
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food demand-supply rnodel taking into account the structural

relationships within the sectors; and (iii ) À simul-taneous

equaticn moCel to study the likeLy effect cf food imports on

Bangladesh food product ion. So far onLy casuaf remarks

about the likely disincentive effects of food inrports on do-

mestic food production are found in the liierature.

1,2 STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY

Chapter II comprises a review of trends in food produc-

tion and population growth both at the aggregate level and

disggregated fevels. Àttention is given to the incidence of

malnutrition, hunger and the causes for them.

Chapter III concentrates on Hamid's (i980) study of food

denand cal-cul-ation which was def icient in many respects.

ÀttenìptS were made to recalculate Hamid's model by removing

the indequac ies. As an i Ilustrat ion of alternat ive ap-

proach, in Àppendix C an ARIMÀ food demand ("reguirement")

modet is identified, estimated and optimal forecasts are ob-

tained. These are all done within the methodology suggested

by Box and Jenkins (1976).

Chap:er IV constiiutes an econometric estimation of mar-

ket demand for food function for Bangladesh using both time

series and cross-section data. Using oniy time series data

createS nuaerous econometric prObiemS. Thereiore, Tobin'S

( 1 950 ) anC Durbin' s ( i 953 ) procedure of incorporat ing extra-



neous information from

data wil] be attempted.

food demand mcdel will

done.

Chapter V will look into the

ports on domestic agriculture.
help of a simultaneous equations

summerises the findings of this

13

cross-sect ion data into t ime ser ies

Àlternaiively, a three Sector l-lacro

be built and some simulaticns ç'ilI be

Iikely effects of food im-

Thi s wi l-1 be done w i th the

modeI. Lastly, Chapter VI

study.
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POPULÀTION ÀND FOOD SUPPLY IN BÀNGLÀDESH

It is increasingly recognised that Bangladesh j.s in cri-

sis, Food scarcity is chronic, episodically becoming So Se-

vere as to lead to famine. Al-ready there have been two se-

vere food crises --- one in 1973-74 and the other in 1978-79

caking a Severe toll on human lives and endless misery

to the countless living the aftermath. Ànd there are grow-

ing fears that such a famine will recur in future and the

worst is yet to come unfess proper production/ prccurement,

import and distribution of fooograins is ensured.

Various h1'potheses have been put forrvard to explain these

crises: unfavourable weather cycles, slow growth of agri.cul-

ture, a bias in favour of urban areas, the demographic ex-

plosion. None of these explanations seem to be complete or

fuIIy convincing. Over the past twent¡z f ive yearS or so,

the number of the rural poor has increased and their stan-

darC of living has 
"ended 

to faIl; and at the same time the

problem of hunger, starvation and malnutrition has emerged.

Àn attempt is made here to describe the traditionai view

oí che fcod probl-em in Bangladesh f irst, i.e. the relation-

ship betç'een food production and popul-ation growth. Under

i*" \{e shali nainly f ocus on the f ollowing issues:
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5 The mul-ti-dimensicnal properties of
portant aspect analysed in Lancaster

'1 5

Has the food situat ion truly deter iorated in Bangla-

desh? I f so, by hoç' much and r+hat has been the sa-

l- i ent f eature of thi s dec I i ne ?

What is the relationship between food production andz.

{

populat i on ?

Àre aIl the districts/regions of Bangladesh

"deficit"?

in food

Secondly, \{e shall invest igate the problem under Sen'

(1981) methodology of "exchange entitlement" failure.

2.1 FOOD PRODUCTION TREND IN BÀNGLÀDESH

Food is used as a colLective term for the end products

that consumers buy to eat or drink. Food is consiOered not

merely as e collection of inputs to satisfy human nutrition-

a1 requirements but al-so as possessing a multi-dimensional

range of consumer demands, ê.9., taste, appearance' choice,

novelty, convenience, entertainment, statuS and Security.5

Definitionally, food in this study would refer to rice and

wheat only because of the overwhelming importance of these

crops in Bangladesh. Production-wise they account for about

99 per cent of the total foodgrain production and cover over

B0 per cent of the total cropped Iand (Government of Bangla-

desh (COe) Statistical Year Book,1982). Consumption-wise,

rice and wheat account for about B5 per cent of total calo-

commodities is an rm-
( 1955 ) .
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rie intake and households spend about 65 per cent of their

entire budget on these tç'o items alone (Househoid Expendi-

ture Survey (Hes) ,1977).

The production of foodgrains from 1 960-61 to 1 981 -82 is

presented in Table 2.1, Because the production levels of

rice and wheat change due to weather .onJirion= and other

extraneous influences, it is necessary to eliminate period-

icities and estimate the trend of these two crops. The an-

nual growth rates of food production is summarised in Table

))

For the sake of comparison, Pe divided our study period

into two sub-periods: one covering 1960-61 to 1969-70 and

the other from 1970-71 to 1981-82 respectively. Our find-

i ngs , f rorn Tabl e 2 ,2, show that cereal product ion , r ice and

rvheat production growth6rates are higher in the second peri-

od than the first. Overall cereal production was very slug-

gish and grew at less than 2 per cent per annum. Rice pro-

duction accounted for this slow growth because of the

overwhelming irnportance of rice, in terms of acreage, in the

overalf cereal production. Wheat produciion increased sen-

saticnalJ-y and grew overall at 16.7 5 per cent per annum over

6 Annua I growch rates \{e re obta i ned by
Sguares by fitting semí-logarithmic trend
ferent crop activities.
a = A Exp [Ut] where, Q = quantity on the
intercept term, b = annual growth raie and
od.

Orcinary Least
li.nes for dif-

trend line, À =
| = time peri-
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TABLE 2.1

Gross Production of. Rice and Wheat 1960-6'1 to 1981-82

YEÀR RI CE WHEÀT CEREÀL qplgg+WHEÀT)

1 960-61
1 961 -62
1 962-63
1 963-64
1 96+-65
1 95s-66
1 966-67
1 967 -58
1 968-69
1 969-7 0
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
19i3-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1 97 9-80
1 980-B 1

1 981 -82

9519
9465
8730

1 0457
10337
10335

9424
10995
1 1 165
11718
10967

q-t 1 ¿-

9932
11721
1 1109
1 2561
I t5b /
12753

264'7
2539
3662
J+ r5

32
39
44
34
?1

JJ

5B
58
92

103
110
113

90
109
'1 15

1trÃ

343
sB6
810

1075
952

9s51
otrtrt

877 4
10491
10368
10370

o¡o,)J=9 I

1 1053
11251
11821
11077

9887
1 0022
11830
11244
t¿/ /6
I tó¿¿
lJ rUb
13233
1 3349
14737
1 4367

Note: Figures in thousand tons.

Source: World Bank Report
1978-79 and,

GOB,Staiistical Year Book,
82.

(19'79) for data 1960-51 to
1,982,for data 1980-81 to '1 981-

the 22 year period. One striking feature of

food produciion is that both rice ano wheat

higher grov¿th rate in the Iatter period than

pericci. One explanation for the higher growth

the trend in

regi stered a

the f ormer

of both rice

i s perhapsand wheaL during the 1970-71 tc 1981-82 period
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TABLE 2.2

Annual Growth Rales in Production Level-s of Rice and
hThea t

Ännual- Growth Rates ( Per Cent )

Per iod Rice Wheat Cereals

1 960-61 ro 1969-70 2.34 1 1 .9 2.40

197A-71 to 1981-82 2.65 24.91 3.28

1 96C-51 to 1981-82 1 .66 16 .75 1 .94

Source: Calculated from Table 2.1 .

due to diffusion of "Green Revolution" techniques of produc-

tion which started in Bangl-adesh in the mid-1960's-

The role cf acreage expansion in rice and i+heat produc-

tion is by no means less important. Effective acreage was

enhanced through mul-tiple cropping as cropping intensity in-

creased from 1 .30 in 1 960-61 to about 1 .54 in 1 981 -82. The

SourceST of production change due to changes in acreage and

yield for Bangladesh over the relevant periods are Summar-

Let, P = Production, A = Acreage,
(O = base and f = current).

L = Yie1d and | = time

sui tablep,/p-, = ÀrLr /noro Taking togarithms and by
trersÍormat ion yields :

l-og(a,/eo) /tog(p, /po )+log(r,,/t'o) /log(e,,/vo¡= 1 .

lJan¡ ¿

prciuction Ef f ect ( i 00?á) = Acreage Eíf ec L e) + yield Ef -
f ec: &).
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TÀBLE 2.3

Sources of Variation of Production

PRODUCTI ON EFFECT

CROPS PERI OD ACREÀGE
(%)

YI ELD
(%)

AMÀN 1960-69
'1 970-81
1950-B 1

1960-69
1970-81
1 960-B 1

1 950-69
1970-79
1 960-8 1

1 960-69
1970-81
i 960-8 1

1960-69
1 970-B 1

1960-81

43
26
2B

172
-9
B4

53
BO

60

73
27
49

64
67
66

57
74
72

-72
109

tb

47
20
40

27
73
51

36
33
34

ÀUS

BORO

TOTAL RTCE

WHEAT

ised in Table 2.3 Bangladesh has 3 main rice cropsB main-

Iy (1) ÀMÀN (.luly-oecember), (2) AUS (e,pri1-Àugust) and (3)

BORO (December-Àoril). Àmong the rice crops, Aus and Boro

show dominant acreage effect in their change in output while

I 'ÀMÀN' occupies
contributes to
'ÀuS' occupi es
contributes to
of rice.
'BORO' occupies
per cent of the

59 per cent oi the tctal- rice acreage and
about 50 per cent of the rice production.
roughLy 33 per cent of the acreage and

about 25 per cent of the total production

9 per cent of the acreage anO produces 14
total rice crop.
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Àman shows the opposite. For the case of total rice produc-

tion, the total- effect is divided almost equaily among acre-

age and yield effect. For wheat, the acreage effect is dom-

inant whrich reveals among other things that the Spectacufar

growth we have seen in Table 2.2 may be attributed to acre-

age expansion.

I f \{e run a regression to determine the trend in the pro-

duccion, acreage expansion and yields of all the rice vari-

etieS and wheat, the above Statement is substantiated. The

trend in each of these crops is obtained by fitting semi-

J-ogarithmic trend lines to each crop and the resufts are

shown in Table 2.4.

TÀBLE 2.4

?rend in Production, Àcreage Expansion and Yield in
Bangladesh

PRODUCTi ON (%) ÀCREAGE (%) YI ELD (%)

CROPS ' 60-69 70-8 1 60-8 1 '60-69 70-81 50-81 '60-69 70-81 60-81

ÀMÀN

ÀUS

BCRO

TOTÀL RiCE

WHEÀT

0.38 3.28

2.65 2.46

16.+6 1.51

a )Á 1 Eç.
L. J= L t QJ

1 1 .90 24.91

0 .47

t.¿5

o tr^

| . bb

16.75

0.40 0.74

3.77 0.21

8 .62 2 .2+

a )Â I Étr¿. J2 L ¡ UJ

7 .66 15.32

-0.04

0.56

7 .68

0.56

¿, q)

2.01 0.48

¿.la u. I+

^¿,)?)q
a )a '1 ñ,)
L.J9 l.V-

9.25 6.+B

0.07

1 .11

tr o¡

1 .66

tu.3 /
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Table 2.4 indicates that overall increases in rice pro-

duction \{ere sl-uggish and grew at a rate of only 1.66 per

cent per annum during the period 1960-81, but the rate of

increase þ¡as slightly higher during the second sub-per iod

from 1970-81 than during 1950-69. On the other hand, wheat

production shor+ed dramatic increases in the growth rate and

liker"'ise wheat production f ared a lot better during 1970-81

period than in 1960-69 period. In terms of acreage expan-

sion, the decade 1960-69 r egisterd higher increases, with

the exception of Àman and v¡heat, for Àus and Boro varieties

than in 1 970-81 period. Overall during 1 960-81 Þeriod, only

Boro and wheat shor+ed relatively higher increases in acreage

while Àman and Àus acreage remained virtually stagnant.

In terms of productivity, the picture is dismal. Only

r¿heat showed some signs of productivity gains while Àman,

Àus and Boro productivity increases are on11z marginal. It

may be mentioned that Bangladesh's productivity in rice and

rçheat cult ivat ion i s one of the l-owest in South As ia, and

Japan, with similar soil conditions to Bangladesh, has a

productivity of about 400 per cent higher than Bangladesh

(uxnsco i1975) . Stagnation in acreage expansion signifies

thai vi rtually a ph)'s ical l irni t in area has already been

reached and any s ign i f icant breakthrough in food product ion

can onty come througr productivity increases by better farm-

ing techniques, innc'vaiion (i.e. crops with shorcer gesEa-
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tion span, among others etc. ) and removal of certain biasess

from the economy.

2.i .1 Constraints on Increased Productron

Faaland and Parkinson (19762132), citing a WorId Bank re-

port in 1971, concludei that the current rice production of

about 13 million tons could be quadrupled by the end of the

century with the hetp of. al-ready known state of the arts in

combination r+ith gradual- development of irrigation and

drainage facilities. The limitations of aIl such technoc-

ratic projections is that they explicitll'abstract from po-

litica1, socio-economic and other constraints; nevertheless

these estimates do serve to highlight the contrast between

present and potencial ]evels of production. The constraints

facing Bangladesh food production are summarised below:

( 1 ) Resourqç Çq¡s!¡ejn!-1: The major constraint to realising

the potential for growth is the under-investment in agricul-

ture specialty by the public sector. Table 2.5 highlights

the aÌl-ocation of funds to agriculture and related activi-

ties in recent years. The following conclusion can be

reached from above:

(11 Àgricul-ture

ve l opnien ta 1 f unds .

around 55 per cen'L

has not received its due share in the de-

while the share of agriculture in GDP is

to 60 per cent, it has received less than

t vylder (1982
foreign (3)
landioro (1 )

) lists ihes:
bureauc ra: - :
rice ano t8)

biases es follor+s: (1) urban
(4 ) capital ( 5) production
private,

(2)
(b)
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Yea r

TÀBLE 2.5

Àllocation of Funds to Agricul-ture

Àllocation to Àgriculture
and Related Àctivities

(¡'ti 11 i on Ta ka )

Àllocation as
% of. Ànnual
Development Plan

197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 98 1

Source: Hossain (

GOB, Stat

1 537
17 15
31 23
321 B

37 21
4089

4261
4825

1980:53 ) .
i st ical Year Book,

)q)
32.7
32 .9
32 .0
,)0 1L). t

35. 0

a1 0
tt.J
11 a
I I .V

1982 p 663.

30 per cent from the development budget and the share Is on

the dec I ine . The neglect of. agr icul-ture Coes not stop here.

Às vylder (1982230) observes:

Within the agricuftural sector proper , a Iarge
part over 40 per cent on the average during
the last five years --- of development expenditure
is allocated to subsidies on fertilj-zers and pes-
ticides, items which should be classified as cur-
rent expenditure. These input subsidies have been
essentiel for the strategy of increasing the use
of the rnodern seed fertiliser technology but they
almost exclusivel-y benef j-t the big f armer; to a
large exlent they can be regardeC as constituting
consumption subsidy enabling the rural rich to
prop up 

"heir 
demand for urban-produced industriaI

goods. i f these subsidies ere excluded, then the
share of developmennt expenditures going to agri-
cuf ture goes down to some '7 or B per cent.
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The preeminent emphasis on índustrialisation and other ter-

tiary sectors to the utter negiect of the agricul-tural sec-

tor i s what vyl-de r (1982) terms as " urban bias " '

(2) Socio-Economic Constrqints: Another major constraint to

achieving a high rate of growth in Bangl-adesh agriculture IS

the prevalent agrarian structure, Two salient features in

the structure which are believed to influence growth are:

The concentration i-n land ownership.

Prevalence of share tenancy.

The most recent 1917 Land Occupancy Survey in Bangladesh

shows that although there are few large land owners, the de-

gree of concentration in ownership is very high. The top 10

per cenr, of rural households ov¡ned about 50 per cent of the

total iand, abouL 20 per cent being concentrated in the

hands of the top 1.8 per cent of households. Àbout 24 per

cent of the total land was tenant cultivated, about 22 per

cent of the land was under share tenancy under which the te-

nant received 50 per cent or less of the produce whi'le shar-

ing the ful1 costs of the inputs.

The reiationship between land concentration and growth

canot be deterr'.rined a priori. One line of argument postu-

Iates Lha: concentration adversely affects gror+th. Hi gh

concentraiiclr of land facil-itates the ability of the rural

rich to ext;'act more surplus through e>;pÌoitative share-

cropping and usury credi t markets, reduc ing the incentive

1.

.,)
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for direct investment in the process of production as a

means to increasing their income. The tenancy and credit

markets develop a patron-client relati.onship which i.s used

as a power base by the gentry. It is in the interest of the

power groups to maintain the status quo so that the poor

cannot free themselves from the bondage. Such power groups

res i st changes changes in agr i.cuf tural pract j.ces to im-

prove yield and productivity and misuse government's incen-

tives and misdirect agricultural investment fund into l-ess

risky trade or business or doling out consumption loans at

onerous terms. In short, high concentration of iand owner-

ship does not Iead to higher investment primarily because

control over the land market is the kev to the control over

other relaced markets.

The relationship betv¡een share tenancy and growth is also

controversial. The general Iine of argument is that a share

cropping system adverseLy affects growth because of the di-

sincentives inherent in the system. Under the system nei-

ther the landlord nor the tenant is interested in making in-

vestment on land or in applying modern inputs because (i)

the tenant is insecure about his tenancy and (ii) the lano-

lord appropiates a share of the increased output. So share-

cropping on adverse terms does not promote growth at all.

An empirical investigation by Hossain ( 1 980:64 ) concluded

Lhat bes:oes the l-ow Ievel of education among f.armers and

non-ava i.,'abilrty of waier, land concentration and high inci-
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in thedence of share-tenancy

adoption c't high yielding
are the major

varieLies (HYv)

constraints

of rice.

2.2 DEMOGRÀPHIC CHÀNGE AND FOOD IN BÄNGLÀDESH

Bangladesh is the eighth largest country in the world in

terms of population with a man-Iand ratio of over 1500 peo-

ple per square mile. with a growth rate of about 2.8 per

cent per annum, the population of Bangladesh continues to

expand rapidly. Optimistic projections assuming substantial

fertility reduction show that the population of Bangladesh

¡+iI1 be around 128 million by the year 2000 (COe; Statisti-

cal Year Book , 1982).

Population census of Bangladesh (formerly East Bengal,

East Pakistan) was conducted first in 1871-72 during the

Sritish rufe and has been taken every ten years, except in

1971.1o The latest census was conducted in 1981. The size

of the poputation of East Bengal was about 17 m.iIIion in the

year 1 200 (OSCep i 1981) ¡ and the growth in population was

very slow as shown in Table 2.6. Thewannuale beti+een 1700

and 1850 was bel-ow 0.5 per cent in this period. High birth

rar-es coupled with high death rates contributed to this

srnalL natural i,ncrease.

1 o Because of the War
done in 1974.

of Liberat ion in 1971 this census was
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Up to the mid 1920's Bangladesh's demographíc history is

one of continued slow popul-ation growth against en'¿ironmen-

tal and technotogicaì. constraints, interrupted by large-

scaÌe setbacks (arthur and McNichol;1978229) . Thereafter,

mortality rates declined steadily, a decline interrupted by

the Bengal Famine of 1943 and the inter-religious strifes of

the 1941 Part i t ion of I ndia . Às a conseguence, populat ion

growth increased sharply and in the 1930's Bangladesh's pop-

ulation growth rate exceeded the 1 per cent per annum mark

over a decade.

The cause for this increase was a drastic drop in the

mortality rate from above 40 per thousand to a level of

about 20 per thousand. À host of factcrs were responsibLe

for this massive decline in the death rates whose relative

weights were unevenly distributed. These include reduction

and /or elj.rnination of killer diseases 1i.ke malaria, cholera

and smal-Ipox, some improvements in public health and treat-

ment of epidernic diseases and more importantly, reduction of

faniine related deaths due to improvement in transport and

communication. Nevertheless, death rates are quite hi9h.

There has been no comparable secular trend in the fertility

rare and this ranges from 45 to 50 per thousand

not substantially lower than a century ago.

a rate

The popul-ation figures since 1872 are presented in Table

2,7. Às can be seen f rom Table 2.7, prior to 1931 , the an-

nuaf population growth rate was below '1 per cent. I t in-
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TÀBLE 2.6

Population of Bangl-adesh in the Pre-Census Pericd

YEÀR POPULÀTION ÀBSOLUTE INCREÀSE ÀNNUÀL GROWTH
(million) (miilion) ( p.r cent )

1 700 17 .0
1750 19.0
1770 15.0
1800 17.0
1Bs0 20.0

Source: ESCAP ( 1 981 )

)n
-4.0
2.0
3.0

0.22
-1.18

0.+2
0.33

TÀBLE 2.7

Evolution of Population in Bangladesh, 1872-198'1

YEAR POPULÀTI ON
(mr-L-Llon)

PERCENTAGE CHANGE ÀNNUÀL GROWTH
(per cent )

187 2
1881
1891
1 901
1911
1 921
1931
1 941
I JJ I

1 961
1914
1 981

Source:

22.78
24 .93
27.01
28.93
21 tr2

33.25
35.60
42 .00
41.93
50.84
71 .18
87.12

9 .43
8.36
7 .10
8.98
s.38
7 .07

17 .96,
-0.15
21 .24
40.60
22 .10

1 . C0
0 .80
0.69
0.86

0.68
1 .65

-0.02
I O?

¿.6¿
2.93

ESCÀP (lggi) and GOB, Statistical Year Book,
t>ö¿.
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creased to over '1 .5 per cent during the decade of 1931-41 ,

and in the following decade the population gro\{th rate fe11

primarily because of mass exodus of hindu population from

East Bengal to rndia. Since 196.1 the population growth rate

increased sharply and presently stands at about 3 per cent

per annum. However¡ these staggering figures conceal €ven

harsher realities and some observers are of the opinion that

the 1961 and 1974 censuses are guilty of under-enumeration

(Chen and Chaudhury ì 1975:206) .

2,2.1 Demographic Change at the District LeveI

Turning from the national figures to the district 1evel

figures, we notice e high growth rate of population increase

in all the districts. we calculated the populacion change

for 3 periods namely 1961-74, 1914-81 and the overall popu-

Iation change covering 196'1-84 period. Interestingly, these

periods also coincide with the census years. The range of

population growth rate over 1961-81 period is 2.02 per cent

in Faridpur to 3.38 per cent in Dhaka and Kushtia districts.

This is shown in Table 2.8.

From TabIe 2.8, w€ are able to ideniify four population

growth zones based on the variation of population cver the

period 1 960-81 . These zones are classified as 1ow, moder-

ate, high and very high11 gror+th zones. The low growth zone

1 1 Hiqh and low
ative sense
Lor+ growch =

growth rates
rather than
(2.00 < 2.25

should be interpreted in a rel-
in absoÌuie sense of the term.
) p"r cent per annum; Moderate =
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TÀBLE 2.8

Population Gror+th in Bangladesh by Districts

)IVISION

]HT TTÀGONG

DI STR] CTS POPULÀTION (thousands ) GROWTHRATE \% )

1 961 197 4 1 98'1 '61-74 74-81 61-81

Banda r ba n
Hi I1 Tracts
Chi ttagong
Comi I 1a
Noa kha I i
Sy lhe t

383
2983
4389
2383
3490

508
4315
5819
)a)/¡
t1 '7 ç.ô

171
580

5491
688 1

3816
5656

¿. t /
2.84
2.17
a 12

1.89 2.07
? LA- ? Nq

2.39 2.25
2.36 2.35
2.+6 2.41

]HAKÀ

Dha ka
Fa r i dpur
Jamalpur
Mymensingh
Tanga i I

5096
317 9

5532
1 487

/b I I

4060
2059
5508
207 B

10014
47 64
2454
6568
2444

3.09
1 . BB

? q?

2.28
¿.5t
2 .51
I 2')

3.38
2 .02

0.85
2. +8

-0.03
a ç1

KHULNA

Barisal
Jessore
KhuIna
Kusht i a
Patuakhal i

3068
21 90
2447
1166
1194

3928
3327
3557
1BB4
1 449

4661
4020
4329
2292
1843

.90 2.46 2.10

.22 2.70 3.04

.81 2.81 2. B5

.69 2.80 3.38

.49 3.44 2.17

1

{

2
3
1

RÀJSHÀHI

Bogra
Dinajpur
Pabna
Ra j shah i
Rangpur

157 4
1710
19s9
2889
37 96

2231
¿5/t
¿ó t5
4268
5447

27 28
3200
3424
527 0
6510

2.68 2.87 2.75
J.t¿I J.tJ ¿.t3
2.79 2.80 2.79
3.00 3.01 3.01
2.78 2.55 2.70

Source: GOB, Statistical Year Book, 1982.

includes the districts of Chittagong

idpur , Bar i sal- and Patuakhal i r+hi 1e

Hi 1t Tracts

the morJe ra te

(cut), Far-

growth zone

(2.25 < 2.50) per
per cent per annum
annum.

cent per annum;
and Very High =

High = (2.50 < 3.00)
( > 3.00 ) per cent per
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includes ComilIa, Noakhali, Sylhet and Tangail districts.

The high growth zone includes Mymensingh, KhuIna, Bogra,

Pabna and Rangpur districts and the very high growth zone

includes Chittagong, Dhaka, Jessore, Kushtia, Dinajpur and

Rajshahi districts. It is evident from the classification

that the majority of the districts fall either in high or

very high growth zones.

Table 2,9 shows the variation of population growth in the

different growth zones during 1961-74 and 1974-81 periods.

))1 Quantum of Popul-ation Change: An Analysis of
Var iance

For the purpose of analysing the variations in population

growth in the above mentioned population growth zortes, we

have done a ti¡o-factor analysis of variance to Separate out

the variations associated with defined sources. Here i¡¡e

shaIl refer tc the two tirne periods (1961-74 and 1974-81)

as the "treatments" and the four growth zones as the

"b1ocks". Therefore, the Two-Factor Analysis of Variance

model can be written as f ol-lows:

Yijk = P + 0j + ),k + (0I)jX + eijk

where, Yi j k = the ith observat ion in the

jth level of Factor À and the kih Level of

p = the grand nean of all val-ues.

A1 = Lhe effecL of. level j of factor À on

Ik = the effect of level k of Factor B on

ceII that is the

Factor B.

Yijk.
Yijk.
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Populat ion Var iat

TÃ,BLE 2.9

ion in Different Growth Zones in
Bang lade sh

PERCENTÀGE VÀRIÀTION

REGI ON DI STRT CTS 1961-74 1 97 +-81

LOW 109.53

32.63
¿/.6t
ao ô?

21.36

77.50

14.17
17 .33
18.81
27.19

CHT
Far i.dpur
Barisal
Patuakhal i

MODERÀTE 1 44 .39

')a qQ
JL.JU

35.71
36.36
39 .7 4

1a 11

1B .25
18.00
18.85
r/.bt

Comilla
Noa kha I i
Sy Ihet
Tan ga i l-

HI GH 17 4 .16

0.00
+5.¿4
41 .7 4
43 .69
43 .49

104.37

19.24
21 .70
aa 1()
LL. LA

21.63
'1 0 trîI J . JL

M¡'men s i ngh
KhuIna
Bogra
Pabna
Rangpur

VERY HIGH 30s.58

44.65
49.35
tr1 01
J I . JL

61.58
50.35
47.73

149 .26

27 .25
31 . 57
20.83
z | . bb
24.4'7
23 .48

Chi ttagong
Dhaka
Jessore
Kusht ia
Dinajpur
Ra j shah i

Source : Cal-culated f rom Tabl e 2.8



( Of) ¡X = the interaction effect on Yijk of the jth

Factor À and the kt.h f evei of Factor B.

eijk = the random error term of the ith observation

umn j and row k.
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level of

in col--

The analysis of variance is presented in Table 2.10 which is

calculated on the basis of the data presented in Table 2.9.

TABLE 2.10

Two-Factor Ànalysis of Variance Table

Sources of Variation Sum of Squares D.F M.S.S FcaI. Ftab.

I rea tmen t
Blccks

Interaction (r x B)

Brror

l'ota-L

2866.32

1 209 .96

430. s0

4582 .1 6

9088.94

1

3

3

30

37

2966.32

403.32

1A) trrr
ItJ ¡ JV

152.74

18.77 4.17

)ÃtL)q)

0 .94 2.9+

Source: Calculated from Table 2.9.

2.2.1 Test of Hypotheses

we have tested three sets of hypotheses which are:
'1 . Ho: 0t = 0z = 0t = = 0j - 0. This null hypothesis

SayS that no level of Factor À (time ) iras any inf luence on

the dependent variabl-e Y. In our case Fcal-c = 18,77 which is

greater than Ftab = 4.1J, we reject the null hypothesis and

conclude that tinie is a significanL factor in the variation

of popuJ-at i on .
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2. Ho: Àr - ì.2 - ).¡ r ... r ).k - 0. This null hypothesis

says that no l-evel of Factor B (Growth Zones) has any influ-

ence on the depenoent variable Y. Fcalc = 2.64 which is

small-er than Ftab = 2.92. Hence we accept the null hypothe-

sis and conclude that the different growth zones had irnper-

ceptible effect on the variation of population.

3. Ho: ( eL) ¡t< = 0 f or all combinations of j and k. This null

hypothesis says that there is no interaction effect for any

combination of Factor À (rime) and Factor B (Growth zones).

From our calculation we see that Fcalc = 0.94 which is

smaller than Ftab = 2.92. Hence we conclude that both Time

and Growth Zones interact to produce population variation in

Ban g iade sh .

2.2.2 Causes of High Population Growth

There are several factors which may work towards an indi-

vidual seeking a Ìarge family size given the prevailing

situation in Bangladesh. This is true for some groups of

people, i.e., marginal and destitute people as well as those

who are not destitute and have a fighting chance for surviv-

al. For the above mentioned groups there is some scope for

rational decision making regarding the optimal family size.

The present agrarian structure is characterised by extreme

seasonaJ-ity which implies that for families depending on the

sale of Iabour ( landless labour in particul-ar ) an extra

earning member can smoothen out fLuctuations in earnings of
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the family. When contract labour is on a family basis or

share of produce is the remuneration, a Iarge family i-mplies

a greater control over wage goods. Under share-cropping ar-

rangements, a family's capacity to lease land depends on the

labour endowment of the family; and a Iarge family clearly

helps. Moreover, in the absence of any social- security ar-

rangement for people owning no income generating assets,

earning members in the family provide the only source to

draw upon during indisposition, old age or disability. In

the Bangladeshi society, rshere physical ccnflicts cannot be

ruled out, security considerations of the family dictates a

large family to protect life and possession.

On balance chi ldren do typical l-y represent a good invest-

meni prospect in Bangladesh. A study in Bangladesh pointed

to the relatively optimistic conclusion that the average

village boy can be credited with the triple achievements of

earning enough to pay for his food by the age of 12; paying

for alt his past consumption by the age of 15; and paying

for the consumption of his sister as well by the age of 21

(eberstadt;1980:51).

2.2.3 Implications of High Population Growth

High population growth in Bangladesh has serious implica-

tions for the nutritional- standar:: cf the peopl-e. Table

2.11 summarises the situation and shows that over the twenty

year per i od imports of foodgraíns ha s increased nearly three



L imes , per capi ta domest ic product i on

creasòd, while per capita availability

ma ined steady.

of

^tU!
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foodgrain has de-

foodgrain has re-

TÀBLE 2.11

Populati-on, -. Production, Imports and
Foodgrains in Bangl-adesh

Àvailability of
1 960-8 1

lea r Popu-
lat ion

Net Domest ic
Produc t i on

Imports Per Capita
Àvailability

Per Caprta
Domestic
Production

Imports Às
% of Dom.
Production

i 9F,0
1951
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1 967
1968
1 969
197 0
i971
tJ / ¿
't973
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981

53.90
qL, q?

56.96
57.43
58.94
60.48
61 .94
63.43
ç,¿. q q

66 .52
68.12
69.77
72.39
1¿, 2.1

77.03
78.96
80.82
82.71
84 .66
86.54
88.68
90.63

8596
8554
7 897
9442
o2?'1

9333
8s34
9948

1013'1
10639

9969
B89B
9020

1 06+7
101 20
11+97
10640
117 95
11910
1241 4
1 3263
1 2929

16 .49
16 .45
14.54
19 .25
16.35
15.70
14.9+
17 .07
16.86
1'7 .36
'1 6.60
1A aa
I=.JL

i6.07
16.26
15 .82
tb. t5
13.87
16.01
15.15
15.66
16.79
16.17

357.24
351 .38
31 0 . s5
368.28
354 .62
345 .67
308.62
351.31
349 .10
358.26
3¿ / .ó |

285 .67
279.11
320.68
)qa. )q
3¿6.1ó
294.90
319.44
315.12
310.61
335.01
31 9.55

6.78
6.83
ð. rb
tr ?tr

3.64
'1 0.43
10.86
10.07
10.53
15.55

?1 ?1

15.59
22.63
12.96

1 2')
1^ a2
IT ¡ JJ

9 .66
14 .98
14.33
lÈ 

^1

460
580
tr/ô
770
490
340
890

1080
1 020
1 120
1550
1 280
2830
tb/u
2290
1 490

780
1690
1150
'1800

1900
2000

{ote: PopuLation ( in mi11íon) .
pròduction and Imports (in thousand tons).
Per Capita ÀvailabíÌity (ounces per day).
Per Caþita Domestic Production (pounds per year).

5ource : GOB, Stat i st ical Year Book , 1982.
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Total net availabilty of foodgrain to consumers is ob-

tained by subtracting ten per cent from gross production for

seeC, feed and wastage and adding imports, Net domestic

product.ion of foodgrain increased over the period 1960-61 to

i981-82 but the rate of growth was sfower than the rate of

growth of population over the same period. This situation
is cJ-early indicated by a declining per capita domestic food

production. The estimated trends in per capita food produc-

tion, imports and per capita f ood availabili.ty are shown in

TÀBLE 2.12

Growth Rates of Per Capita Food Àvailabi1ity,
Production and Imports in Bangladesh 1960-8'1

1 960-69 1 970-B 1 1 960-8 1

Per Capita Food Production 0.03 0.69 -0.61

Per Capi ta Food Ava i l-abi I i ty 0 . 56 0 .17 -0 .17

Per Capita Food Imports 7.02 -2.68 4.23

Source: Calcul-ated from Table 2.11.

Table 2.12.

Tabie 2.12

food prcouct i on

annum o\/er the

substantiates

oeclined at

period 1 960-81

the assert i on that per capi ta

the rate of 0.61 per cent per

. Å.1so per capita availability
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of foodgrain declined at the rate of 0.17 per cent per annum

over the same period. Per capita food availability would

ha.ve been worse i f it vras not boosted by increased per cap-

ita food imports whose trend is a staggering 4.23 per cent

per annum during the period 1950-81.

The implications of the changes on the average Banglade-

shi diet are shown in Tabte 2.13 where a profile of per cap-

ita daily consumption of different categories of nutrients

are shown.

If one compares the figures in Table 2.13 with

Chen and Chaudhury (1975), figures in Table 2.13

that of

are not

only at variance but al-so appear to be inflated. But there

is similarity in the two in that they both show a declining

treno in nutritional standards over time in Bangladesh. Nu-

critional Surveys in Bangladesh are government sponsored anC

hence the fi,gures are often inflated to conceal the facts.

Cn the other hand, Chen and Chaudhury's (1975) estimates are

downwardly biased in that they ha.,,e also omitted foodstuffs
(e. g. meat r e99s, fruits etc. ) from which calories and pro-

tein are obtained.

Àssuming that the Nutritional Survey 1 981-82 f.ígures are

correct, there has been about fourteen per cent decline in

caloric conSumption and twenty per cent reduction in protein

consunption in Bangladesh over the twenty year period.

Shifts of even a small- magnitude can be devastating frorn the
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TÀBLE 2.13

Nutrition in Bangladesh at Different Time Periods

FACTORS 1962-'o4 1975-76 1981-82 RECOMMENDED

Calories

Protein (grams)

Fat ( grams )

Carbohydrate ( grarns )

lron (m.9. )

Calcium (m.9. )

Vitamin A (i.u.u)

Thiamine (m.g. )

Ribof lavine (m.9. )

Niac ine (m. g. )

vitarnin C (m.9.)

2301.0

tr? oJI.J

15.8

482. C

J^ ')IU.J

a1) 
^LTJ.V

1870.0
,Jtr
l¡J

0.5

)2)

48.0

2094.00

58.50

12.20

439.00

22.20

305.00

730.00

r . b5

0.87

¿2. ¿ I

9.51

1 943.00

48 .40

9.80

412.00

23 .40

260.00

763.00

1 .38

0.68

13.15

13 .26

2273.00

45.30

N/a

¡t/e

7 .60

450.00

2013.00

0.90

1 .3s

14.84

26 .00

Source: Nutritional Survey of Rural Bangladesh 1981-82 (draft)
quoted from the weekly "Shachitra Shandhani" May 6,1984 p.15.

health point of view because the 1960's figures already rep-

resent the bottom of the pit. if this rate of decline is

real and persisting, and assuming that the activity level of

the people is constant, then there is reason to conclude

that the average body-weight of a typical Bangl-adeshi is on

the decline. þfal-nutrition enervates the body and impedes

boih mental and physical- development whích is another form

of "bra in-drain' for Bangladesh.
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REGTONAL DIFFERENTIALS IN FOOD PRODUCTION ÀND
CONSUMPTT ON

National l-evel f igures indicate that Bangladesh has a

food deficit which is increasing over time. These national

aggregate figures conceaf considerable regionaf diversities

in production and consumption. while consumption differenc-

es are not so pronounced, primarily due to smallness of size

and geographical contiguity of Bangiadesh, public distribu-

tion of foodgrains have fluctuated significantly among re-

gions to cause considerable changes in the net availability

of foodgrain for the people of a given region. The World

Bank ReporL (1979) vier+s the Bangladesh's food problem as

one of "production" shortage. In fact, it is the "produc-

tion" problem coupled with improper "distribution" of food-

graín which creates most of the problems plaguing Bangl-adesh

on the food front.

In this section some estimates of regional differences in

foodgrain production and availability for i 981-82 ate made.

The year 1981-82 is choosen because relevant data beyond

this period are not available. Àt the outset it is appropi-

ate to explain some terms and make explicit some of the as-

sumptions made in this exercise.
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2.3,1 Definitions

( I ) Product.ion gap: net produciion

trict - consumption reguirement in the

Net production = gross production

feed and wastage.

Consumption reguirement = population

trict X 15 ounces per day per capita. l

(3) Availability gap

the ith regíon/district
regi on/aistrict.

in the ith region/dis-

ith regi on/aístrict.
'1 0 per cent for seed,

the ith regi on/dís-

(2) Total availability for consumption = rì€t production

in the ith region/aistrict - procurement of foodgrain from

ith regi on/aistrict + public distribution of foodgrain in

the ith region/aistrict.
FubIic distribution of foodgrain = total internaJ. procure-

ment of f oodgrain + total imports. ImpILcitJ-y, this either

assumes that all procured and imported foodgrain in a given

year is wholly distributed or future stocks are maintained

at the leve1 equal to the previous stocks.13

in
2

total availabiJ.ity of foodgrain

consumption reguirement in the

in

irh

12 Chen ( 1 975:1 08 ) suggests an adeguate diet of 14.2 to 14.5
ounces of food per capita per day based on âg€, sex,
body-weight, and activity level-. However, we made an ex-
tra aLLowance of C.5 ounces to cover the nutrítional was-
tage which may arise.

we made tv¿o tlzpes of cafculacions: (l) under the ãssump-
tion that previous stoci< is egual to future stock ani (2)
future stock increasing by 1 50 thousand tons a year as
suggested by the World Bank (1979).

13



This 9ap, when compared

the effect of Public Food

overall food situation.

It can be demonstrated

not aIl regi ons/districts

one of the following in a
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to the production 9ap, highlights

Distribution System (pf'nS) on the

from the data from Bangladesh that

are in deficit and the PFDS can do

given regi on/aistrict :

1. Increase def icit in f ood availabiJ-ity.

2. Reduce deficit in food availability.

3. Reduce deficit and turn a region/aístrict into sur-

plus i . e. create surplus.

Increase surplus in food availability

WhiIe situation ( 1 ) is clearly undesirable and sub-optimai

in terms of the objectives of the PFDS, situation ( 4 ) is

also disequilibrating and defeats the government's objec-

tives cf baLanced foodgrain distribution. The results of

this quantitative exercise are merely illustrative broadly

and in the absence of a detailed household survey, it is im-

possible to conclude definitely about the status (surplus or

deficit) of a typical household in a given regi on/aistrict.

Hence, it would be premature to make presumptions that every

househotd has surplus grain availabitity in a "surplus" re-

gion/district and vice-versa. Data limitations preclude us

f rom carryi ng out that exerc i se.

In order to understand the effect of PFDS on the avail-

ability of food, i.t is important to understand the modus op-

eran¿l of the PFDS in Bangladesh.
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2 .3 .2 Publ ic Food Di str j-but i on System (pf'oS )

Briefly-, the total supply for the Public Food Distribu-

tion System (proS) comes from two sources: (1) through in-

ternal procurement of foodgrains by the government and (2)

food imports, mostly on concessionary terms in the form of

P.L. 480 shipments f rorn the U.S.À. and other donor coun-

tries. The main objectives of the government's food procure-

ment from the domestic market are

(a) to reduce dependency on food imports,

(b) to stabilize food prices,
(c) to raise food production by guaranteeing incentive pric-

es to farmers and,

(d) to ensure adequate food stock and stable food suppiy

from the PFDS.

In practice, the internaf food procurement stategy is geared

r,o achieving objective (d) primarily and other objectives

are relegated to minor importance.

The PFDS began as a relief measure during the great Ben-

gal Famine of 1943 and now it has degenerated into a system

of providing subsidised food to a majority of urban dwellers

in a few select urban centres covering a small proportionla

of the total population of the country. The system suffers

from urban bias, is costly to the excheguerls and is politi-

14 Six cities/tov¡ns are covered namel¡' Dhaka,
Chittagong, Khul-na Ra jshah j. and Rangamat j. .

coverage of the PFDS j. s about 22 to 25 per
total population of Bangladesh.

Narayangan j ,

The total
cent of the
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a small but powerfull6 seg-

2.3.3 Resul-ts

TabIe 2.14 summarises the regional- diversities in production

and availability for 1981-82. In Table 2.14 v¡e only show

the differences in terms of the broad adminstrative regions

(oivisions) in Bangladesh and in Table 2.15 we illustrate

the production and availabilty situation in each adminstra-

tive district. The basis of Tables 2.14 and 2.15 is Table

4.1 which is in the Appendix.

From Table 2.14 we see that cut of four adminstrative Di-

visions Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna were in deficit in

terms of food production and Rajshahi Division was in sur-

plus. with the PFDS tire situation changed dramatically so

that Dhaka and Chittagonç became surpJ.us in terms of food

availability and Rajshahi's surplus increased. Interesting-
Iy, KLruIna still remained in deficit in terms of food avail-

ability although the gap narrowed due to the positive impact

of the PFDS. Bangladesh's overall situation showed surplus

in terms of availability.

15 Nearly one billion to','"'o billion Taka is spent annual-1y
to finance the PFDS (co¡, Statistical Year Book, 1982).

Àpart from supplying six city dwellers, PFDS aLso sup-
pties f ul-l ration Lo ''priority groups" such as (1) po-
lice, (2) members of the armed forces, (3) government em-

f6

ployees and (4)
establishments.

workers of. large industr iaI
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TABLE 2.14

Regiorral Gaps in Poodgrain Production and Availability
1 981 -82

)IV]SIONS PRODUCTION GÀP AVÀILABTLITY GAP EFFECT OF PFDS

(a) (b) (a) (b)

la j shahi

ihul na

)ha ka

lhittagong

]ANGLÀDESH

41CI

-537

-7 1B

-343

-27 6

597

-191

212

tJ3

209

575

-21 B

150

155

172

+46%

+O* /o

+1 30%

+1 56%

, I - aõ/+ I / A/o

+40%

r Ê Ool

+121%

+1 45%

+i 62%

Increase Surplus

Reduce De f ic i t
Create Surplus

Create Surplus

Create Surplus

{ote:

¡igures are in thousand tons.

iource: Summarised from Table 4.1.

(a) Under the assumption the future stock = previous stock.
(b) Under the assumptions that future stock is higher than the

previous stock or previous stock was niI and prcvision is
made for future stock.

TabI e 2.15 shor+s the f oodgrain production and avail--

ability positions at the district level-. Of all the sur-

plus food production distrj.cts, Rangpur, Bogra, Mymen-

singh, Tangail, and Sylhet, the effect of the PFDS was to

increase the surplus in these districts. Onl-y in Dinajpur

and Patuakhali, diC the PFDS operation reduce their re-

spect.ive surpluses, On the other hand, of the food pro-

duction def icit districts, all of them benef itted from

the PFDS. PFDS reiuced the deficit of al1 these dis-

tricts and in Chittagong ii created a surplus.
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TÀBLE 2.15

Foodgrain Productiorr uld Ayuii*!i1l.V Gaps at ihe Disirict
LeveI lyöl-ó¿

SURPLUS PRODUCTION DISTRICTS

PRODUCTION GÀP ÀVÀILÀBILTTY GÀP EFFECT OF PFDS)I STRI CTS

langpur
3og ra
"lymensingh
langail
3y thet

linajpur
?atuakhali

]I STRI CTS

Ra j shah i
Pabna
Kusht i a
Jessore
Khulna
Bar i sal
Dha ka
Fa r i dpur
Somi I Ia
Noa kha I i
3hi ttagong Hi 11
Trac t s

Chi ttagong

+ 269
+ 118
+ 337
+ 81
+ 120

(a)

330
145
388
124
193

t4¿
40

(b)

)1AJL=

142
38 i
121
155

139
3B

I nc rease
I nc rea se
I nc rease
I nc rease
I nc rease

Surplus
SurpL us
Surpl us
Surplus
Surplus

+ t6¿
++9

Reduce Surplus
Reduce Surplus

DEFICiT PRODUCTION DISTRICTS

PRODUCTI O}J GÀP ÀVÀILÀBILITY GÀP EFFECT OF PFDS

6'7
57

125
78

209
175
837
299
t3/
91

JI

(a)

- 10
11

-66
-7_ 45
-113

94
-205
- 13
- 33

_ 18

+ 50

tons.
fucure stock =
future stoc ks
nil and prorri

(b)

- tb
15
7A
12

- 56
-118
-140
-21 1

-22
42

-20

+32

Reduce
Reduce
Reduc e
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce

Reduce

Deficit
Deficit
Deficit
Deficit
Deficit
Deficit
oeficit
Deficit
Deficit
Deficit

Deficit

- 203 Create Surplus

Note: Figures are in thousand
(a) Under the assumption Lhat
(b) Under the assumption that
year and or previous stock s'as

previ ous stoc k .

grows by 1 50 thousand tons a
sion i s made for future stock.

Source: Summarised from Table À.1 .
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2.3.4 Implications

The implications of this exercise are enormous. PFDS's

main objective is to ensure proper foodgrain distribution in

the country in order to stabilíze foodgrain prices, produc-

tion and maintain equilibrium in the nutritional status of

the people. PFDS's activities can be termed a success if it

redistributes and reallocates foodgrain in such a manner

that a surplus is reduced and deficit wiped avray. In this
respect, generally speaking the PFDS has been successful to

a large extent in BangLadesh as can be seen from Table 2.15.

PFDS has enabted 12 districts in Bangladesh (see bottom half

of Table 2.15) to reduce their deficit on the one hand, and

on the other, helped to reduce surplus in 2 other districts.
But the PFDS has been a failure in its objectives because it

increased surplus in 5 surplus districts in Banglaoesh.

However, these conclusions are broadJ-y aggregative and are

merely suggesLive. It must be borne in mind that the PFDS

operation is mainly concentrated in a few urban centres and

therefore the conclusions about the 1ike1y effect of PFDS

must be taken cautiously. Firm conclusions can only be

drawn by studying the rural and urban households and unfor-

tunately i{¡e Co not have the data to carry out such an exer-

-.: ^^u.! 5c.

It may be mentioned here that this exercise of enumerat-

"surplus" and "oeficit" in production and avaiiabil-ity

appropiate for a given point in t ime only, i . e. , for
ing

ic
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1981-82. This situation is unlikely to hoid and be stable

over time. "Surpl-us" and "deficit" of a district depends on

a myriad of factors which are qui:e uncertain and constantly

subjected to change. To name a few of these uncertainties:
production in any region depends on the weather conditions,

pest and insect infestations, supply and distribution of in-

puts from the government agencies. AIl these factors have a

bearing on the production of foodgrain. The distribution of

foodgrain depends on the internal procurement and import of

foodgrain and also on government policy as to how much r+i11

be distributed and to which district. Import of foodgrain

depends on government policy and alfocation of funds, donor

countries commitment and disbursement of food aid. Ànd

lastl-y internal procurement of foodgrain depends among oth-

er things on prices offered by the government and on the

production condition at a given time period. Because of

these numerous interrelationships and faccors invol-ved, Pro-

duction and distribution parameters are constantly changing

over time and it is difficult to predict the values of these

parameters in the future.

Last. but

there is a

among the

recognition

formufating

not the least, one can easily conclude that

tot of production and consumption diversities

different regíons/districts in Bangladesh. The

of these diversities can help the government in

apprcpiate procurement and di s¡ r ibut ion starie-

the appropiate pol icy r+ouLd be to procure f ood-gies. Thus
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grain from the surplus districts and redirect the public

food distribution towards the deficit regions. Surpl-us and

deficits are defined in aggregate terms and should not iniply

that every individual/household is in surplus in the surplus

region and vice-versa. Because of data limitation we are

unable to conc,lude-definitely about the status of a given

individual/household or group, but one study by Àhmed

(1978:1 5 ) , using Household Expenditure Survey data of

1973-74, concl-uded that the PFDS affects favourably the bulk

of the urban population, and secondly, in the absence of the

PFDS the nutritional standard of the urban poor would have

been precariously lor+er than their rural counterparts.

Thus there is the evidence that the PFDS does ameLiorate ur-

ban poverty to some extent.

necesSarlz in this f ieId.
Hcwever, more detailed study is

2.4 SEN'S FOOD ENTITLEMENT HYPOTHESIS

In the previous sections we have seen the trend in food

production and popul-ation growth. There is no doubt that

population growth has outpaced domestic food production. At

the same time, wÊ have seen that food availabilty per capita

has been maintained at a ÌeveI prevailing in 1960-61, prima-

rily through increasing imports, both commercial and aid fi-
nanced. We have also seen that, on the aggregate, out of 4

Divisicns in Bangladesh 3 Divisions had a production-deficit

in 1981-82. When the effect of che rationing system is tak-

en into account, 2 Ðtvisions registered a surplus, 1 regis-
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tered an increase in surplus, while in the other the deficit

was reduced (raUle 2.14). At the same time, oD the aggre-

gate , BangJ-adesh' s pos í t i on changed f rom shortage to one of.

surplus.

Inspite of this, hunger is pervasive and rapidly prolif-

erating in Bangladesh as shown by the successive Nutritional

Surveys. The nutritional status of the people is on the de-

cline. Hence, we can firmJ-y reject the hypothesis that hun-

ger and malnutrition the ugly facets of the food problem

i s due to the f ood availabilty decl-ine (ren) in Bangla-

desh. Bangladesh's food problem is definitely not an "overt"

but a "sil-ent" f ood problem, to use Ruetlinger's (1977)

phraselogy. For a large proportion of the population, wag-

Ês, employment and real income remain very low by any cri-

terion, which prevents them from consuming an adequate diet.

Taking the scenario a step further, the poorer sections of

the population are saddled in a situation r+here even a

sligìrt impact by an unfavourable exogenous force may seri-

ously jeopardize their chances of survival. They are caught

in the 'Belor+ Poverty Level Eguilibrium Trap' (À1am-

gir;197822). In this context Sen's (1981) food entitlement

hypothesis seems appropiate and useful- in analysing the "si-

lent" food problem in Bangladesh.

Ownership of food is one of

righis and every society has a

particul-ar right (sen;1981a 2434)

the most primitive property

set of rules governing rhis

. sen sees starvaiion re-
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sulting from failure on the part of groups of people to es-

tablish entitl-ement over a requireo amount of food.

Food entitlement, according to Sen, critically depends on

two parameters ví2. the resource endowment vector and an ex-

change entitfement mapping, which specifies the set of com-

modity bundle which a person can choose through "exchange"

( trade and product ion ) . The exchange ent i tfement mapping

r+i11 in general depend on the 1ega1, political, economic and

sociaL characteristics of the society in question and the

persons position in it (sen;1981a:435). Rernpel (1985:4) 1u-

cidly summarises Sen's arguments and are reproduced bel-ow:

(1) One has access to the food one can obtain by trad-

ing what one owns with a willing party (or, multilateralJ-y,

r+ith a willing set of parties).

(2) One has access to the food one is able to produce

by arranging production using one's owned resources, or re-

sources hired from willing parties meeting the agreed coni-

tions of trade;
(3) One is entitled to the output of one's own labour

the food related to one's

for own consumption or ob-

(4) one is entitled to the food that

en to one by another rvho }egitimately owns

willingly giv-

power, which provides access to

Iabour power, whether produced

taíned via trade;

Fcoo security is reduced whenever

meens to access to food are eroded.

;{-

one or

Direct

more of these

access to food
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is eroded when a household can no longer produce an adequate

supply of food to meet the nutritional needs of the house-

hold members. The ability to trade for needed food is erod-

ed when t.he household's factor endowment is reduced, house-

hold labour is unempJ-oyed or becomes incapacitated, or the

household i.s faced with an adverse shift in its terms of

trade (Rempel; 1985:4) .

2.4 .1 Bangladesh's Food Problem: A Case of "Entitiement"
Fa i lure

Available statistical data point to the fact that Bangla-

desh's hunger, starvation and malnutrition are all due to

increasing poverty and ineguality, characterised by the pro-

gressive detericration of "exchange entitlement". There are

various manifestations of entitlement decline in Bangladesh

i.e. (1) resource endowment l-oss and (Il) unfavourabl-e

shifts in exchange entitlement mapping.

(1) Endowment Loss: In the absence of a developed money

market, land constitute an important asset in the portfolio

of the people of tsangladesh. Over the years there has been

a progressive loss of this vital endowment for a vast major-

ity of the people. Landlessness is increasing at a very

high rate exposing a particular segment of the population to

starvat ion.

In desperate economic cri

archy of coping slartegies

househoids employ a hier-

austerity, consuming ore.g
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seJ-Iing capital (productive) assets, rearrangement and sub-

stitution of various foods and lastIy migration (Rem-

pel;1985:3). WhiIe this is very much true in Bangladesh,

the poor often resort to the sale of land as a means to

overcoming their hardship. Distress safe of land is the

last resort. Land sale proceeds in stages. Land is mor-

taged in return for a loan which is never retired; and with-

in a few years a portion or the whole land is sold as debt

settfement. The process ends v¡hen aIl the land including

the homestead is sold and from here the process of destitu-
tion starts. In the short term, possession of saleable as-

sets, like land, provide a line of credit that makes the

marginal f armer l-ess vulnerable than t.he landless. But in
the long run, the dynamic instability of this group threat-
ens to aggravate the problem of poverty and food security by

swelling the ranks of the landless (Ctay et a1. 1981:7).

The proportion of landless households in total household

and of agricultural wage labourers in the total agricultural
working population are increasing. Abdullah et a1. (1976)

and Khan (1977) have made attempts to obtain some idea about

the trend in the extent of landlessness in Bangladesh. Com-

bining the j- r f. indings and ignoring the problem of def ini-
tion, it is found that the percentage of landless households

to total households increased from 14.3 per cent in 1951 to

17.52 per cent in 1961 and to 33,48 per cenL in 1973-74.

Clearly Lhe figures are alarming.
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1 981 ) found the problem to
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be acute when the

agr icul-turaI la-
is shown in TabIe

TÀBLE

Landl-ess Àgr icultural

2 .16

Force in Bangladesh

Yea r Àgr icultura]
Labour Force

(ui tl ion )

LandI e s s
Labour

(¡rittion)
Landlessness
( Pe rcentage )

1 950
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
'1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

1972
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I

16.27
16.80
17 "34
17 .96
1R 1L
19.13
18.96
19.52
20 .11
20 .71
20.00
18,00
19 .82
20.13
2A .44
20.75
21.06
21 .38
21 .82

Source: Chowdhry

2 .7 951
2.9+00
3.0605
3.1 958
3 .4294
3 . 5964
2 CÈO')J.VJJ-

3.8649
4 .4402
5.0449
5.3280
s.2056
6.1838
6 .7 395
7.7263
B .7 419
9.7823

10.8545
11.7784

( 1 98 1 :30 ) Table 2. B.

17.18
17.50
17.65
17.80
18.30
18.80
19.30
19.80
aa 

^o
24.36
26 .64
28.92
31 .20
? ? ¿.p,

37.80
42 .13
46 .45
50 .77
53.98

2.16 belor+. From

as a proportion of

more than 300 per

2.16 it is seen that Iandless labour

agricultural fabour force increased

TabIe

total

cent from t.he 1960-61 Level- À partial
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et al. (19162215):
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the following quote by Abdullah

with limited land, expanding rural population, and
limited opportunities for urban employment, one
would expect rural landlessness to be growing in
any case, even without the polarizing effect of
market forces.

Fìowever, Khan (1977:158) correctly points out

The rise in landlessness cannot be explained by
demographic factors alone.

Over the entire period of analysis a drastic fal-1 in the

purchasing power caused by spiralling prices, and increasing

indebtedness seem to have pushed marginal families with land

to se11 their meagre hoì-dings of land and other assets thus

accelerating the process of tandlessness (Chowdhry;'1 981227) .

Therefore, increasing landlessness si.gnifies that food ex-

change entitl-ement through endowment has been drastically
reduced for an increasing number of people without land.

There is the second method

ing their food entitlement

Tenurial arrangernent reflects
riculture. Three types of

Bangladesh depending upon the

t ic ipant .

whereby poor peasants are los-
through the tenurial system.

the operational aspect of ag-

market involvement prevail in

economic position of the par-

There is, first, the category of operators with

clearly dominant bargaining position like the big

landlord in the land (lease) market or the money

lender in the credit market. These operators are

powerf r-;1 enough to be able to exploi t the market f rorn
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a position of vantage and more importantly, are able

to shape the character of the market relations them-

sel-ves through contracts v¡hich interlock markets.

Secondly, we can envisage the category of the econom-

ically very weak sect ion of the peasantry, i . e . ,

landless agriculturaJ- Iabour, very sma1l owners or

tenants, all of whom have an extremely weak bargain-

ing position in the markets. Yet they cannot avoid

market operations. Às they do not have enough land

to cultivate, they have to depend upon hiring out

their Labour and hence submit to the vagaries of the

labour market. Given the uncertainty of employment

they pref er to l-ease a t iny plot of land even on ex-

tremely onerous conditions. Not having enough circu-
J-ating capital to produce even their subsistence they

have to rely upon the credit market.

The third category of peasants falls somewhere be-

tween the first two: rvhile not powerful enough to

exploit markets like the large operators, they can be

somewhat more self-reliant than the landless or mar-

ginal farmers and may be able to protect themselves

from markets if they turn unfavourable. They have

(or can at least make provision for) adequate circu-
lating capital, possess bullocks and implements cf

their o\{n with some hoJ-ding capac ity over market sup-

pJ-ies of output.
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rangement has

¿.1/.

TÀBLE

Land Tenure in

the following pattern of

eme rged . This is shown

tr7

tenur ia1 ar-

in the Table

2 .17

Bangladesh

"ypes of Farm Average Size of
(acres)

1 960 1968 1

Percentage of Farms

1960 1958 1978

Fa rms

978

)wne r

)wne r
:enarrt

'enant

.'ota L

ope ra t ed

- cum
ope rated

ope ra ted

21

¿.?

)tL

]L

2.7

¿. (\

3.0
')a

a^

2.1

N. À. 2

100

66

30

4

100

65

28

7

100

bl

37

iource: Chowdhry ( 1 981 :7 ) TabIe 2.1 .

Owner operated farms accounted for 51 per cent of total
farrns in 1960 and the proportion increased to 65 per cent in
1978. During the same period the percentage of owner-cum-

tenant farms decl-ined from 37 per cent to 28 per cent of the

totai farms; and that of tenant farms increased from 2 to 7

per cent. This indicates that increasing landlessness 1n

the country whereby the marginal farmers with small parcels

of land are being pushed to the category of pure tenants.

Àlthough pure tenant farms form between 2 to 7 per cent of

the total farms, they onì.y account for between 1 I to 25 per



cent of the farm area cul-tivated as is shown in

5B

the table

Pe rcentage

Types of Tenure

TÀBLE 2.18

of Farm Area Äccording to Tenancy

Percentage of Farm Àrea
1 950 1 968 1978

Owner Operated

Tenant Operated

Source: Chowdhry

B2 83 75

18

Table 2.2.

17 25

(1981:8)

below.

The

1.

tenancy markets have two adverse effects:

It tranfers land from small owners to

and

The terms of tenancy are such that

large proportion of income generated

tor to the owner of land.

2.

Iarge owners;

it tranfers a

from the opera-

Àvailable data indicate a considerable deterioration in the

distribution of landholding (operational) in rural- areas in

Bangladesh. The share of the bottom 60 per cent of farms in

total farm area decl-ined f rom 25 per cent to nearly 19 per
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cent in 197+; while that of top 10 per cent incresed from 36

per cent in 1960 to 38 per cent in 1974 (,llamgir;19752268) .

The overal-] Gini concentration ratio moved from 0.49 in 1 960

to 0.56 in 1914 r+hich shows an increase in inequality. The

trend over time in the distribution of operational landhold-

TABLE 2.19

Distribution of Farm Àrea (Operational) in Bangladesh
by Oroinal Groups

CumulaLed % of Farms Percentage of Farm Area
'1 960 1968 1974

Bottorn 1A%
Bottom 20%
Bottom 30%
Bottom 40%
Bo t r. orn 50%
Bottom 60%
Bottom 70%
Bottom 80%
Bottom 90%
Bottom 104%

ope rates
operates
ope rat e s
operates
operates
operates
operates
ope ra tes
operates
operates

0.77
2.27
3.89

10.70
15 .52
25.00
35.00
LA I\

63 .71
100.00

0 .49

0.94
3.04
6.60

11 .30
lb. / /
24 .62
34.32
46 .97
64.1s

100.00

0.48

0.80
1 .60
2.40
4 .99

11.87
19.36
aO 11

45.0'1
62.09

100.00

0. s6Concentration Ratio

Source: Alamgir (19752268) Table V.

ing can be seen from Table 2.19.

Overall landlessness has increased and

been an increasing concentration of Iand

Bangladesh. It may be possible that the

secondly there has

in a few hands in

new HYV technology
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has created a'hunger' for land due to the increased profit-

ability from it. Scale neutrality of HYV technol-ogy is not

maintained in Bangladesh because institutional arrangements

are such that bigger farms have disproportionately easy ac-

cess to modern inputs than the smaller and marginal farms.

The implication of this phenomenon is Lhat a growing section

of the population is being dispossessed of their entitlement

to grow their own food or to engage in any form of. exchange

to acquire food. This has generated a process in which a

significant proportion of the work force in agriculture is

becoming alienated from the object of production, âct of

production and feIlow men. Since the worker is gradually

Iosing control- over means of production, he is becoming a

sl-ave of his object in the sense that it prcvides him with

the basis of work and that it provides him wir-h physical

subsistence (Àlamgir 1978:1'1 1). Tn the face of growinE

landlessness, the only al-ternative is to exchange their 1a-

bour power in the market a market where their bargaining

strength is very little.
(tl ) Exchanqe Entitlement Decline: There are numerous mani-

festation of the exchange entitlement decline in Bangladesh

of r+hich an unf avourable movement in (i ) real i.¡ages and ( i i )

terms of trade are the most irnportant.
(i) Trend in Real Waqes: Real wages of agricul-tural Iabour-

ers have fal-1en considerably over the study period. This

phenomenon raises some concern because the wages are by far

the lowest from amongst all categories of Iabour. The trend
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Iabourers are shown in

TÀBLE 2.20

Real Wages in Bangladesh

Yea r Real Wage
( ra t<a/aay )

ReaI Wage Index
(1959 = 100)

1 960
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
1,97 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 B

197 9
1980
1 981

2.06
2.27
a a1
L.LI

2 .36
2.66
a aa
L. LI.
I Oaì

1 .92
2.04
2.22
2.24
¿. t /
1 .50
'l Ro

1 .42
1 .59
I . b¿t
1 .50
1 .48
1 .46
1 .41
1 11

106.19
1 17 .02
1 13.93
121.66
12.1 1)
114.44

o? Õtr
J I . JJ
Õo ôo
JQ t JU

1 05. 16
114.44
11q Ll
111.86

82 .48
81 .96
73.20
B1 .96
84 .5+
77.33
7 6.29
75.25
72.68
70.62

up to 1978.
Year Book,

Source: Chowdhry (1981:42) for data
Rest from GOB, Statistical
1982 F,.511.

Tabl e 2,20.
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Sinc e 1964, despite some short term fl-uctuation, there

has been a pronounced downward trenC in real- wages in Ban-

gladesh. In the early 1 970 1 s the rate of decLine accel-erat-

ed shaply and reaf wages reached a fower level in the early
'1 980 than in any period during the preceeding two decades.

Consumer prices incr-eased-- f-aster than money wages durlng

most of the period (Chowdhry;'1 981:44) . On the other hand,

the demand for labour, and hence employment opportuniti.es,

increased at a slower rate than output ( I slam;197 9:393 ) . I t
may be added that HYV technol-ogy introduced in the mid

1 960's did not have a favourable impact as such on real wag-

es because of l-ow (about 0.5) elasticity of employment (C1ay

and Khan;1977) . It is, therefore, unlikely that the abso-

l-ute share of labour in output has risen. Ànd the rel-ative

share of labour (í.e., the ratio of wage-income to output)

must have fallen because: (i) Iabour reguirements have not

increased in proportion Lo output, and (ii) wage rates have

faited to rise. Thus declining real wages and small ( if
any) increases in employment opportunities combined are ad-

ditional indicators of the worsening living standards of

over half the rural population who are nearly or entirely
land1ess.

(ii) Terrns of Trade in Àqriculture: Food entitlement is

eroded by an

r iculÈure and industry. I n Bangladesh, the gross barter

terms c;

sharPÌi'ar-

adverse movement of terms of trade between ag-

crade of the agriculturaL sector oeteriorateC

independence in 1971 (Chowdhry';1981:57). The
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sector are shown in Table

TABLE 2.21

Terms of Trade between Agriculture and Industry

Year Terms of Trade
( Percentage )

1961-62 = 100

1 960
1961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1965
1 966
1 967
1968
1 959
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7

197 B

Source: Chowdhry

96.99
96.2.6

105.34
111.37
123.34
123.39
126.07
129.56
132.32
134 .13
136 .17
135.23
73.5'1
78.46

1 18 .92
93.28
84.52
85.96
91.33

(1981:59) Table 3.+.

) )1

Since independence the terms of trade of the agricul-turaI

secr,or have been deliberatell' and systematically depressed

to beneíit the growth of the industrial sector in Bangladesh



( Chowdhry; 1 98 1 :62) .

about by some overt

controls over foreign

Promotion of

protection.

A.

The sgueeze

and covert ta

trade which

extreme and

of agr icul
xation of

include:
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ture is brought

agr icul-ture and

1.

¿.

high non-uniform rates of

The use of direct quantitative controls

through a detailed licensing scheme.

The maintenance of an over-val-ued exchange

Cheap foodgrain policy.

on imports

rate.

Chowdhry ( 1 98.1 : 66 ) observes that :

The internal- pricing, procurement and distribution
policies combined with a set of exchange rate and
import-export regulation which created a situa+-ion
in which the implicit exchange rate for a unit of
agricuftural commodity was considerably lower than
that of manufactured commodity and also at inter-
national prices agriculture sector was losing
about 33 per cent in its exchange with the manu-
facturing sector due to distortion in domestic
prices. The total effect of the two was a trans-
fer of income from agricul-ture to manufacturing
which turned out to be highly inequitable because
it implied a transfer, among other, from the rural
poor to the urban rich.

Conversely, because of the operation of the food rationing

system in the urban areas, the transfer of substantial

amount of money from the urban consumers to rural grain

grolriers do not take place (Stepanek;1979:60),

While losing land endowment through poverty and indebted-

ness; and gradually pushed to farming smarl-er tracts of ]and

as tenants, with menacing unemployment and declining real

wages and terms of trade, the exchange entitl-ement mapping
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of landless labour and other rural poor "took deep plunges"

dur ing the ent i re study per ioC. AIl available evidence

points to the fact that in Bangladesh there has been a con-

tinual erosion of food entitlement for these sub-groups and

gradually a growing section of the people in the rural areas

are deepening into poverty, starvation and malnutrition.
Starvation is a matter of some people not having enough food

to eat, and not a matter of there being not enough food to

eat (Sen;'1 981a:434). Food availability in Bangladesh, oñ

the aggregate, remained steady at around 16 ounces per head

per day, which shouLd, by Chen's (1975:108) criteria, ade-

quately feed every man, woman and child. Unfortunately,

food availability an inert statistic according to Sen

( 1 980 t521) is e necessary but not a sufficient condition

to avoid hunger, starvation and malnutrition. What has to

be guaranteed to prevent starvation is not food availability
but f ood entitl-ement (Sen;1980:618).

2.5 SUMMARY

Bangladesh's lingering food problem is in part "produc-

tion" oriented and in part "distribution" (income) related.
Increases in domestic food production have been sluggish

compared to population growth. But increasing food imports

have made adequate provision to ensure adequate per capita

availabiity of fooo. Despite a steadl' per capita food

availabi.lity, frâlnutrition and hunger are rarnpant. Avail-
able evidence reveal growing poverty and inequality among
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various sections of the population. "Exchange entitlement"

mappings of the rural population have declineo exposing them

to starvation. Large increases in domestic production and/

or imports need not be reguired if enti.tlements change to

assure access by aIl to the available food. Therefore, food

entitlement must be restored for these hungry people.

Sen's entitLement hypothesis is the preferred approach in

anal-ysing the "siLent" food problem affecting a particular

and identifiable class of people in Bangladesh. Unfortu-

nately, Sen's anaÌysis cannot be pursued any farther with

the availabl-e macro-level data from Bangladesh. Detaited

micro-level data on income and asset distribution are vital

for carrying out Sen's hypothesis to its fullest extent.

Unfortunately, such data 1 7 i s currently unavailable from

Bangladesh. Hence, we have to abandon this preferred ap-

proach and

f ood dernand

opt

^E\J!

for a "second-best" method of estimating the

Bangladesh. In estimating a market demand

function for food, $/ê implicitly take into consideration

"entitlements" since prices and income determines one's ef-
fective access to food.

17 No survey has yet been carried out to study this aspect.
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À CRITTQUE OF HÀMID'S FOODGRÀIN DEMAND MODEL

3.1 QUANTUM OF

Three separate

can be enumerated

FOOD DEMÀND

and distinct situations
for the future years:

on the food front

1. domestic demand

mest ic supply

domestic oemand

mestic supply;

the twc growing

increasing

and

at the same

increasing at a faster rate than do-

at a sfower rate than do-

rate

Food management and controf will be different under each of

these different scenarios and will depend on the guantum and

magnitude of imbalances and instabilities in demand and sup-

ply. If production lags behind Cemand, imports and restric-
tion on demand will become necessary. Similarl1', if produc-

tion exceeds domestic demand export markets have to be

explored to market the surplus. In either case conscien-

tious pJ-anning is imperative. Of paramount importance to

Bangl-adesh, therefore, is short-term and medium-term food

planning and a critical ingredient in this pl-anning exercise

is the simple but knotty guestion: What is the food demand

of the population of Bangladesh?

67
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Traditional estimation of food demand consists of food

balance-sheet which takes the form of adding up domestic

production and imports of food to indicate the total avail-

ability of foodgrain to the population. Thus, total avail-

ability, per capita or otherv¡ise, is taken to be a rough

measure of food demand. But the principal limitation of the

food balance-sheet approach to the estimation of food demand

is that it is "supply-l-ed". Gross amounts produced domesti-

caIly ãrrd imported from abroad may not be consumed or meta-

bolicalJ-y util j.zed by its population. Moreover, availabili-

ty figures assume that a movement of foodgrains across

national borders is absent. 1 I

Ànother commonly employed technique for estimating food-

grain demand (need/requirement) is to compute physiol-ogic

reguirements (biological demand) for energy (calories) based

on internationally accepted norms for human beings of dif-

ferent a9€, sex, body weight and for populations living in

oifferent environments and undertaking varying leveIs of

physical activity. À Iess commonly used method for estimat-

ing food demand consists of an assessment of individual or

household consumpt ion patterns. Consumption data obtained

1 8 Smuggling of foodgrains to India is a thriving business
in Bangladesh in return for certain non-food consumer
goods like saris, cosmetics, spices, 'biri' (hand made
cigare:te) leaves etc. Price differential of foodgrains
berween these countries makes smuggling all the more 1u-
cratirre. Àlthough no exact amount can be placed on the
amount taken out il1ega1ly each year, some observers
place the figures around half a mil-lion to two million
tons oì- about fifteen to twenty per cent of total food
ava i iabi 1 i ty in the country.
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through dietary sample surveys are extrapolated for the na-

tion as a whole. This approach, to some extent, incorpc-

rates market information regarding prices of food and income

of the household and the influence that each of these vari-

ables have on food demand.

One thing is clear from the above discussion: these three

approaches are independent of one another and do not est.i-

mate the same parameter val-ue. Food balance-sheeis estimate

only the guantity of food available to the population

through domestic production and imports. In the second ap-

proach, physiologic requirements indicate the caforic (ener-

gy) needs of a population based on recommended requirements

that may be applied to any human population. In the third

approach, consumpiion levels relate to the amounts of fcod

actually purchased given the prices and income Ìevels. These

distínctions are vital- because the parameter values wiIl be

dif ferent in each case and wiIl also provide independent

views of a nation's food situation.

These three connotations of food demand mentioned above

compound the problem of food management in Bangladesh. Food

planners often resort to the computation of "physiological

reguirement" in their calculation of food demand. On this

basis, domestic demand ( requirement ) far exceeds domestic

production and huge importation of food is recommended and

in fact made each year. Under this approach, as was seen in

the previous chapter, there is absolutely no guarantee that

f ood wi Il be actual)-y avail-able in equal amounts to aIl sec-
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tions of the population, and even if available, that all

groups of people can buy all the food that is biologicalll'

reguired to provide an adeguate nutrition.

Earlier Studies:

^E(.r

be

LittIe empirical work is available

the three areas mentioned above.

categorised in three groups:

on Bangladesh in each

ÀvailabIe studies can

e.g. Chen (1975).

Berlage ( rvlJbl and

t.

¿.

Physiological demand (requirement)

Economic demand e.g. Àlamgir and

Mahmud (1979).

Hybr id of phys iological and economic dernand e . g. Ham-

id (1980).

Phvsioloqical Demand Studv.

Chen (1975) estimated the consumption requirements for

Bangladesh based on physioJ.ogical needs :or the period

1960-70. Taking into account the population distribution

and making suitable adjustments for different activity lev-

els, Chen's findings for the decade show that the physiolog-

ical reguirements are 13.2 ounces per capita per day in Ban-

gladesh. Assuming a nutritional wastage of 8-10 per cent

Chen (1975:108) concluded that an average per capita avail-

ability of about 14.5 ounces per day is a "... reasonably

safe 1evel for Bangladesh. Provided planners were willing

to accept an unimproved state of nutriticn in the popula-

tion, such a Level- could be expected to sus"ain the popula-

tion over a long-run, such as â decade."
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One fundamental- flaw in Chen's analysis is that the total
food availability per capita is not a probl-em per se, be-

cause food availability is supply-determined (consisting of

net domestic production and imports). What is important in

this debate is whether the food that is "required" physio-

logicaIly is actually received and consumed by the individu-
aIs since prices of foodgrains and incomes of the individu-
aIs act as constraining factors in consumption. Therefore,

it would be meaningful to knor+ the actual amount consumed/

demanded by individuals given their need for food, the pric-

es of foodgrains and their income leve1.

Economic Dernand Studies:

Alamgir and Berlage (1973b) tried to estimate the income

elastic ity of foodgrains from cross-section data for urban

and rural households in Bangladesh. Using the Household Ex-

penditure Survey data of 1963-64, 1966-61, and 1968-69, the

authors concluded that "... the available sarnple data do not

provide definite evidence about the coefficients of the de-

mand function for foodgrain in Bangladesh, and consequently,

about the income elasticíty" (AIamgir and Ber-

lage;1973b:398). Ànother important finding of this study is

that the coefficients were found to be unstable from sample

to sample based on the Chow-test, and hence there is no

scope for pooling data from different samples.

l'4ahmud (1919) attempted to estimate the foodgrain demand

elasticity of rural households in Bangladesh by using pooled
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cross-section data from several rounds of family budgetary

survey conducted during 1953-54, 1965, 1966-67 and 1968-69.

A per capita demand function had been fitted to the data on

household income groups to yield elasticity estimates which

are income-group spec i f ic . Since this study was aimed at

estimating the rural household food demand no attempt had

been made to extrapolate the per capita demand for food-

gra ins into nat ional f igures.

Hvbrid Demand Studies:

The sal- ient feature of Hamid' s ( 1 980 ) work i s the pro-

jection of demand for foodgrains through "alternative ap-

proaches" up to the year 2000. The alternative approaches

to demand projection considered by Hamid (1980) are t!¡c,

nanely:

(i) economic demand and,

(ii) physiological demand.

Hamid's (1980) concept of economic demand is a hybrid form

of the "physiological demand" approach and the "economic de-

mand" approach discussed earlier. Hamid ( 1 980 ) postulates

that "economic demand" is based on base year demand for
food, growth in population and income elasticity of demand

for food. Based on these parameters Hamid (1980) projected

the Cemand for food in Bangladesh up to the year 2000.

In this Chapter our objective is to critically analyse

Hamid' s ( 1 980 ) hi'5¡1¿ food demand model for BangLadesh.

This is pureJ-y a corrective exercise. In particular, we are
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not interested in the "physiological demand" for food. Fur-

ther, w€ shall postpone the anaJ-ysis of "economic (market)

dernand" for food to a fater Chapter. Our objective in this
Chapter is to re-calcul-ate Hamid's (1980) model for a number

of reasons. First, what Hamid terms as "economic demand" is
not truly economic because the essential ingredients of de-

mand, such as prices and income/ are missing. Second, Ham-

id's projection have signif icant calculation errors r+hich

cannot be i gnored. Thi rd, Hamid' s model i s calculated on

the basis of parameters whose values are questionable.

Therefore, re-calculation of Hamid's (1980) model with plau-

sible parameter values is necessary. Fourth, Hamid's fore-
casts Iack statistical precision. Therefore, a model with

stronger theoretical statistical foundatj on is reguired to

provide robust and accurar.e forecasts. Às an illustration
of such an al-ternative, a sirnulation Box-Jenkins ARIMÀ model

is identified and estimated. The simulation modei plus a

set of simulated forecasts are reported in Àppendix C.

3.2 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF HÀMID'S (1980) ¡{OOEL

According to Hamid (1980), foodgrain demand emanates from

two sources: ( 1 ) popul-at ion growth and (2) growth in income.

Syrnbolicall-y,

where, F =

ñY

Y=

= F( ;,

gr owih

popul-at

i rrc ome

")
rate of food demand;

ion growth rate; and

growth rate.
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t ime, Hamid (

mand for food.

FORMULÀ 2z

i+here, Ft

Fs

f1

r^L1

Pe

Ed

ll -

the aggregar-e demand for

1 980 ) used two formulas
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food at any point in

to project future de-

FORMULÀ 1: Ft = Fo (l + 11 + r2Bd) 5.¿

nPe nEo
Ft = Fo (1 -¡ rr .1 + tz) 3.3

= projected demand at period Lì

= base period demand;

= rate of population growth;

= rate of per capita real income growth;

= population elasticity (assumed to be O.98);

= income elasticity of demand; and

number of years elapsed from the base year.

HamiC (19802174) projected the economic demand for food

from 1976-2000 in Bangladesh by using Formulas 1 and 2. But

his projections, regrettably, had calculation errors. For

the sake of illustration and comparison these calculations
are shown in Table 3.1.

From Table 3.1, it is evident that Hamid's (1980) cafcu-

Iation was erroneous. In all cases, except for'1 989-90, the

figures over-estimated the actual numbers. Ànother aspect

of the discrepancy is that the errors were increasing in
magn i tude over t ime .
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TABLE 3.1

Computational Errors in Hamid's (1980 ) ¡,lodel-

.EÀR HAMID'S VALUES CORRECTED VALUES ERRORS

FORMULÀ 1 FORMULÀ 2 FORMULÀ 1 FORMULÀ 2 ERROR1 ERROR2

_1r:11::i_____::::Ì______1r:11::i____::1:l_____1itl11:t_::i:l
976-77 13.09 13.09

977-78 13.52 13.50

979-80 14.43 14.41

984-85 1 6.96 16.91

989-90 18.70 19.50

994-95 22.69 22.56

999-00 25.82 25.64

14.435 14.418 0.000 0.000

16.825 16.778 0.135 0.'1 32

19.073 18.994 -0.373 0.606

21 .405 21 .298 1.285 1.262

23.202 23.069 2.618 2.571

N/c

¡t/c

N/c

¡t/c

iote :

) Hamid's values are from Hamid ( 1 980 2174) Table III .

:) Error = Fiamid's Va1ues Corrected Values. Error'1 and Error2 are
or FORMULA '1 and 2 respect i veJ-y.

;) N/C = l.lot cal-culated, since it is not clear as to what parameter
'al-ues were used f or 1976-77 and 1977-78.

Hamid's assumptions are unrealistic:

The projection of foodgrain demand depends critically on

the following parametric values:

f. initial (base year) food demand;

2. populat ion growth rate;

3. income el-asticity of demand; and
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Atl of

are open

( r .l .Base

4. income growth rate.

the above parameter values assumed by Hamid (1980)

to question for the reasons to be explained below.

Year Food ÐeUe-nd. (fu):

Base year food demand is the kingpin in Hamid's calcula-

tion. To arrive at the aggregate demand for food at any

point in time Ft, equation 3.'1 has to be muLtiplied by the

initial level of food demand Fo to yield eguations 3.2 and

3.3. Thus, the initial- food demand Fs enters the calculation

in a mul-t ipl icat ive way.

Hamid (1980) assumed total availability (supply) = demand

for food. He used two formulas for cafculating total avail-

ability nameiy:

FORMULA À:

FORMULA B:

ñ1t¿\

TA

NDP+M

NDP_]P+OF

3.4

?q

where, TA = lotal availability;
NDP = net domestic production;

M = imports;

IP = internal procurement; and

OF = off-take (distribution) from PFDS.

Hamid ( 1 980 ) then calculated the ava i labi I i ty for the

years '1 975-76, 1976-77 and 1977-78 under each f ormul_a. These

figures were relatively close, êccording to Hamid ('1 980),

who again averaged the two estimates which was 12.63 miilion
tons of foodgrain.
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Hamid (1980) used a second method (consumption approach

as opposed to the availabiJ-ity approach in the former case)

based on the data of per capita consumption of food from

Household Expenditure Survey 1973-74. The per capita con-

sumption of food per day was estimated at 16,1 ounces and

with this consumption level for 1976-77 (base year), the es-

timated base year demand was arrived at 13.55 million tons.

Hamid ( 1 980 ) obtained two estimates from two approaches

namely 12.63 million tons from "availability approach" and

1 3.55 million tons from "consumption approach". "À purely

arbitrary solution is to take the average of the two esti-
mates" which is 13.09 million tons as the base year demand

Fe (Harnid;1980:172).

Hamid's (1980) calculation cf the base year demand F¡ is

ad hoc and "purely arbitrary" (in Hamid's own words). The

base year demand Fe is an amalgam of two entirely different
approaches. Therefore, it is conceptually imprudent and

meaningless to integrate the two. In one instance, the crit-
ical pararneter is total food availability (supply) and, in

the other, the crucial parameter is the food actually pur-

chased, given prices and income, under the consumption ap-

proach.

Second, the philosophy of taking the means is to smooth

out the effect of seasonality, cyclical factors and random

disturbances. In the avail-abil-ity approach, Hamid (1980)
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took the average of 1915-76, 1976-77 and 1977 -78. In fact,
these were good crop years fol-lowing the severe famine and

food disaster of. 1973-14. As a result net domestic produc-

tion and imports were above normal. Hence, total avaitabil-
ity figures were above normal for Bangladesh during those

three years. Hamid (1980) shoutd have used the average of

availability of foodgrains over a number of yearsls and in

that way a trend regarding the availability of foodgrains

could have been calculated. Theref ore, Hamid's sel-ection and

calculation of the base year dernand is ad hoc, arbitrary,
inflated and calculated from two disjoint approaches.

(2) Assumptions reqardinq population srowth rate 3:

Hamid's (1980) fable II shows the crude birth rate (CeR),

crude death rate (COn) and natural growth rate (HCn) and

population figures for Banglaoesh. The source of these vital
statistics T,¡ere reportedly taken from the Statistical Pocket

Book 1978 published by Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics
(nnS). Hamid ( 1980) is quite inconsistent in his data

source because his Table I is based on the StatisticaL Year

Book, 1979 also published by BBS. In fact, it would have

been to Hamid's advantage to use the latter source because

(1) the figures are revised and current as of then and (2)

because the latter has complete data on CBR, CDR, and NGR

which are often missing for some years in Table II of Ham-

1s Say 10, 15, 20
i+ith the help of
time.

or 25 years and then estimate the r,rend
moving average of suitable length of
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Tableid's (i980). Hamid's (1980) fable II is reproduced in

TÀBLE 3.2

Hamid's Table II

YEAR CBR POPULÀTI ON

1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1 97 9-80
1 984-8s
1 989-90
1 994-95
1 999-00

43.0
39.3

3¿.U
29 .0

16.0
14.8
tJ.5
t¿.5
12 .0

76.05
78. 18
80.37
82 .62
84.94
89.63

101.66
113.89
126.06
137.82

44 .5 15.5 2.80

¿.
a

¿.
t.
t.

70

20
95
70

Source : Stat i st ical
Note: HamiC's (1980:

Pocket Book
173) Tab1e i

1978.
I is reproduced.

3.2.

It is not clear why Hamid kept switching his data source

from table to table, This not only creates confusion but

also l-eads Lo inaccuracy in calculation. Hamid's (1980) fa-
ble II should have been as is reported in Table 3.3.

Ä comparison of natural growth rate (¡¡en) of Table 3.2

and Tab1e 3.3 shoi+s that Hamid's NGR f igures are over-esti-
mated. Thus, Hamid ( 1 980 ) used inflated populat ion growth

rate f igures in his cal-culation. Table 3.4 measures the ex-

tent of over-estimation of NGR by Hamid.
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YEÀR

TÀBLE 3.3

CBR, CDR and l.lGR in Bangladesh

CBR CDR NGR

1970-75
1 975-80
1 980-85
1 98 5-90
1 990-95
1 99s-00
2000-0s
2005-10
2010-15
20 1 5-20
2020-25

Note:

43.00
20 1^

35. B0
32.10
30.50
28 .60
26 .60
25.00
23.70
22.74
aa 

^o

18.00
16.50
14 .20
13.70
13.00
12.60
1 1 .60
11 .30
11 .00
10.62
10.48

2.50
2.32
¿. tb

on

.75

.60

.50

.37
a't
a)

. tb

1979, Table 2.22

CBR = c rude bi rtir rate ( per thousand
CDR = crude death rate (per thousand
NGR = natural growth rate (per cent)

Source: GOB, StatisticaL Year Book,
p.66.

I n absoLute terms , the di f ference between Hamid' s ( 1 980 )

values and BBS (1979) values ranged from 0.48 per cent to
0 . 04 per cent ; whi 1e in rel-at ive terms the over-est imat ion

ranged from 21 per cent to 2 p'er cent. The difference be-

tween the two val-ues decreased, both in absol-ute and rela-
t ive terms , over t ime .

(3) Assun"rptions reqardinq income qrowth rate ¡_¿:

Hamid's (lgAO) assumption regarding t2 is as shown in Ta-

ble 3.5. However, these figures are assumed low compared to

the figures reported in the Statistical Year Book (1982) as
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TÀBLE 3.4

Magnitude of Over-Estimation of NGR by Hamid

Yea r Hamid' s
Value (%)

BBS 1979
Value g) Absolute Relative

Di f ference Ði f ference

1975-76
1976-77
1 984-B s
1 989-90
1 994-95
1 999-00

2. B0
2.7 0
a Aç

2.20
1 0Ê

I /r)

0.48
0.38
0.29
0.04
0.20
0.10

20 .69
1 5. 38
13.43

1 . 85
11.43
6.25

Source: Calculated

¿.3¿
2 .32
2 .16
2 .16
1 1Èl. tJ

1 .60

from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.

TABLE 3.5

ncome Growth in Bangladesh

Real Income Growth
( Percentage )

1 980-90

1 990-00

Source: Hamid (1980).

1.1

1.5

1.8

2"0

1973-78

1978-e0



shown in Table 3.6.

id's (1980) estimate

Cornparing Table

of real income
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3.5 and Table 3.6, Ham-

growth rate is under-es-

TÀBLE 3.6

GNP, Population and Income Growth Rate
1976-2000

in Bangladesh

YEAR GNP
(%)

POPULÀTI ON
(%)

I NCOME
(%)

1973-75
1975-78
1978-80
1 980-84
1 984-8 5
1 985-89
1 989-90
100n_o/lI i JW )=

1 994-95
1 995-99
1 999-00

Source: GOB,

4.0
+.0

3.6
4.08
4.08
4 .69
4 .69
4.96
4.96
4 .42

StatisticaL Year

2.50
a 2aL.JL
a )a
2 .16
2 .16
1 .90
1 .90
r. /þ
1.75
1 .60
1 .50

Book (1982).

1 .50
1.68
1.18
1 .4+
1 .92
2 .18
2.79
2.94
3.21
3.36
3 .22

timated f or all years except f or 1978-79 to '1 983-84.

( 4 ) Income EIast ic i tv of Demand (sa):

Ànother critical parameter in the cafcuJation was the

value of income elasticity of demand for food. Hamid (1980)

assumed this value to be 0.41. À survey of the literature
cn this subject, as presented in Table 3.7, illustrates that

Hamid's (1980) estirnate is very lorv compared to the f indings

elsewhere. Þlellor ( 1 966 ) argues that because taste and
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preferences differ so widely between countries, comparisons

of international data are not like1y to be useful- for de-

tailed studies. He admits, hoviever, that for broad aggre-

gates of commodities, the international comparisons provide

estimates surprisingly close to those from intracountry

cross-section studies.

Our estimates of income elasticity of demand for food in

Bangladesh us ing Household Expendi ture Survey data of

1963-64, i966-67 , 1 968-69, 1973-74 and 1976-7 7 ranged from

0.97 to 0.64 for different functional forms. 2o Taking the

median (aIso the mean) value of these estimates2l the in-

come-elasticity of demand for food in Bangladesh was esti-

mated to be 0. 78 which i s qui te reasonable and in Iine wi. th

the findings o! the rest of the literature.

IU Three functional forms were
C = âo + boY
C = â1 + bl¡,n Y
LnC=à?+bzY
where, C = consumption, Y =
r i thm.

Results of these regressions
bl_e .ts. I .

income and Ln =

used:
(r
()
(¡

21

natural- loga-

Àppenoix B Ta-are shown in
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TÀBLE 3.7

ncome El-asticity of Demand for Fooo in Different Countries

]EÀR ÀUTHOR(S) COUNTRY INCOME ELÀSTTCTTY

967 National- Council of India 0.58 for wheat.
Applied Economic 0.47 for rice.
Research, New Delhi

969 Pak,Ki Hyuk & Hau, Republic 0.55 for grain.
Hee Chun. of Korea 0.54 for all food.

960 Goreaux, L.M. Summary of 0.85 at income $50.00.
severaL FAO 0.25 at income $1500.00.
studies.

958 Coale, A.J. & India 0.80 pal-via's estimate
Hoover, E.M. up to 1971 guoted by

them.

955 Stevens, R.D. Data from 0.80 at income $50.00,
35 countries 0.60 at income $1000.00.

965 stevens, R.D. Data from 0. B at low ( $75 ) income,
1 3 countries 0.56 at high ( g1 C0 ) income.

965 Stevens, R.D. Data publis- 0.75.
hed by Kuzn-
nets.

966 Mellor, J.W. Devel-oping Range f rom 0.9 at low
countries in incomes to 0.5 at high
general incomes.

961 Johnston, B. F. & For devefop- 0.6 or higher.
Mellor, J.W. ing countri-

ôc

973 Àlamgir, M. & Bangladesh 0.37 (authors expressed
Ber1age, L.J.J.B. skepticism about the

estirnate).
978 l"fahmud, W. Bangladesh 0.55.
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') ')

In the Iast section, we have argued cogen

rameter values assumed by Hamid (1980) were

implausible according to the facts available
This calls for a re-calculation of the whole

to this end we turn.

RE-CÀLCULÀTION OF HAMID'S MODEL WTTH PLAUSIBLE
PARÀMETER VÀLUES

tly that the pa-

unreal i st ic and

for Bangladesh.

exercise. Ànd

Àssuming the base year demand to be 12.88 miltion tons,22

income elasticity of demand for food to be 0.78,23 popula-

tion growth rate and income growth rate to be that as shown

in Table 3.6, the total demand (requirement) for foodgrains

in Bangladesh from 1976 I,hrough 2000 À.D. is shown in Table

3.8.

Given the outlook of the Bangladesh's economy up to the end

of the century, food demand (requirement) is going to increase

by about 253 per cent compared to the benchmark oemand of 1976.

This increase is unlikely to be met from domestic production

given the present state of land, labour and other inputs, tenu-

rial arrangement and the state of technology in Bangladesh. If
domestic supply of foodgrains is insufficient to meet the re-
guirements for foodgrains, then the only alternative is to im-

port the shortfall. This option, aJ-though easy to prescribe, is

extremely cosrly for Bangladesh.

tt

ae

Detailed calculati
shown in Àppendix

Calculat ion shown

on of the base year demand for food is
B Tab1e 8.2.

in Àppendix B Table 8.1.
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TÀBLE 3.8

Foodgrain Demand (Requirement) in Bangladesh 1916-2000

YEÀR FOODGRAIN DEMAND
FORMULÀ 1

(million tons)
FORMULA 2

(mi Il i on tons )

197 6
1977
1978
197 9.1980

1 981
1 982
1983
1984
1985

986
987
988
989
990
991

1 992
1 993
1 994
1 99s
1 996
1 997
1998
1 999

Note:

FORMULA 1:

FORMULA 2:

12.88
13.35
1? 1?
14.17
14 .66
15.14
1 s. 63
16.15
17.17
17.71
18.35
19.01
19.69
20 .40
22.43
)? ?¿"

24 .28
)tr, )1
27 .26
28.25
29.+4
30.69
31.98
32.54

12 .88
13.35
13.72
14 .16
14 .64
15 .12
rþ. bt
t6. t¿
t/. t5
11 C.O

18.33
18.98
19.67
20 .37
aa n aLL.=L
11 1')

24.27

27.26
28.25
29 .44
30.68
31.98
2a Ê.)
JL C JJ

n
Ft = Fo (l + r1 + r2Ed)

nPe
Ft = Fo (l + r1 ) (l + Í2 )

nEd
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3.4 SUMMÀRY

In this Chapter our task was purely to carry out a cor-

rective exercise on Hamid's ( 1 980 ) model. We have shown

that Hamid's (1980) model of projecting foodgrain demand in

Bangladesh was open to question and these "errors" were in-

creasing over time. Next we argued cogently to show that

Hamid's ( 1 980) model, was calculated on the basis of some

parametric val-ues which were either guestionable or were out

of Iine with the existing situation. Hence, Hamid' s ( f 980 )

model was re-calculated with a set of plausible parameters.

Lastly, as a simulation exercise, an ÀRIMÀ (1,1,2) time se-

ries was identified, estimated and optimal forecasts made up

to the year 2009-2010. This is shown in Àppendix C.



Chapter IV

ÀNALYSIS OF THE MÀRKET DEMAND FOR FOOD
BÀNGLÀDESH

Economic theory postulates that demand

can be considered as a function of the price

IN

for

of

a commodity

the commodi-

Ly, and the disposable income of the consumer, other things
remaining constant. By direct analogy, wÊ may extend this
rerationship to all consumers and think that the totaL de-

mand for the commodity can be considered as a function of
price of the commodity and of total disposable income of arl
consumers. In the previous Chapter we have calculated the

food demand for Bangradesh using different formuras and

melhodologies without incorporating the vital market infor-
mation regarding price and income. unless confronted with a

vector of prices and incomes, a given consumer may not be

able to choose the optimal quantity of the commodity in
guestion. Demand in economics refers to effective demand

i.e., how much of a given comrnodity is actually bought at
given prices and incomes. what was referred to as economic

demand by Hamid (1980) rnay be dubbed as food "reguirement"

of the people and an extension of the Balance-sheet Àpproach

to food accountíng citeo in the previous Chapter. We be-

l-ieve that che estimation of food reguirement based on di-
etary standards has limited significance in planning for

88



food production and distribution.
89

The reasons are: (i) any

procedure for estimating food needs is l-ikely to be unsatis-

factory because estimating reguirements for nutrients is

only a first step to establishing food needs since there are

infinite combinations of food items that wiIl satisfy a set

of nutritional requirements; ( ii ) this sort of target set-

ting in terms of nutrients or commodities --- is not an

interesting thing to emphasize; and (iii) the consumers are

rational to take care of the nutritional needs within their
budgets given the price of food.

In this Chapter our objectives are two-fo1d. Our primary

task is to derive a statistical demand function for food for
Bangladesh and to analyse the methods, techniques and prob-

Iems associated with estimating such a denrand function. The

escimation of the demand function will be done within a sys-

tem of simultaneous eguations since the demand function be-

longs to a r+ider system of simultaneous eguations. In this
way we can avoid the problems of identification2a and simul-

taneity bias2 5 involved with single-equation estimation.

24 identification is a problem of model forrnulation, râther
than of model- estimation. À model or eguation is said to
be idenLified if it is in a unigue statistical form, êD-
abling unique estimates of its parameters from sample
data. Over-identified equations may have non-unique pa-
rameter esiimates while un-identified eguations do not
yield any parameter estirnates from sample data. Identi-
fication of an equation depends on some conCitions namely
(1 ) order (necessary) condition and (2) rank (sufficient)
condition. Cf. Kmenta (1971)

25 This bias is independent of sample size and is not elimi-
nated by increasing the number of observations in the
sample.



Secondly,

assuming a

mlz.

our task is to develop a Macro

3-Sector cl-assification of the

90

Food Demand Model

Bangladesh econo-

Earlier Studies on Demand for Food in Bansladesh:

Earlier studies on this particular subject are scanty.

Econometric studies of demand for foodgrains in Bangladesh

were done by ÀIamg i r and Ber lage ( 1 973b ) and by t'dahmud

(1979) . ÀIamgir and Berlage ( 1973b) based r-heir study on

the 1963-64 Report on QuarterJ.y Survey of Current Economic

Conditions in Pakistan, by the Central- Statistical Office
and two other subseguent surveys for the years 1966-67 and

1 968 -69 .

The general approach taken in Àlamgir and Berlage's
(1973b) paper was to estimate the pararneters of the demanc

functions for foodgrains separately for each sample and to

find out ,f, they gave approximately the same results. To

that end, Alamgir and Berlage ( 1973b) specif ied tr.¡o demand

functions:

C = cL1 + 9¡ Log Y + tt (semi-Iog form)

c = @z + þz(1/Y) + 7z (inverse form)

where, C = monthly per capita consumption of foodgrains;

Y = monthly per capita income;

't = food price index; and

c's and ß's are the parameters.

The price term collapses with the intercept term rvhen esti-
nated for a single sample.
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Àlarngir and Berlage (1973b) then proceeded to estimate

the income efasticl.ty of demand for foodgrain for Bangladesh

as a whole and computed income elasticities for rural and

urban Bangladesh separately. Their conclusions are rather

startling. Chow-tests rejected the hypothesis of equality
of the coefficients for all the three samples under consid-

eration. Hence, they conctuded that there is no room for
pooling data from different samples. The authors partially
answer this phenomenon by remarking that subsistence peas-

ants adjust their foodgrain consumption rather closely to

their production. Therefore, they conclude that the avail-
able sample data do not provide definite evidence about the

coefficients of the demand function for foodgrain in Bangla-

desh. Demand functions estimated from individual samples

provide only partial information on the parameters.

Mahmud (1979) also used pooled cross-section data from

the Quarterly Survey of Current Economic Conditions conduct-

ed by the Central Statistical Office (of former Pakistan)

for the years 1963-64, 1965 (Jan-June), 1966-67 and 1968-69.

Mahmud's objective was to estimate the foodgrain demand

elasticities of rural households in Bangtadesh. The esti-
mated elasticities are income-cIass specific and are based

on a demand*theoretic specification of own-price, cross-

price and income elasticities of consumer demand. Mahmud

(1979) specified a semi-tog demand function of the forrn:

c = a + b Log ft/pr) + d (et/en)

i+here, C = per capita consumption;
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Y = per capita incorne;

Pf = food price index; and

Pm = non-food price index.

Mahmud (1979) then went on to estirnate (1) demand function

for rural Bangladesh, (2) demand function for Lower Income

Groups and (3) demand function for Higher Income Groups.

þlahmud's (1979) study revealed, among other things, that in-
come elasticity, cross elasticity and own elasticity are all
inversely related to ordinal income groups, i.e., aIl the

elasticities fall in magnitude with a

households.

rise in income of the

The two studies cited above have similarities and dissirn-

ilarities in them. They are similar in the sense that they

are single-equation model and use cross-section data to es-

timate foodgrain income elasticities of demand. These two

studies are dissimilar in more than one way. Mahmud (1.979)

tries to estimate rural foodgrain demand elasticity which

are income-class-specific whereas Alamgir and Berlage

(1973b) attempt to estimate income elasticity of demand for
food for rural and urban Bangladesh in general, and then to
test the stability of the parameters from sample to sample.

Moreover, the func¡-ional form chcsen by the two authors were

also di f ferent from one another.

Obviously time series data, despite its blemishes, has

been over-looked in the studies cited above. No accurate

information about price elasticity of demand for food can be

exLracted from cross-section samples. Even the proper for-
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mulation and estimation of a statistical demand function for
food for Bangladesh as a whol-e has been neglected thus far.

Therefore, our task here is to fill in the void left by the

earl-ier studies.

4.1 DEMAND FOR FOOD: THE PRICE FLEXTBTLITY MODEL

Foodgrain demand is considered here as a composite demand

for rice and wheat as cited earlier. Traditionally, consum-

ers in Bangladesh preferred rice to wheat, and local- rice to

imported rice and wheat.26 However, i+ith the passage of time

consumer's preference patterns have changed considerably and

nord both r ice and wheat are egualÌy pref erred. Hence, we

can assume perfect substitution for al-1 categories of rice

and wheat.

I n general terrns, the market f or totaì- f oodgrain in Ban-

gladesh can be summarised by the following system of egua-

tions:
Demand: D= f (Y,P)

Supply: S= (1-d)O-IP+oF

where, D = demand for foodgrains;
g = supply of foodgrains;

Y = per capita real disposable income;

4.1

4.2

26 This was due to certain taboos among the people that
wheat was hard to digest and therefore it was hard on the
people's oigestive system. Morecver , women-folks di s-
liked wheat (flour) because it meant extra r+ork of knead-
ing the dough, rolling and baking. But these taboos have
ivaned over the years.



P=

,¡-u

a=
lñrt

OF=

Assuming, OF

ten as bel-ow:

qA

market retail price index of foodgrains

deflated by non-food price index;

coefficient of wastage due to seed, feed etc.;
gross domestic production of foodgrains;

internal procurement of foodgrains; and

off-take of foodgrains through rationing;

= Imports + IP, equation (4.2) can be re-writ-

$=(1-d)g+rmports=FÀ
where, FÀ = foodgrain availability.
Thus, the suppJ-y f unction of equation (+.

stant (fixed) comprising of net domestic

ports of food from outside.

exogenous.

There are three basic

excgenous suppLy function.

Therefore,

reasons for the assumption

These are:

î, 't^
=. Ld

2a) is assumed con-

production and im-

FÀ can be treated

of

It. The over-riding objective in this study is to esti-
mate a demand f unct ion f or f ood and not a suppl-y

function. Therefore, the assumption of price inelas-
ticity of supply takes care of the identification and

simultaneity problems. Moreover, cafculation of the

parameters are simplified.
achi eved.

Thus , pârs imony i s

Total- supply of f ooC :- s a sum total of domest ic sup-

ply and imports (foreign supply). Imporr of food as

a proport ion of fcoi ava i labi 1 i ty i s substant ial .

¿̂.
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Food imports depend on such factors as domestic pro-

duction, popuì-ation, total foreign exchange reserves,

import pr ices and government pol icy. Àlamgi r

(1980:39) discusses the complexities of the problem

of food imports in Bangladesh. Therefore, it is im-

, . ,,--prudent to make supply of f ood a f unct ion of the

price of food in Bangladesh.

3. Agriculture in low-income country is often a sector

of "highly inelastic aggregate supply" and the aggre-

gate supply elasticity of basic foodgrains is esti-
mated as low as -0.1 (t*tellor;1978:17). Our f indings

in Chapter V show a very low (0.1 ) price efasticity
of supply of food which is also statistically insig-
nificant. Therefore, it wouLd not be implausible t.o

assume price inelasticity of supply.

Postulating a linear function for foodgrain in price and

disposable income, eguation (4"1) can be written as follov¡s:

D=a+pP+7Y+u 4.3

where | ø, ßr 7, are the structural parameters of the sys-

tem, and u is the random disturbance term. The market equi-

librium of the system reguires the eguality of eguations

(q.Za) and (4.3) to yield the following:

FA=a+ßp+Zy+u 4.4

In eguation (4.4) we can treat FÀ and Y to be exogenous in

the sense that none of them Oepends on the simultaneous vaf-

ues of the other variables in the system. The reduced form

of equation (4.4) can be i+ritten as below:



- ("/ P)
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r, ç,P = - ("/p) - (t/p)v + (t/p)ve

or, alternatively as

p = flo + IIry + lIzFÀ - (u/B)

where, fls = - (a/P) i IIr = (t/p) and llz =

fl's represent the reduced form parameters.

the present model can be termed as a market

price adjustmenL.2T

structural parameters that are

The solution for &t þ, and 7 is
through (+.6c) z

A È.^:.Jd

(t /pl; thus the

The situation of

that operates by

of primary interest to us.

as shown in eguations (+.ga)

Unique estimates2e of the structural parameters at þ, 7t

can be found through the estimation of eguation (4.5a). In

estimating eguation (4.5a) v¡e resort to a transformation

that Ieaves the data intact but reparameterizes the problem.

By this transformation we simplify the estimation problem,

generally at the cost of proiiferating the number of parame-

ters to be estimated. Having obtained estimates of the pa-

rameters in the context of the transformed (reparameterized)

prcblem, w€ then employ the inverse transformation on the

resulting estimators in order to recover information on the

Similar market model can be
Cramer (1971 :208-210) .

The demand eguation (4.3)
order and rank conditions of

4 .6a

4 .6,b

4 .6c

found in Tobin (1950) and

is exactly identified by the
identification.

- a. = lIo/fIz

'r = lIt/tIz

ß = 1/n,

to
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From eguations (¿.6a), (4.5b) and (q.6c) we see that the

structural parameters øt ß, 7, are non-linear functions of

the fI's.2e while it is easy to derive estimates of the

structural parameters through the reduced form parameters,

the estimation of their respective standard errors is not

very easy and straight-forv¡ard. However, the large sample

variance of the structural parameters can be found out by

Kmenta's (1971 ) approximation formula.30

fI's are unbiased anC consistent estimators. Sincê,e, p,
7 t are non-linear functions of the fI's; at ß, 7 t are bi-
ased in small samples but are consistent. Às Kmenta
(1971 2443) writes " Às for the desirable properties of
the resulting estimatorsr w€ note that those estimators
which are non-linear functions of the unconstrained coef-
ficients inherit the desirable asymptotic, but not small
sample properties from the unconstrained estimators. The
reason is that unbiasedness does not "carry over" via
non-Iinear functions. " We sha11, therefore, have to be
content v¡ith estimates with this as¡zmptotic guality
aIone.

Às Kmenta (lgl1z443) writes "The formula refers to the
general case where an estimator, sôy e, is a function of
k other estimators such as þt, 02,,..ßk; i.e.,

ü = f(ßt, þ2,.....pk)
Then the large-sample variance of ¿ can be approximated
as var ( a) =Ði¿r/aÉkl 2var ( Ék) +2Elat/apj I t 6i/6Ékl ôóv lßj, pkl

(j,k = 1,2.....k)( j < k )(ftre approximation is obtained by using Taylor's expan-
sion for f(ßt, 02,...9k1 around ßt, þ2, ...., pk drop-
ping terms of the order two or higher and then obtaining
the variance by the usual formula)".

29

30
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4.2 ESTIMÀTION OF THE pRICE EQUATTON

The price equation (4.5a) is estimated by using time se-

rj-es data from 1960-61 through 1981-82. The data used in

the estimation of this eguation is reproduced in Table 4.1.

While estimar-ing eguation (4.6) , the availability of f ood-

grain FÀ was taken in per capita term, p is the retail food

price index deflated by non-food price index, and y is the

per capita real income. The result of OLS estimation are as

f ol- lows :

P = 223.55 + 0.2067y 1.1639FÀ

(194.12) (0.0142) (1 .1757)

4.7

where, figures in parentheses are standard errors of the re-
spective parameters.

The other summary statistics
(+.1 ,l are as f ol-Iows:

of the regression equation

l¡¡ote: R-

throughout.

Di scuss ion of

2

l

P2 = 0.9196 ; R-2 = 0.9112

= adjusted R2. This notation

F = 108.701 ; S.E.E. = 52.059

D.w. = 1.8898; p = - 0.0231

Results

will be used

(1)

excellent

depe nde n t

ables Y

In cerms of P2

f i t. NearJ-y

variable P is

and FÀ The

the pr ice equat i on (4.7 ) provides an

92 per cent of the variation in the

explained by the independent vari-
Durbin-tiatson statistic, Ð.W. =
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TÀBLE 4.1

Per Real Capita Income, Per Capita Food Àvailability
Food Price Index and Non-Food Price Index in

Bang Iade sh

YEÀR PER CÀPITÀ FOOD PRICE
REAL TNCOME INDEX
( rk/year ) ( Base= 1 959 )

NON_FOOD
PRTCE INDEX
(Base=1959)

PER CAPÏTÀ
FOOD AVAIL.
( ton s/year )

1960
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1955
19€,6
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1 981

Source:

283.54
301.s8
)o2 ?trLJJ.JJ

318.09
3i 6 .44
322 .35
31 5.60
336.17
221 0tr
JJ I . JJ

336.6s
430.56
trlo '70
JIJ.IJ

s96.81
544 .1 6
550.41
693 .1 9
691 .10
734.76
750.28
747.50
781.45
772.75

1 04 .32
103.07
112.31
1 03.98
1 09 .96
122 .1 0
162.52
1 41 .91
158.06
157.32
153.61
1 65.96
287 .82
363.21
853.36
482.79
524.29
bb r . rJ
694.33
954.36
827 .1 1

1 034.60

107.35
1 13.93
116.75
118.46
128 .21
1 1B .12
129 . 15
129.7+
134 .7 0
1 38 ,47
141.35
1 44 .82
152.91
1 s6.34
158.39
157.82
160.61
t6¿.ó3
1 68.82
17 1 .35
17 4 .85
1 84 .91

0.16801
0.1 6750
0 .1 4812
0.17782
0. 16663
0.1 5994
0.15215
0. 17386
0.17169
0.17677
0.16910
0. 14s88
a.16370
0. 1 6562
0.16111
0.'16448
0.14130
0.'16304
0 .15426
0 .1 5944
0.17099
0.16472

( 1 ) Food Àvailability from Table 2.11 .

(2) National Income from GOB, Statistical
Year Book , 1982.

(3) Food Price Index calculated from data
published by Islam, R. (1980) rable v.
Rest from GOB, Statistical- Year Book,
1982.

(4) Non-Food Frice Index is from Bureau of
Statistics, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
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'1 .8898, which indicates an absence of serial- correlat ion in

the data. À1so the first-order auto-correlation coeffi-
cient, p = 0.0231, is very small which subsLantiates the

absence of auto-correlation in the data.

(2) p2 is not all that matters! The reduced form pa-

rameters II I and flz have the necessary a priori. expected

signs, but [Ie and II2 ârê clearly statisticatly insigificant
because of their large standard errors. This makes the

Price equation (4.7) rather difficult to justify statisti-
cally because all the reduced form parameters, save fIr, in

equation (+.7) are not significantly different from zero.

On the other hand, ofl the basis of the F-test, we are unable

to accepi the nuIl hypothesis that IIl - llz = 0. Hence, mul-

ti-coliinearity among the reEressor variables is suspected

in eguation (4.7). Theoretically, multi-collinearity is of-
ten suspected v¡hen p2 is high ( say between 0.7 to 1 .0 ) and

when zero-order correlation are al-so high, buÈ, none or few

of the partial regression coefficients are individually sta-

tistically significant on the basis of the conventional t-
test. rn eguation (4.7), R2 is very high (0.9196), zero or-
der correlation betr.veen Y and FÀ is al-so high (0.8973), the

parameters are all insignificant save one, yet the F-test

does not accept that the parameters are jointly zero,

Hence, we have reasons to believe that our estimates in

eguation (+.7) are marred by the problem of multi-col-linear-
ity. Nevertheless, the estimates in equation (4.7) are un-

biased but do not possess the minimum variance criterion re-



quired of "efficient" estimators.

becomes problemat ic .

On the basis of estimates of equation (4.7)

rive the structural demand equation (4"3) via

ships given by eguations (4.6a) through (4.6c).

estimated structural equation can be written as

101

Hence, hypothesis testing

¡ w€ can de-

the relat ion-

Thus, the

follows:

¿. 9,

Figures in parentheses are the standard errors calculated on

the basis of Kmenta's (1971 t443) approximation formula cited
earl-ier.

Based on eguation (4.8) we can proceed to derive fore-

cests about foodgrain demand in Bangladesh based on alterna-
tive assumptions about price leveJ- changes and income growth

in Bangladesh in future. Prediction in the presence of mul-

ti-collinearity is not a serious problem because the higher

the R2, the better the prediction.3l But this may be so if
the collinearity existing among the regressor variabl-es in a

given sample will also continue to exist in the future. It
may be mentioned here that mul-ti-collinearity is a sample

phenomenon and not a population problem. However, if the

approximate Iinear relationship among the regressor vari-
ables in a sampl-e does not continue into the future (sam-

D = 192.070

(219 .26)

0.8592P

(0.869)

+ 0 .177 6Y

(0 . 1 822)

3 1 cf. Geary ( 1963 ) .
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ples ) , prediction will become increasingly uncertain.3 2 Nev-

ertheless, Lhe foodgrain demand forecasts deríved from egua-

tion (4.8) are shown in Appendix D Table D.1.

4"3 COMBINING TIME SERIES ÀND BUDGET DÀTA: THE SOLUTION

Quantitative data on demand for consumer goods and servi-

ces are of two different varieties: namely, time series and

household expenditure survey data. Time series data are

mostly aggregative data where observations in successive

periods of time of total national consumption ano other ex-

planatory variables like income and prices are recorded. On

the other hand, household expenditure surveys show us a set

of observations of the expenditures on the gooos and servi-
ces by families who differ in income, and other chosen char-

acteristics. In Bangladesh both time series and househotd

expenditure survey data are available but the data suffer
frorn some shortcomings.33 Pray (1980:2)) warns researchers,

pJ-anners and policy makers on the danger of overly rel-ying

on these data.

32 Malinvaud (

3s Pray (1980)
gladesh and
stems f rom
time series
of the data
expend i ture
duration of
too short
(197s).

19702220-21) discusses this point clearly.
deals at Length with the data problem in Ban-
its sources of inaccuracy. The inaccuracy

the ' subject ive' method of report ing data in
together with the infrastructural weaknesses
collecting agencies in Bangladesh. Household
surveys are most often inaccurate because the
the survey over which they are conducted are

usually 24 hours. Cf. Chen and Chaudhury
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It is customary to use data of one kind or the other in

the statistical- analysis of consumer behaviour.3a In this
study, we have used time series data for estimating eguation

(+.7). The estimation of parameters from time-series data

encounters numerous statistical pitfalls which are elaborat-

ed by Stone (1945) and were supported by Tobin (1950). No-

beI Laureate Stone's (19452296-297) arguments are ¡+orth re-
produc ing here:

3.1 The need to ascertain that there is sufficient
independent variation can most easily be seen by
an example. Consider the case of three variates
in which we expect the observations to 1ie around
a plane in three-dimensional- space, and suppose
that there are no errors in the data, and that
each pair of series is perfectly correlated. The
data will then lie not on a plane, but on a line

i.e., at the intersection of two planes
and it will be possible to fit an infinite number
of planes to the data. À plane which passes
through the observed points r+i 1L , by rotat ion,
generate an infinite family of planes which satis-
fy the same condition.

In these circumstances the ordinary l-east
squares fittirrg procedure of minimizing the sums
of sguares in the direction of the dependent vari-
ate r+i11 reflect this indeterminacy by providing
0/0 as the estimates of the regression coeffi-
cients in the three-set. But if the correlations
are not perfect, the fitting procedure v¡i11 as-
cribe definite values to the coefficients which
may be due not to any systematic influence at
work, but simply to unsystematic disturbances.

3.1.1 It might be supposed that this situation
woul-d be reflected by the standard errors of the
regression coefficients, but this is not necessar-
ily the case. This can be seen by writing out the
expression for the error variance of the regres-
sion coefficient connecting variates 1 and j out
of a set of ( p + 1 ) variates when the sums cf
sguares are minimized in the direction of variate

J4 Both Mahmud
used pooled

(1919) and ÀIamgir
cross-section data

and Berlage ( 1 973b) have
in their studies.
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Denoting this coefficient
the usual notation

bY br j (t) , we have

v(b 1

(1) 
) = cjj v(e)

= V(e)/ Zxz5 (l - p2jk...)

=11/n-p-1 lzx'r/Ð*2i r, -R2.' jk .) /(l-R2 jk " " ) (3)

Where v(e) ís the variance of the discrepancy be-
tween the observed and cal-aculated values of the
dependent variate; p is the number of determining
variatesi R2 r.. jk... is the square of the multi-
ple correlation coefficient between the dependent
variate and the p determining variates; and
R2jk... is the square of the multiple correlation
between the jth determining variate and the rest.

Given the vafue of n and p, the only source of
variation Iies in the third term of ( 3 ) . In the
circumstances envisaged, the denominator of this
term r"'i 11 be very c lose to zeÍo, showing that ,
other things being equal, a high intercorrelation
between the determining variates Ieads to large
error variances in the regression coefficients.
Thi s i s to be expected on comrnon-sense grounds ,
since i f the determi.ning variates are interrelated
it may not be easy to ascribe the variation in the
dependent variate to one determining variate rath-
er than another.

But in practice other things will ususally not
be equal, since the numerator of the last term of
(3) will frequently be very smaLl as well, so that
the last term as a whole will not be Iarge. Àc-
cordingly we cannot rely on the error variances of
the coefficients to indicate that an unexpected
relationship may be approximately satisfied by the
sample of observations, and other methods must be
adopted to find out if this is so.

In a system of equations/ as the one we have in the pre-

vious section, multi-collinearity creates even greater prob-

lems. In a major theoretical study of the probj-em of multi-

collinearity in multiple equation models, Klein and Nakamura

(1962) noted that multi-coIl-inearity invofves not only sta-

tistical and theoretical problems mentioned by Stcne ( 1 945)

.1.

in

l
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ASbut al-so problems on the mundane leve1

KIein and Nakamura (1962:276) write:

might be formidable.
perience.

To circumvent the problem

of ar ithmet ic .

This has been our sad ex-

In most estimates of single eguation, it is un-
l-ikely that the number of explanatory variabLes
will exceed 15, and it is quite possible that the
most advanced computing machines wiIl be able to
provide accurate estimates of any single equation
calculated by standard least squares methods.
However, the initial step in many equation systems
methods of estimation is the estimation of proper-
ties of a Iarge set of regression equations.,
These eguations are like1y to include more than 20
explanatory variables, and the computing problem,
as it arises when mul-ticollinearity is present,

of hiqh inter-correlation among

the regressor variables we can use extraneous information on

one of the parameter estimates into our time series data.

Tobin ('1 950 ) , among others, 3 5 have imposed consumption in-

come regression coefficients obtained fron family budget

data at a particular point in time upon analyses in which

the regressor of consumption on price were to be estimated

from time series. Incorporation of budget information into

time series data provides a method of "rescuing" the analy-

sis from the "traps" encountered when relying so1ely on time

series.s6 Tobin (1950:113) argues that there are both eco-

Stone (19a5); Wotd (1953:a7) refers to this technique as
"regression analysis with side conditions on the parame-
ters, or brief1y, conditionaJ. regression analysis".

By the same token budget studies are by thernselves insuf-
ficient and incomplete to test a complete set of hypoth-
eses concerning demand and or to estimate all the parame-
ter of the demand function, ât least, untiL such time
budget studies are more numerous than the ones currentl-y
available to us.

35

Jb
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nomic and statistical advantages of incorporating budget

studies into time series data. Some of the relevant vari-
ables change only with the passage of tirne and their likely
effects can only be captured by using time series data on1y.

In this Section we shall attempt to derive a statistical
demand function for food in Bangladesh incorporating extra-
neous information regarding the income parameter derived

from the Household Expenditure Survey data. The basic idea

of this pooling technique is to obtain estimates of one

coefficient from the cross-section data, insert them in the

original function, and then regress the dependent variable
on the transformed independent variable, obtaining estimates

of the remaining coefficient from the time series sample.

Àt the simplest level, extraneous information regarding

a parameter can come about in two different forms. These

are as iolLows:

(1 ) "Exact" extraneous information, i.e., 7* = 7.

Here, the extraneous information is assumed non-stochastic.
Tobin (1950) has used this type of extraneous information in

his study, and it is by far the most fashionable method in

empiricaL research,3t primarily because of the simplicity of

the approach in overcoming the statistical problerns men-

tioned earlier.

(2) Unbiased extraneous informat ion, i . e. , 7* = ^t + v,

37 stone (1945) , wold (

have made extensive
1 953 ) and Fox ( 1 968 ) , among others,
use of exact extraneous information
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where t 7x is stochastic because of the random disturbance

term v associated with it. It is, therefore, êssential

that lre take the random nature of 7* into account while es-

t imat i ng our demand func t i on . The above prior information

may be statistical and from an independent sample, and even

possibly the work of another i-nvestigator. This method has

a strong theoretical foundation and deep real-istic appeal

ancl yet this method has been neglected so far in ernpirical

research.

In this study we sha11 incorporate these two types of ex-

traneous information in the estimation of the foodgrain de-

mand function and then we shall be able to compare the re-

sults obtained by changing the assumptions regarding the

extraneous information.

4.3.1 Exact extraneous information a la Tobin (1950)

The reduced form model of eguation (4.5) can be v¡ritten

oÐ.

p = _ (a/s) _ (t/n)v + (1/ß)FA ("/g) ¿.s

Àssuming that an exact estimate of I = 7* is obtained from

pooled Household Expenditure Survey data3e then eguation

(4.5) can be written as a restricted model with the value of

7* as given. The restricted reduced form mooel is given be-

low:

3 I The value of
.8. l.

7* is 0.36 as reporieó in Àppendix B Table



P = -(a/ß) + (j/ß)l FÀ - 7*Y I - (u/B)
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4.9

or alternat i vely âs ,

P = fI'o + fI'r Ire - 7*Y ] - ("/pl 4.9a

where, the restricted reduced form parameters are fl'o =

-(a/n) and II'1 = (1/ß). Thus, the least squares estimate of

fI'r depends-on t,he value which we preassign on the basis of

our information to the parameter 1. If our information on

"r* is accurate, fI'1 r"i11 not suffer from the preassigned

value of 7* If. on the other hand there are errors in the

preassigned 'y*, the estimate of fI'r wilI also have some er-
ror. ss Goldberger (1964) goes a stage further: " It is also

apparent that the imposition of "exact" l-inear restrictions
may be advantageous even when the restrictions .are false;
the error may be handled as a sampl-ing error" (Go1dber-

ger; 19642259) .

The most obvious statistical advantage of imposition of

"exact" restrictions is that the restricted parameter ff'r is
more efficient (i.e., have smal-Ier sampling error) than its
unrestricted counterpart. Ànd the economic gain arising out

of this situation is that the imposition of restrictions
avoids the aggregation bias inherent in time series if the

distribution of income is changing over time. Obtaining the

income coefficient from the cross-section sample avoids the

aggregation bias since the distribution of j.ncome is given

3s Fox (19682490-91
coeff icients to
coefficients.

) ai scusses
aLternative

the sensitivity of estimated
values pre-assigned to some
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in the sample and thus the estimate of the income

coef f ic ient wi 1l be free from aggregat ion bias.

Restricted OLS Estimation Results:

Ordinary Least Squares can be applied to equation (a.9a)

to yield the following results:

P = 126.89 - 0.577IFA - (0.36)Y] 4.10

(13.19) (0.0384)

where, figures in parentheses are the standard errors of the

respect ive parameters .

The other summary statistics of equation (4.10) are as shown

below:

p2 = 0.9186; p-2 - 0.9i45

F = 225.624; S.E.E. = 51 .072

D.w. = 1.8463; p = 0.0439.

Discussion of Results:

( 1 ) In terms of R2, equation (+. I O ) shows an excellent
f it. Nearly 92 per cent of the variation in P is expJ-ained

by the dependent variable.

(2) The coefficient fI'o and fI'r have the expected a

priori signs i.e., fI'o

coefficients are highly significant even at the '1 per cent

level. On the basis of the F-test we can conclude that the

overall significance of the equation is maintained.
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turbances are not

0.0439 which is

claim that there
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1.8+63 which suggests that the random dis-
ser ially correlated. The f i rst-order p i s

negligible and this also substantiates the

is no serial- correlation.

From the estimated reduced form coefficients in equation

(4.10) we can extract the structural parameters ø and I by

the following transformation:

- ø. = (tt, o/n, ,) = llZS.Bg/-0.577) = - 219.913

ß = (1/fi, 1) = i1/-0.577) = - 1.733

j = 7x = 0.36 (known extraneousl-y from cross-section

regression as reported in Appendix B Table 8.1).
Therefore, the estimated structural demand function for food

can be expressed as below:

D = 219.913 - 1.733 P + 0.35 Y

(1e.0s) (0.1153) (0.04)

4.11

v¡here, figures in parentheses are the standard errors of the

parameters calculated with the heLp of Kmenta's (1971:443)

approximation formula referred to earlier.

Equation (4.11) is well estimated as is seen by the small

standard errors of the parameters and also the parameters

have the expected a priori signs. Equation (+.ll) can be

used to forecast foodgrain demand in Bangladesh in future

under al-ternative price regimes. This is shown in Table

¿.)
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TABLE 4 "2

Foodgrain Demand Forecast under ÀIternative Price Regimes

EAR Y GROWTH FOODGRÀI N DEMÀND

P=0 P = 10 P=20 P = 30 P=40 P = 50 P = 100

976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
98s
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999

0.00
4. 00
3. s0
3. s0
3.60
3.60
3. 60
4. 0B
4. 08
4.69
4.69
4 .69
4.69
4.96
4 .96
4 .96
4.96
4.96
4.83
4. B3
4.83
4.83
4. B3
4.83

7 .91
o ç?
a Ã1
o o?

10.10
10.32
i 0.55
10.98
11 a1
I I . LL

11 .64
11 .95
12.18
12.41
12.78
13.02
1) atr

13 .49
13.73
13.89
14.12
14.35
14.56
14.80
15.03

6.93
8. s6
8.57
8.77
9.02
o îa

9 .42
9.83

1 0.04
10.45
10 .72
10.93
11.14
1 1 .48
11.69
11.91
12.11
12 .33
12.47
12 .68
12.88
13.08
13 "29
13.50

5.94

'Ì EA

7.72
7 .94
8. '1 '1

8.29
I .67
8.86
9.25
9 .49
9.68
9.86

10.18
10 .37
10.56
10.74
10.93
11 .05
11.2+
11 .41
11 trO

11.77
11.96

4.96
6. 54
b.5t
6 .66
6.86
7 .01
/. rb
1 E')

'1 .68
8.06
o 1'7

8.43
8. s9
8. BB
o r\tr

9.21
9 .37
qq¿

9. 63
9.79
9. 95
0.10
0.26
0 .42

3 .9'7
Ê tr?

5.48
5.60
5.77
5.90
6.03
6.36
6.50
6. B6
7 .04
7.17
7.31
7.58
7.72
7.86
8.00
8.14
8.21
8.35
B.48
8.61
8.7s
8.89

2.98
L\)
4 .44
4.55
4.69
4. B0
4 .90
tr al
J.LI
tr 2t
s.66
5.81
tr oa

6 .04
6 .28
6.40
b.5r
6.53
6.75
6.79
6 .91
7 .02
/. t¿
7.24
7.35

-1.94
^ 

tr1_V. J¿

-0.72
-0.74
-0.72
-0.73
-0.75
-0.56
-0.58
-0.32
-0.33
_^ aa

-n ?¿

-0.22
-0.22
-0.23
-0.23
-0.23
-0.31
-0 . 31

-0.32
-0.32
-0.33
-0.33

ote: Y Growth = per capita real income growth (per cent).
P = (.) denotes price level change per annum (per cent).
Foodgrain demand (mi1lion tons).

ource: Calculated from Eguat ion ( 4. 1 1 ) [roUin' s method] .
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In Table 4.2 we have predicted foodgrain demand for Ban-

gladesh based on eguation (4.11). Given the population and

per capita income growth for a given year, we calcuiated
foodgrain demand assuming price fevel changes of 0 per cent,
1 0 per cent, 20 per cent, 30 per cent , 40 per cent, 50 per

cent, and even 100 per cent per annum. Price inflation of

either zero or 100 per cent per annum is implausible, but we

are simply sinulating a scenario over which prices can vary.

Thus, Table 4.2 highlights foodgrain demand in a given year

under price flexibility.

4.3,2 Unbiased Extraneous Information: Durbin's (1953)
Generalized Least Squares

Section 4.3.'1 depicts a situation where the pricr inf or-
mation was assumed "exact", i.e., -'í* = 7. In economics, or

in other disciplines in sociaL science, such a piece of "ex-

act" information is unlikely to be found. It is more Iikely
that the information about a parameter in question is unbi-

ased and has some sampling errors. This is the most real-is-
tic situation we often encounter, i.e.,

7x=1+v

where, v is the random error term associated with 7.

4 .12

In general, the model

tion can be expressed as

with unbiased extraneous

be l- ow

=xp+u

informa-
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= o2I and other OLS assump-

unbiased estimate of one of the parameters þt be

ÕÞ.

br* = ßt + d
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In our model,

eguation (4.12) ,

Les are:

l.-

)-t I v ItttI lb,l
lL j

y + R'W-tbr*]

This method requires knowledge of o2 and W, up to a fac-

tor of proportionality. Àn approximate use of the method is

to employ unbiased estimates of these variances and covari-
ances which can be calculated from the sampies.

given the prior information contained in

we can incorporate this information and
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then derive a better (reatistic) estimate of the parameters

of the model-. This method is due to Durbin (1953). Unfor-

tunately, this method, âfthough realistic and technically
superior has been rarely put to use. Perhaps this might be

due to complications it creates with the original distur-
bance term and the cumbersome tranformation of the data re-
guired to purge the composite disturbance term. Let us see

how Durbin's (1953) method works in our model.

Rewriting equation (4.5) and the unbiased extraneous in-
formation of equation (4.12) , we have

P = -(e/p) - (t/p) v + (t/pl FA - ("/p) +.s

-f* = .f + v 4.12

with, E(v) = 0; E(v2) = ozv and E(uv) = 0.

Incorporating eguation (4.12 ) in equation (4.5 ) we have the

fol-Lowing:

P=-fo/pl-11/ßll FÀ-7*Yl+e 4.13

where, e = (u/P)l (v/u)u - 1 I is the composite error term.

The new (composite) error term e is clearl-y heteroscedas-

Lic because of the presence of the variable Y in it. But

this problem of heteroscedasticity can be overcome if vre ap-

ply the method of Generalized Least Squares (GlS), i.e., to

apply ordinary least sguares to transforrned original data.

The type of transformation required can be seen from the

form of the variance of the composite error term. The ap-

propiate solution to this particular problem is to multiply
equation (4.13) by the term L|/yllou/ovl to yi.eld the fol-
lowing:



P** = flo** + IIrI FÀ - 7*Y ]oo + e**

where, 't* = 11/Yl lou/ovl i llo= -("/ß) and fIr= (l/Bl

be shown that e** is homoscedastic and therefore

proceed to apply OLS to eguation (4.14) to obtain

of the reduced form parameters.
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4"14

. It can

we can now

estimates

Pract icaIly , est imat ion of equat ion (4 .1 4 ) proceeds in a

few steps:

( 1 ) We need the value of øu. we can get an unbiased esti-
mate of øu from equation (4.5) after adjusting for the value

of p.

(2) We also require the val-ue of ov. Since, ov = o-f* , we

can find this out from the regression which gave us the in-
formation about 7*.
(3) Because of the incorporation of stochastic exLraneous

information, the composite error term becomes heteroscedas-

tic as in eguation (4.13). Therefore, equation (q.lZ) has

to be multiplied by the factor U/Yllou/ov) so that OLS can

be validly applied to eguation (4.1 3 ) . This is done in

equat ion (4.1 4) .

Feneralized Least Sguares Estimation Results:

yields the following re-ApplyLng OLS to equation (4.14)

sult s :

p** = 120.36**

(4.132)

+ 0.617[FÀ -(0.36)y]**
(0.0441)

4.15



where, the figures ín parentheses

the respect i ve parameters. The

the above regression eguation are

pz = 0.1802 ; R-2

S. E. E. = 41 "731 .

D.W. = 1.9i44 i p =

Discussion of Results obtained in

are the standard errors

other vital- statistics
shown below:

= 0 .1392

0.0463.

Esuation (9. 15) .
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of

of

(1 ) In terms of the

parameters of equation (

the 1 per cent level of

also weIl estirnated and

signs.

statistical significance, both the

4.15) are highly significant even at

significance. The coefficients are

they do have the expected a priori

(2) D.w. = 1.8144 which suggests that the disturbance

term is not serially correlated. This is also confirmed by

the very low val-ue of p.

(3) One conspicuous feature of equation (4.15) is that
p2 is consrderably low. This should not be surprising at

all ! Às Pindyck and Rubinf eld ( 1981 2146 ) sumrnarise it: 't

....R2 associated with weighted l-east sguares procedure is

lower than the pz associated with the unweighted procedure.

The decl-ine in pz should not be taken as an indication that

the heteroscedasticity correction was incorrect, since the

weighted least sguares procedure involves the use of a

transformed dependent variable. " It may be remarked here

that it is invalid to compare the p2 obtained from equation
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(4.15) and p2 obtained from similar price equation (4.7) or

(4.1 0), because the depenCent variable in eguation (4.1 5) is

di fferent from the others becarlse of the transformation.

The

wr i tten

D=

Forecasts based on

4.3. Às in Table 4.2,

native l-evels of price

capita income growth in

4"16

equation (+.le ) are shown in Table

f orecasts are der ived based on al-ter-

increases and a given level of per

Bangladesh.

derived demand function from

as follows:

195.07 - 1.621 P + 0.36 Y

(13.20) (0.116) (0.04)

equation (4.15) can be
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Foodgrain Demand

TÀBLE 4.3

Forecasts under Àiternative Price Regimes

EÀR Y GROWTH FOODGRAI N DEMÀND

P-0 P = 10 P=20 P=30 P=40 P = 50 P = 100

976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
9Bs
986
987
988
989
990
991
oot

993
994
995
996
997
998
999

ote:

0.00
4.00
3. s0
3. s0
3.60
3.60
3.60
4.08
4.08
4 .69
4 .69
4 .69
4.69
4.96
4 .96
4.96
4 .96
4 .96
4.83
4. B3
4.83
4 .83
4. B3
4.83

Y Growth
P = (.)
Foodgra i n

. ss 10.63

.76 10.82

8.89
10.56
10.63
10.87
11.17
11.42
11.67
12.12
12.39
12 .83
13.16
13.41
tJ.bi
14.05
14 .32
14.59
14 .84
15.10
15 .29

1tr 10

16.03
16.29
'1 6.55

8.20
9.86
o ol

10.'14
10.41
10.64
1 0.88
11.32
11.57
11.99
12.30
12 .54
12.78
tJ. t5
13.40
13.6s
1) OOIJ. UU

14.13
14.30
14.5+
14.77
1 5. 00
15 .24
1 s.48

7 .51
y. rb
9. 18
9 .40
9 .66
9 .87

10.09
10.51
10.74
11-16
11 .45
I t.b/

'1 1 . 89
t¿.¿5
12.48
12.71
'1 a o?

13.16
13.31
13.53
t3. /5
13.96
14.18
14.41

6.82
8.45
8 .46
8.66
8.91
9.10
9.30
9.71
o oa

i ^ 1a
I n tro

10. B0
1 1 .00
I I - J4

11 .97

6.14
7.75
7.74
7.93
8.15
a ??

8.51
8.90
o lrì
9 .49
q 7?
o ot

'10.11
10.43

11.01
11.21
'1 1 .33

.50

.70

.BB

5.45
7.05
7.02
7.19
7 .40
7 .56
7.72
8.10
ó.¿/
8.6s
B. BB
9.0s
a))
o tr?

9 .71
9.88

10.06
10.24
1 0. 34
'1 0.51
tu.bö

2 .01
2 tr?

3 .42
3. s0
3 .62
3.70
3.78
4 .07
4.16
4 .48
4 .60
4 .69
4.78
4.99
5.09
s. 18

5.3 /
tr ?o
5.48
5. 57
5.65
5.7 4
5.83

I

1

12.18
I¿.J¿

12.53 1

t¿. /3 I

12.92 1

13.13
13.34

12 .07
12.26

0.84
1.02
1.19

= per capita income growth (per cent).
denotes price level change per annum (per cent).

Demand (million tons).

ource: Calculated from Equation (4.16) [ourbin's method].
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS

the Þrevious section we have estimated the reduced

price eguation under the following assumptions:

No restrictions (unrestricted)

the price equation.

on the parameters of

¿.

f

"Exact" extraneous information about 7t

This is the Tobin's procedure.

Stochastic extraneous information about

7 + v. This procedure is due to Durbin

i.e., -l = 7*.

N i o ry:k =tt I

( 19s3 ) .

Following the estimation of the price eguation under the

above assumptions¡ wê shall likewise have three sets of es-

timates of the structural Þarameters a, p and 7. Hence, it
will be interesting to compare the reduced form parameters

as welL as the structural parameters. This comparison is
done next.

From Table 4.4 we see that the value of IIo diminishes as

we move on from the unrestricted model to the restricted
models. Likewise, the standard errors of IIo fa11 sharply.

The value of llz also falls (absolutety) and so does their
standard errors. We can only validly compare the adjusted
p2 of equation (4.7) and (4.10). The adjusted R2 improves

slightly with the imposition of restriction, we cannot,

however, compare p2 of equation (¿.lS) witfr the pz of equa-

tion (4.7) and (4.'1 0) because (1) the dependent variable is
dif f erent in eguation (¿.1S) and (2) equation (4.15) iras no
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TABLE 4.4

Comparison of the Parameters of the Price Equation

st irnat ion Method Eqn. # lIo FIIzIIr p- 2 D "W"

nrestr icted Or-
inary Least Sq.

estr icted Or-
inary Least Sq.

eneral ízed Lea-
t Squares

cte:

LLJ.JJ

(194.12)

126.89
(13.1s)

1 20.36**
(3.896)

-1.1639
(1 .177)

-0.577
( 0.038 )

-0 .617
( 0.042 )

.91 1 108.70

.91 5 225.62

.139 N.À.

+.1C

^ 
1ç

=. tJ

0 .2067
(0.014)

N. À.

N. À.

'1 .89

1.85

1.81

N.À. = Not Applicable.

IIo = -(o/A); II1 = -(7/p)ì TIz = (1/þ).

Figures in parentheses are ihe standard errors of the respect-
ive parameters.

Eguations (4.7) and (4.10) are not directly cornparable
to equation (4.15) for the reasons cited in the text.

intercept term because of transformation. The Durbin-Watson

statistic shows the absence of auto-correlation in alI the

three rnodels.

In terms of the structural parameters of the demand equa-

tion, Table 4.5 shows that the val-ue of o. declines with a

restriction and so does its standard errors. The parameter

ß registers some increase r+ith "exact" restricr"ion in egua-

tíon (4.11) and then drops in val-ue in eguation (4.16).

Even though the val-ue of B r ises with restrictions, the
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TÀBLE

Compar i son of the Structural-
Equa t

¿. tr,

Parameters of the Demand
ion

stimation Method Equation No.

nrestricted Ordinary
east Squares

estricted Oroinary
east Squares

eneralized Ordinary
eest Sguares

4.8

4.11

4 .16

1 92 .07
(219.26)

21 9 .91
( 19.0s0 )

I Otr 
^'7I JJ.V I

( 13.20 )

-0.8s92
( 0 .869 )

-1 .7330
(0.i15)

-1.6210
(0.116)

0 .177 6
( 0. 182 )

0.3600
( 0.040 )

0.3600
(0.040)

standard error of p faIls off sharply in eguations (4.11)

and (4.1 5) . The parameter 7's value was 0.1776 initially in
eguation (4.8) but it remains constant at 0.36 in eguations
(q.ll ) and (4.16) because these values were extraneously in-
corporated from cross-section data.

4"5 FOODGRÀIN SUPPLY-DEMAND BALÀNCE IN BÀNGLÀDESH

In the previous sections Ìve have calculated foodgrain de-

mand in Bangladesh under alternative price regimes using

di fferent assumptions. These demand projections are shown

in Tabres 4.2 and +.3. Now we are in a position to measure

the food supply-demand balance (imbalance) in Bangladesh.

This wirl enabl-e us to assess the overall food situation in

the country.
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fore ign food supply . 4 .17

= oêt domestic production of food.Domest i-c

4.17a

food supply

Foreign food supply = totaf food imports

In eguilibrium:
Total food supply (availability) = total food demand

Therefore,

4.17b

4 .18

Total food demand = net domestic production + imports 4.19

Àlternatively,

Net domestic production - total food demand = - imports.
r¿here, (-) import denotes food shortage, and

(+) import denotes food surpius.

On the basis of equation (4.19) we can calculate the food

supply-demand balance ( surplus/shortage ) for Bangladesh,

provided we have figures for net domestic production.

t1 tr1 Net Domestic Production (Domesti.c Supply) of
Foodgrains in Bangladesh

It must be borne in rnind that the projection of agricul-
tural production Iike foodgrains is a very complex exercise.

Future production depends on a host of factors which are to
a Iar'ge extent uncertain and uncontrollable, such as the in-
fluence of weather and natural- calamities; and institutional
factors such as proper and timely distribution of seeds,
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fertilizers and irrigation water, etc. , are some of the ex-

arnples in point.

Nevertheless, of all the methods, one can employ the

trend mechanism in projecting future production Ievel-s.

Trend values are found by regressing production level to a

time trend variable. Two types of trends are assumed in
production namely:

(1 ) NDP = a + bt (linear production trend) +.ZO

(2) Ln NDP = c + dt (exponential production trend) q.Zl

rvhere, NDP = ñ€t domestic production of f oodgrains.

| = time trend variable.

Ln = natural logarithm.

and at b, c and d are the parameters.

Using net domestic production figures from 1 960-61

through 1981-82, the following results are obtained:

NDP = 8106.9 + 202.34 L 4.20a

(27.45) (8.41 )

Ln NDP = 9.0191 + 0.0.1 944 t

P2 = 0.7794.

4.21a

(316.82) (8.38) P2 = Q.7784.

where, fígures in parentheses are the respective t-ratios
of the parameters.

Using the trend equat ions of ( 4. 20a ) and (4.21a) , the ex-

pected net domestic production of foodgrains are shown in

Table 4.6. The two production levels are fairly close, â1-
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though the exponential trend shows a higher value; but the

gap betrveen the two widens with the passage of time. Based

on the f igures in Table 4.6, Tabl-e 4.2 and Table 4.3 we can

calcul-ate the magnitude of supply-demand balance for food-

grains in Bangladesh. These figures are shown in Table 4.7

and 4.8 respectively. Tab1e 4.7 shows the foodgrain supply-

demand balance based on the demand equation (4.11 ) and Tab1e

4.8 shows the foodgrain supply-demand balance based on the

demand equat ion (4.1 6) .
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TABLE 4.6

Projection of Net Domestic Production

YEÀR LINEAR TREND
(million tons)

EXPONENTIÀL TREND
(million tons)

197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1 980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
198s
1986

'10.640
11.795
'1'1 .91 0
12 .01 4
tJ.¿b 3
12.930
12 .7 60
1 2 .963
13. 16s
13.368
13.570
13.772
13 .97 5
1L 1'77
14 ?7q
1 4 .582
14.784
1 4 .986
I R I OOIJ.ILIJ

15.391
1 5.593
15 .7 96
1 5.998
16 .201

1 0.640
1'1 ?OrI t. I JJ

11 .910
12 .01 4
13 .263
12.930
12.904
13.157
rJ.4t5
13.677
1 3.945
14.219
1 4 .497
14.781
15.071
15.366
1 5 .667
1q q1 ¿,

1 6 .287
16.506
15.931
17.262
17 . 601
17.946

987
988
989
990
991

1 992
1 993
I OO/ìI J J=

199s
1 996
1 997
1 998
1=q99

Note: Linear Trend is calculated from Eguation (a.20a)
Exponential Trend is calulated from Equation
(.4 .21a) .
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TÀBLE 4.7

Food Supply-Demand Gap Under Di f f erent Pr j.ce Regimes and
Domestic SuppIy Conditions

P=0 P='l 0 P=20 P=30 P=4 0 P=50 P=100

EAR LIN EXP L]N EXP LIN EXP LTN EXP LIN EXP LIN EXP LTN EXP

976 2.7 2.7
977 2.2 2.2
978 2.3 2.3
979 2.2 2.2
980 3.2 3.2
981 2.6 2.6
982 2.2 2.3
983 2.0 2.2
984 2.0 2.2
985 1.8 2.1
986 1.7 2.0
987 1.6 2.0
9BB 1 .5 2.1
989 1.4 2.0
990 1 .4 2.1
991 1.3 2.1
992 1.3 2.2
993 1 .3 2.3
qq¿ 1 ? ) L

995 r .3 2.5
996 1 .3 2.6
997 1 .2 2.7
998 1 .2 2.8
ooo 1 a 1 0
JJJ I.L L.J

3.7 3.7 +.7
3.2 3.2 4.2
a1))ÂA
JoJ J¡J 

=.73.2 3.2 4.3
4.3 4.3 5.4
3.7 3.7 4.8
3.4 3.5 4.5
3.2 3.4 4.3
3.2 3.4 4.3
3.0 3.3 4.1
to2'tA1L.J JOL 

=' 
I

2.9 3.3 4.2
2.8 3.4 4.1
¿./ J.3 4.U
2.7 3.4 4.0
2.7 3.5 4. 0
2.7 3.5 4.1
2.7 3.7 4.1
2.7 3.8 4.i
11?O^aa. t JoJ 

=.42.7 4.0 4.2
2.7 4.2 4.2
)7 t ? a_)
2.7 4.4 4.2

4.7 5.5 5.6 5.6 6.6 7.6
4.2 s.3 5.3 6.3 5.3 7.3
4.4 5.4 5.4 6.4 6.4 7.5
4.3 5.3 5.3 6.4 6.4 7 .5
5.4 6.4 6.4 7.5 7.5 8.6
4.8 5.9 5.9 7 .0 7 .0 8. 1

4.6 5 "7 5. B 6.8 6.9 7 .9
4.5 5.5 5.7 6.6 6.8 7 .B
4.5 5. 5 5.7 6.7 6.9 7 .9
4.4 5.3 5.6 6.5 6.8 7.7
4.4 5.3 5.6 6.6 6.9 7.8
4.6 5.4 5.8 6.6 7.0 7.9
4.6 5.4 s. 9 6.7 7 .2 8. 0
4.6 s,3 5.9 6.6 7 .2 7 .9
4.7 5.4 6.1 6.7 7.4 8.0
4.8 5.4 6.2 6.7 7 .5 8. 1

5.0 5.4 6. 3 6.8 7 .7 8.2
5.1 5.5 6.5 6.9 7.9 8.3
5.2 5.6 6.7 7 .0 B. 1 8.4
s.4 5.6 6.9 7.0 8.2 B.s
5.5 5.7 7.0 7.1 8.4 8.6
5.7 5.7 7 .2 7 .2 8.7 8.7
5.8 5.7 7 .3 7 .3 8.9 8.8
5.9 5.8 7.5 7.3 9.0 B.B

7.6
7.3
?tr
?tr
8.6
8.1
8.0
8.0
ð. t

8.0
8.1
8.3
8.5
8.5
8,7
8.9
9.1
q?
otr
o7
oo
0"2
0.4
0.5

13 13
12 12
13 13
13 13
t4 t+
14 14
14 14
14 14
t+ t4
14 1+
14 14
14 15
14 15
14 15
15 15
lf, rÞ
15 16
15 16
16 17
16 17
16 17
16 1B
16 18
17 18

cte: Figures are in million tons. (+) = Surplus and (-) = Deficit.
LIN = Linear Production Trend are from Table 4.6.
EXP = Exponential Production Trend are from Table 4.6.
P(.) = Ànnual price inflation of food (per cent).
Demand figures are from Table 4.2 [Tobin's model].(figures are rounded to one decimal p1ace.)
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TÀBLE 4. B

Food Supply-Demand Gap Under Different Price Regimes and
Domestic Supply Conditions

P=0 P=10 P=20 P=50 P=100P=30 P=40

EÀR LIN EXP LÏN EXP LIN EXP LIN EXP LTN EXP LIN EXP LIN EXP

976
977
978
a"o 1 0 1 0JIJI.JI.J

980 2.1 2.1
981 1.5'1 .s
982 1.1 1"2
983 0.8 1.0
984 0"8 1.0
985 0.5 0.8
986 0.4 C.8
987 0 .4 0.8
988 0.3 0.8
989 0.'1 0.7
994 0.1 0. B

991 0.0 0.8
992 -0.1 0.8
993 -0.1 0.9
994 -0.1 1 .0
995 -A.2 1.1
996 -0.2 1.1
997 -0.2 1 .2
998 -0.3 1 .3
999 -0.3 1.4

2.4 2.4
1.9 1.9
2.0 2.0
1.9 1.9
2.9 2.9
2.3 2.3
1.9 2"0
1.6 1.8
1"6 1.8
1¿.1'7
'1 .3 1.6
1 .2 1 .7
t.¿ t. /
1.0 1.6
1 .0 1 .7
0. 9 1 .7
0.9 1.8
0.9 1.8
0.9 2.0
0.9 2.1
0.8 2.2
0.8 2.3
0.8 2.4
0.7 2.5

2121)O
J¡ I J.I J.U

2.6 2.6 3.4
2.7 2.7 3. 5
2.6 2.6 3.4
3.6 3.6 4.4
3.1 3.1 3.8
2.7 2.8 3. s
2.5 2.6 3.3
2.4 2.7 3.2
aalÊ)^
LcL L.J J.\J

2.1 2.5 3.0
2.1 2.5 3.0
1.9 2.6 3.0
1.9 2.5 2.8
1 .9 2.6 2.8
1 .9 2.7 2.8
'1 .8 2.7 2.8
1 .9 2.8 2.8
1.9 3.0 2.9
1.8 3.1 2.9
1 .8 3.2 2.9
1.8 3.3 2.9
1"8 3.4 2.8
1"8 3.5 2.9

3.8 4.5
3.4 4.0
?trAa
J¡J 

=.L?¿"¿.1
4.4 5.'1
3.8 4.6
3.6 4.3
3.4 4.1
3.5 4.1
')A?O

3.4 3.8
?n?q
2tr20J.J J.)

? û- ?1
)tr)1
J.J J.I

3.6 3.8
3.7 3. B

3.8 3.8
¿.n ?q
A1?OT.I J.J

4.2 3.9
^220ZâJ J.J

¿"û.?q
+.6 3.9

4.5 5.2
4.1 4.7
t-)¿.q
+. t 4.ð
trltroJ¡ I J¡U

4.6 5.4
4.4 5.0
¿.? Lq
4.3 4.9
4.2 4.7
4.2 4.7
¿.2¿-'l
4.+ 4.8
4.4 4.6
4.4 4.1
4q¿."7
¿.1Á.1
4.8 4.7
5.0 4.8
5.1 4.9
5.2 4.9
5.4 5.0
5.5 5.0
5.7 5.0

5.2 8.6 8.6
4.7 8.3 8.3
4.9 8.5 8.5
4.8 8.5 8.5
5.9 9.6 9.6
5.4 9.2 9.2
5.2 9.0 9.1
5.1 8.9 9.1
s.1 9.0 9.3
trr\ooo,)
J¡V A¡J J.L

s.1 9.0 9.3
tr,)ototrJ.L J.I ).J
tr20,)0?
J¡J J¡L ).1

5.3 9.2 9.8
5:4 9.3 10
5.5 9.4'1 0
5.6 9.5 '10

5.7 9.6 11
5.9 9.8'1 1

6.1 9.9 11
6.3 10.0
6.4 10.1 1

6.6 10.3 1

6.8 10.4 1

.8 1 .7
)1)

.J t.¿

1

2
2
2

ote: Figures are in million tons. (+) = Surplus and (-) = Deficit"
LIN = Linear Production Trend are from Table 4.6.
EXP = Exponential Production Trend are from Table 4.6
P(.) = Annua1 price inflation of food (in per cent).
Demand figures are from Table 4.3 lDurbin's model].
(r'igures are rounded to one dec imaJ- place. )
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nÉa Market Deficit of Food in Bangladesh 1976-77 to
1 999-2000

Food supply-demand baÌance is crucial to Bangladesh be-

cause it not onry highrights the overall picture (shortage/

surplus) on the food-front but it also shows the real magni-

tude of shortfall and or surplus. Tables 4 .7 and 4 .8 shor.¡

us exactly this situation. These tabres are carcurated

based on a wide spectrum of. price l-evel increases per annum.

Three such categories of price level increases can be dis-
cerned:

(a) Low price increases (0 10) per cent per annum.

(b) Medium price increases (20 - 30) per cent per annum.

(c) High price increases (+O - 100) per cent per annum.

Past experience shoi,¿s a continuaJ-1y increasing trend in

food prices. While price increases of over 50 per cent in

food are recorded in a few years in the past decade, price
level increases of food were basicaJ-1y contained within a

band of 20 to 30 per cent per annum on the average. World

Bank ( 1 983:1 0-1 1 ) statistics show that the consumer price

Index rose by about 19 per cent per annum in the rast decade

in Bangradesh, and food obviously captures a dominant share

in the market basket of Consumer Price Index. Therefore, it
would not be unrealistic to assume price increase of 20 to
30 per cent for food each year in Bangladesh.

From Tables 4,i and 4.8, wI

20 to 30 per cent each year /

a food price infiation of

see that Bangladesh's food

rh

we
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situation is guite healthy overall. paradoxicarry, this is
in sharp contrast to the grim fact that Bangladesh imports

about 1 .3 mi.llion tons to '1 .8 rnillion tons of f ood every

year. Now the moot question is: what seems to be the like-
Iy cause(s) for the discrepancy in the food position? the

answer to this guestion is not very easy or straight-forward
but a complex one.

4.5.3 The Causes

Methodoloqical: Perhaps an answer can be found by distin-
guishing between the following two terms; ( i ) market deficit
and (ii) nutritional def icit. Market def icit can be cef ined

as the difference between market demand for food and food

s'-rpply. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 measure the market deficit as

defined above. obviousiy, our cal-curations show that before
i985 there is no market deficit in food. From 1985, a mar-

ket deficit develops assuming that oomestic production is
folrowing a rinear trend. This deficit widens slowly over

t j.me and by the year 1999-2000 the def icit is about 1 .3 mil-
lion tons (tabre 4"8 only). on the other hand, if lre assume

an exponentiaL trend in domestic food production, Bangladesh

never faces a market deficit of food until the end of the

century. Behind all these assertions there is the explicit
assumption that food price inflation is about 20-30 per cent

pe r ann Llm .



Tn contrast, imports of food

the food gap. The food gap is
rel-ationship:
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are calculated by measuring

cafculated by the following

of food. The Balance

Food gap = domestic production - domestic requirement.

Whi 1e,

Domestic requirement = per capita requirement X population.
The above method is popularly known as the "Balance Sheet

Àpproach" to food account ing. I f domest ic " regui rement " ex-

ceeds domestic food supply then imports are necessary to

f ilt in the "nutritional-" def icit.
definitely a "nutritional" defici
Sheet has one glaring shortcoming

In Bangladesh there is

that it depends on the

recommended nutritional per capita "reguirementtt.4o The re-
ouired foodgrain may not be metabol-icalIy consumed by the

population primarily f or tv¡c reasons.

1. Lack of adequate purchasing power because of a skewed

income di str ibut ion; and

The foodgrain may not be tangibly available to the

very people for whom it is meant for because of the

malfunctioning of the distribution system.

Às f or ('1 ), Parkinson (.]981:86-87) writes:

4o For the food gap cal-culation, a per capita amount of 15.5
ounces assumed by the government creates a larger total
import requirement. Àn analysis by Chen (1975) suggests
that the physiological foodgrain requirement is approxi-
mately 13.2 ounces per day, and when nutritional and
cooking losses are included, this need becomes 14.4 to
14.6 ounces per day. Therefore, a mere extra 1 ounce per
day creates an extra 0.85 to over 1 million tons of extra
import for Bangladesh each year, which is unnecessary.

t

in

¿"
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Conditions of ernployment and income are such that
the price at r.vhich it is economical to grow rice
is so high that an adeguate diet on a regular and
sustained basis remains beyond the reach of large
segmenLs of the population. In the ì-ong run, the
answer to this kind of problem might be found in
the creation of employment opportunities by pro-
moting labour intensive development in urban as
well as rural areas. In the short run, income
supplements or price subsidies, designed and oper-
ated with the explicit objective of offsetting the
high price of food to those with insufficient in-
comes, ffiây bring temporary relief.

Thus, there is the "under-consumptionist" process at work in
Bangladesh because of very low income and high food prices
(compared to income), which is further excerbated by a de-

clining "food entitlement" as shown in an earlier Chapter.

As for (2), foodgrain imported from abroad is distributed
through the rationing system operated by the government in

six urban centres. The government rat ioning operation

scratches only the fringes of the country side after the

town-dwelrers, government emp]-oyeesr porice and members of

the armed forces are provided for. Thus, there is some kind

of "over-importation" of food food imported to feed the

poor people gets caught in the mesh of inequitable distribu-
tion net ineguities based not only on poor planning and

managementf inadequate transport, but also on deliberate and

conscious political choice. Rather than feeding the hungry

milrions in the rural areas, food is distributed at a subsi-

dised price through a ration system largely to feed the bet-
ter-off urban middle cÌass population and prevent any urban

unrest which might undermine the government in Dhaka.
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Budgetarv support: There is the budgetary reason for the

government to "over-import" foodgrains each year. Food im-

ports mainJ-y consisted of food-aid (concessionary sales plus

outright grant) from the U.S. under P.L.480 TitIe I and II.
Government earnings from the sale of food-aid on the ration
system normally accounts for an estimated 20 per cent to 41

per cent of Bangladesh's national revenue budget. Table 4.9

shows the Food Department's cash surplus as a percentage of

TABLE 4.9

Food Department Cash Surplus and Total Revenue
Receipts of the Banglaoesh Government

YEÄR FOOD DEPARTMENT
CÀSH SURPLUS

(mi l1 ion taka )

A

ÎOTÀL REVENUE
RECEI PTS

(milIion taka)
B

RÀTI O
x/e
(%)

197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1977
197 8
1979

1 580.5
1554.2
2639.2

2829 -3
3982.9
3660.3

3884.5
5295.0
9087 .2

1237 1 .7
1 6362 .0
18695.0

4A .69
29 .35
29.04

22.87
)d, ?L
19.58

Source: IMF (1984) Government Finance Statistics
Year Book, Vol.VI I I pp. 1 1 5-1 9.

nat i onal- revenue each year .
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Às seen from Table 4.9, rhe revenue earnings of the gov-

ernment is inextricabl-y ti.ed with food imports. The situ-
ation t'ecomes grim and ararming for the government during
good harvest years, when the price differential between the

open market food price and ration price is lowered, because

the ration shop revenue drops because of drop in the off-
take from the ration shop. Thus, there are severe budgetary

conseguences for the government in that (1) there is an im-

mediate budget deficit because of drop in ration revenue and

(2) government lacks the riquidity and resources to procure

f oodgrain internal-ly to bui 1d a f ood buf f er stock and al-so

to stabi 1 i se pr ice and thereby fuLure product ion. I ronical-
1y, Bangladesh government tends to import "more" during a

good harvest.

Budgetary dependence on food-aid often motivate to def-
late the local pr:oduct ion and overplay the shortf aII . Às

ÞlcHenry and Bird (1976278-79) note:

The international donors have no idea what the
"food gap" is in any particular year . One
World Bank official admits that the food gap this
year could have been anywhere from minus 500,000
tons to plus 2 million tons. He cited the admis-
sion of a Bengali official that the estimates for
the December crop had been doctored to under-rep-
resent the actual harvest by more than 300,000
tons. The crop figures looked too good on paper
and would jeopardize both the Dacca regime's re-
guest for future food-aid and their negotiations
with the Indian government over the diversion of
irrigation waters from the Ganga River. When
asked whether this kind of misrepresentation would
influence the donors in their al-location of food-
aid f or next year, this i.Iorld Bank source said,
"The Bengalis obviously think they can get away
r+ith it and they are probably right."
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Food bungle: Last but not the least, there is the recondite

blueprirrt of the food bungl-e in Bangladesh master-minded by

two different interest groups. They often in unison or in

isolation perform their acts. The actors are

( 1 ) External forces food donors (specially the U"S. );
(2) I nternal f orces --- compr i-si¡g,-of corrupt bus inessmen i n

collaboration r+ith indiscreet politicians and members of the

Iaw enforcment agencies (i.e., armed forces personneJ-, po-

I ice , ansars etc . ) .

Their particular roles are elaborated below,

External I nfluence The U. S. Food-Àid Pol- icv.

Àlthough the U.S. Congress appropiated food assistance

out of humanitarian concern/ politics not humanitarian

impuJ-ses plays the supreme rol-e in the all-ocat ion of

food-aid. Food is considered as a means of exerting pres-

sure on g1obal politics. Às Rothschild (1976..294) observes,

The political povrer of the U.S. as a leading o1i-
gopolist of food most obviously concerns countries
in the f irst categories (deveJ-oping world). The
CIÀ analyst addresses this prospect, briskly
speaking the unspeakable. If the weather is more
or less the same for the next decades, they argue,
" it is essentially the poorer LDCs that will be-
come ever more dependent on US food exports".
These countries will apply to the United States
fcr credit to buy food or for food as aid; "more-
over, âbiliiy to provide relief food in periods of
shortage or famine will enhance U.S. infLuence".
I f the weather were to become cooler, the depen-
dence of the poor would get more pronounced.
("washington would acquire virtual Iife and deathpower over the fate of the multitudes of the
needy" ). It is in this circumstance of bad weath-
er that the analysts conceive of the United States
es surpassing its economic and political dominance

of the immediate post-I,Ìorld War I I years.
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Bangladesh.

policy that the U. S.
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pursuing in15

Throughout the 1970's, P.L. 480 Title I food-aid was al-
located with a keen eye on the internal poritics as werl as

the geo-political situation of the region. ( 1 ) U. S. food-

aid to Bangladesh was meant to wean off "Indian hegemony"

over Bangradesh. (2) rncreasing food-aid was directed to-
wards stabilization of the Bangladesh economy and thereby

l-oca1 poritics. r f the explosive political situation degen-

erated into anarchy and chaos, other super-powers Iike Chi-

Dã, U.S.S.R. and India may be drawn into the already muddy

waters. Fears were there that India might overthrow the

government and replace it with a government more sympathet-

ic to Moscow and India, which might be detrimental to U.S.

interest in the region. So, increasing amount of food-aid
r.ras doled out to "enhance us infl-uence" among the people and

the government of Bangladesh.

(3) There was even a sinister motive of giving food-aid.
The donors wanted to develop a pervasive relief mentality

among the politicians and bureacrats and have Bangradesh in

perpetual bondage. A complacency has settled among Ban-

gladeshi politicians and bureacrats that the international

community has a responsibility to feed Bangradesh in times

of need and there is very little that they can do to sol-ve

the food problem. One of the surest signs of the relief

mentality is a rel-uctance to invest in agriculture by the



gOVe rnment .
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Less than a third of the budget is spent on ag-

ricul-tural extension services. Besides deveroping dependen-

cy, f ood aid does not allor,¿ Bangladesh to pursue its inde-
pendent foreign policy. rn a severe famine sj.tuation of
1974-75, u.s. food shipment was derayed because Bangladesh

had exported jute to bracklisted cuba in the previous year.

This is by now a familiar episode. on the other hand, food

aid continued to pour from the u.s. when in January 197s the

Dhaka government trampled popurar demaocracy, invoked one-

party presidential rul-e, banned political opposition, gagged

the press and went on a poritical repression of the dissi-
dents. The u.s. approved to this, much against its decided

ncrms, because the then Dhaka government ' s exi stence r.¡as

stabilizing to u.s. interest in the region. As parkinson

( 1 981:97) writes, " .. .. the variabre but heavy reliance on

food i.mports and food aid placed Bangradesh in a position of

recurring dependence for survival on major foreign country,
which could and did exercise their "food power"."

The Internal forces:

The rationing mechanism provides a vehicle through which
j.ndiscreet politic ians, members of the law enforcing agen-

cies and businessmen acting as a syndicate embezzles the

scarce foodgrain imported and internally procured by the

governmenr. Food bungle is encouraged by the price differ-
ential beÈween the open market price and the subsidised ra-
tion price of food within the country, on one hand, and on
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the other, by the price differential of food in neighbouring

India and in Bangladesh due to the depreciated Bangladeshi

Taka. Parkinson ( 1 981 294-95) makes the following observa-

tion:
The great divergence between free market and ra-
tion prices gave the incentive of personal gain
for any adminstrators willing to provide extra ra-
tion cards in return for iIIegal income, or to
withhold ration cards in the absence of a bribe.
The deal-ers or intermediaries in the distribution
of rationed food had an incentive to se1I in on
the black market at high prices, or to sell addi-
tional amounts to selected customers while provid-
ing inadequate supplies to others on the grounds
of inadeguate deliveries' by the central agen-
cies, which could not be checked and supervised.
The high price in the free market for foodgrain
also provided an incentive for forging and steal-
ing ration cards. The ruraf population was par-
ticularly prone to these abuses because it vras
di f f icult to gi.ve the f ar f lung modi f ied rat ioning
scheme adequate surveillance.

Parkinson's above observation is particularly pertinent in

the context of internal- food fraud. Simple arithmetic shows

that any one engaging in an arbitrage will benefit from it.
Price divergence between the t$¡o markets is often illusory
and conceals the reaf price discrepancy. This is due to the

operation of a dual-exchange rates in Bangladesh. Foodgrain

is imported at the official exchange rate. This price does

not represent the true scarcíty value and therefore under-

represent the real price of food.

valued Taka, w€ can calculate

price divergence of foodgrain.

is shown in Table 4.10.

Thus, based on an over-

the "rea1" and t'ill-usory"

Thi s quant i tat i. ve exerc i se
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TÀBLE 4.10

eal and Illusory Price of Food: Covert and Overt Subsidy in
Rationing

EÀR ER(1) ER(2)
ru/E rk/fi

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
C&F RICE C&F RTCE

PRICE PRTCE(2)g/ron rk/ton
(+ x 3)

(6)
C&F RICE RÀTTON
PRICE( 1 ) PRICE
Tk/ton 'rk/ton(q x 2)

(7) S U B S I D I E S

COVERT OVERT
rk/ton tk/ton

( s-6 ) (6-7 )

REÀL
Tk/ton

(s-7)

'972 6.03 9.50 315.96 3001.62 19A5.24

973 7.78 10.s0 650.56 6830.88 5062.01

97 4 7 .97 '1 1 , 0 0 477 .94 5257 .34 3807 .27

915 8.BB 13.00 404.26 s255.38 3588.21

975 14.85 21.00 332.84 6989.64 4943.34

977 1 5.47 22.00 48 1 . 63 1 059s.8 6 7 449 .37

978 15.12 21 .50 384.87 8274.71 5820.00

979 15.22 22.00 515.74 1i346.28 7851.11

980 15.48 23.00 516.86 11887.78 7999.96

981 16.35 24.00 621 .42 14914.08 10157.11

803.79

937 .7 6

1607.58

1741 .55

241 1 .37

2411.37

267 9 .30

321s.16

3751.02

4420 . 85

1096.4

17 68 .9

14s0.1

1667.2

2045.3

3146.5

2454.i

3495.2

3887. E

4757.0

1101.s

4124.3

4100 '7atJJ. t

1846.7

2532 .0

5038.0

314C .7

4636.0

4248.9

5736.3

2197.8

5893.1

3549.8

3513.8

4578.3

8184 . 5

5595.4

8131.1

8136.8

1 0493.0

cte:

f,urce:

ER ( 1 ) = of f ic ia1 exchange rate .
nn(2) = import permit rate or the free market exchange rate.
Exchange rate from worrd Bank (1983) world Tables 3rd Ed.p10-11

FOB Rice Price from World Bank (1981) Commodity Trade and Price
Trends , p.42.

Freight rates (from uS Gulf Ports to Indian Eastern ports)
f rom FAO ( 1983 ) r'¡O Trade year Book , p.23.

Ration price of rice from GOB (1982) , Statistical year Book,
1982. Ration price is officially guoted in Tk/maund. Maund is
a local measure of weight equal to 0.037324i metric ton.
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The above tabLe shows that there are, in fact, two types

of subsidies associated rsith imported food distributed
through the ratíoning system.

(1 ) 'overt' subsidies which is often reported and apparent-

Iy seen in brack and white. This is the difference between

food price imported at the official exchange rate and the

government rat ion pr ice.
(2) 'covert' subsidy which is never reported and goes unde-

tected. This is due to the over-valued exchange rate of

Bangladesh Taka. The covert subsidy is the difference be-

t-ween f ood pr ice imported at the market rate of exchange and

the food price imported at the official exchange rate.
Hence, the 'real' subsidy on food is greater than what is
reported by the government; and it takes into account both

the 'covert' and 'overt' subsicy which is simply collossar-

and provides an incentive to sell food in the brack market

or to smuggle it out to India.

McHenry and Bird's (1977276-77) observation appears to be

accurate:

International aid officials openly admit now that
food aid during this period was sold on the black
market and smuggled to India in Bangladesh navy
vessels under the supervision of Rahman's (Sfreiftr
Mu j ibur Rahrnan f ather of the nat ion ) rela-
tives........ In some years, such as 1976, smug-
gJ- ing al-one accounts f or Bangladesh' s " f ood gap" .
Hoarding and smuggling of foodgrain to India, due
to higher prices in the Calcutta market, was en-
couraged by the influx of large guantities of for-
eign foodgrains at viriually no cost to the gov-
ernment.
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Faarand and Parkinson (1976:127) provide some estimates on

the amount of food taken out illegally each year. They con-

cede that at least half a million tons each year and perhaps

more than one mill-ion tons are annualJ-y smuggled out to In-
dia. Even this staggering amount seems an under-estimate of

the real quantity taken out of Bangladesh each year under

the guidance and supervision of the pcliticians, business-

men, army and representatives of the donor countries.

The effect of smuggling and hoarding on the price and

avairability of food can be seen in the aftermath of the as-

sassination of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on Àugust '1 5, 1975.

Forces cpposed to Rahman imposed martial l-aw and seared the

borCer v¡ith India. Despi te that be ing a l-ean season when

supplies were 1ow, food prices nose-dived immediately be-

cause grain-traders, businessmen and politicians involved in
grain business no J-onger enjoyed the protection of their po-

litical ally. what is true of Mujib era is also true of the

subseguent adminstrations . The political actors !¡ere the

same every time the adminstraLion changed hands. It was the

same ball game with the same players donning ne\{ jersies un-

der new umpires.

In fine, it may be emphatically said that except for a

few isolated areas of food shortage, Bangladesh does have

the potentiaì to f eed its enr-ire population. Whar is miss-

ing, however, is a wilI and commitment to feed the hungry

people by the people at the helm of affairs. The problem is



that food is not available at the right place, at the

time and at the right price so that everybody couÌd

to buy f ood they need. No amount of f ood import.s, di
uted inequitably and fraudulently through a political

tivated ration system --- a system which has enormous

tunities for illicit tradings and distribution

overcome the food deficit in Bangladesh.
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4.6 À 3 SECTOR MÀCRO FOOD DEM.AND MODEL: ÀN ÀLTERNÀTIVE
ÀPPROÀCH

Between 1972 and 1982 Bangl-adesh economy grew by about

5.1 per cent per annum (in constant prices of 1972). This

slow growth is attributable to several- factors of which a

recovery from the war of Liberation in 1911, opEc oir price
increases in 1973 and 1976, severe crop failure in 1974, and

poritical instability are the prominent ones. The annuaL

rates of growth of the individuar sectors are very unegual

however. Àgricultural food production grevl at 3 per cent

per annum, the industrial growth rate was 8.3 per cent per

annum whire the service sector grew at 7.8 per cent per an-

num.

This pattern of unegual growth of individual sectors is
normal in deveioping countries, and to a lesser extent in

mature economies as we11. without this structural change,

rapid growth cannot be achieved. unequar sectoral growth

implies a shift of employment from the slowly growing sec-



tors to the dynamic industries.
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This shift is one of the

concomitants of productivity increase: the sectors içith low

growth rates are mainly sectors with sub-average productívi-
ty leveLs whi 1e tLre dynamic industries general-ly have a

higher rabour productivity . The increase in overarr- produc-

tivity accompanying the reLative increase of employment in

the higher productivity sectors of the economy may be carred

the "structurar productivity effect. " The achievement of

higher growth rates is thus linked with the achievement of

rapid structural change.

S irnultaneously, however , uneguaJ_ growth of individual
sectors tends to create bottlenecks and impediments to
growth whenever these sectors are linked by input-output re-
lations. The particurar instance, with which we are con-

cerned here, is agricuftural production of foodgrains. l'ood

is the most important input for non-agricultural sectors
(industrial and service sectors). Demand for marketed sur-
pluses of foodstuffs depends criticarly upon the rate of de-

velopment in the non-agricultural economy; and if food pro-

duction rags too much behind the rate of growth of these

sectors food wirl become scarce, prices will rise and the

economy rnay slip into a state of structural inflation r+ith

its familiar consequences: i.e., rising food prices wiIl
trigger off wage increases; this leads to reduced competi-

tiveness in the worrd market and to reduced profitability of

import-substituting industries. Fcod imports will soar i+ith



adverse ef f ects on the bal-ance of payments .
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Efforts to

overcome this impasse through guantitative and qualitative
imporr restrictions and tariffs or by deficrt financing wiIl
only reinforce the inflationary tendency. What is needed in

this situation is an accelerated food production strategy.
The only other alternative would be to boost exports, which

seems unlikely due to rising costs, which makes it possible

to pay for the increased food imports.

It would be an exaggeration to maintain that Bangladesh

has reached the threshold to structural- inflation; it would

be imprudent, however, to disregard certain symptoms (food

production near stagnation in the past, increasing freguency

of periods of high prices, soaring imports and declining per

capita availability).

There is all the more reason for concern about the food

situation if we recaIl that a substantial increase in the

rate of growth of the economy is planned for the near fu-
ture. According to the "Perspective PIan 1980-2000" GNP is
to rise by 7 per cent annually over this period. Since the

gap between the growth rates of different sectors tends to
increase with the rate of overall growth this implies that
the gap between the growth of the sectors inducing demand

for foodstuffs and the sector producing food is likeIy to

increase.
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It is certainJ-y desirable to exploit the productivity
gains of structural change as far as possible, but there are

definite limits to this develcpment strategy. Àt a certain
stage, the inflationary effects of stepping up the growth of

the non-agriculturar sectors begin to outweigh the advantage

of further marginar growth. what degree of price increase

for food appears a toÌerable price for more rapid growth is
an eminently poJ-itical decision. The purpose of my study

here is to investigate the effects of more rapid growth and

more rapid structural change on inter-sectoral- relations and

on demand for and supply of food in particular.

4.6.1 Effect of Growth and Structural Change on Demand for
and Supply of Food A Model

The intent and purpose of the model is to explore the

growth of demand for and the suppry of foodgrains in broad

aggregative terms assuming intersectoral transferance of la-
bour along the lines of structural change outlined above.

The size of the gap between demand and supply wirr be taken

as an indicator and measure of disequilibrium. The anarysis
ref ers to the short f uture, this term being def i.ned as a
period too short to bring about substantial changes in the

eiasticity of supply of domestic foodgrains. The model

which we are going to develop is a simple one. euantitative
exercises of this kind cannot be more refined than the sta-
tistical data on which they are based. The number of vari-
ables has, therefore, been reduced to the most relevant
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ofones. For simplicity, the

three broad sectors nameì-y:

national economy consists

( 1 ) Agricurtural (agr ) sector for food including the arlied
occupations of fisheries and Iivestock, and adjusting for
non-food crops and forestry.

(2) Industrial ( ind) manufacturing sectors consisting of
( i ) Large and small- scal-e industries, (i i ) mining and quar-

rying, ( i i i ) power, gas, water and sanitary services and

( iv) transport, storage and communication.

( 3 ) Service ( ser ) sector consisting of the following: ( i )

trade services, (ii) housing services, (iii) public adminis-

tration anC defence, ( iv) banking and irrsurance, and (v)

professional and miscellaneous services.

The model consists of a Demand eguation, a Supply egua-

tion and a Labour equation. The model is outlined below:

The increase in demand for food in the non-food ( industry
and service sector) producing sector depends, in the first
p1ace, upon the increase in employment in these sectors:

{cina lv¡na/vl [1+Iind]+cser Iyse r/v) U +].serl i('1+ar ¡= 4.22
Icina lvina/v] + cser lyser/yl ]

The symbols are defined as follows:
A1 = rate of increase of demand for food in the non-food

producing sectors attributable to increase

in ernployment.

lvtnd/v) = share of the industrial sector in GDp.
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LVser/Ul = share of the service sector in GDp.

cind = share of food consumption in total income of yind.

cser = share of food consumption in total- income of yser.

Àind = rate of increase of. employment in the industrial sec-

tor.
Àser = rate of increase of employment in the service sector.

The increase in employment in these sectors is defined as

the increase in production of a sector divided by the in-
crease in productivity in that sector. Hence,

(I + ì.ind) = (l + o)/(t + n ind) q.ZZa

(l + ).ser) = (l + x)/(l * Trser) q.22b

The symbols are defined as follows:
o= rate of increase of production in the industrial sector.

X= rate of increase of production in the service sector.
zrind = rate of increase of productivity in the industrial

sector.

zrser = rate of increase of productivity in the service

sector.

Substituting the above equations (+.zza) and (4.22b) into
eguatíon (4.22), we get the following:

{cina luina/Y) l1+o/l +n'indl*Cser Iyse r/u) lt+y/1*r'ser] ]('1+4,)=
{cinA Ivina,/vl + Cser lyser/y] ]

4.23
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Demand for food in the non-food producing sectors arso de-

pends on the increase in per capita income. Thus,

{cina lvtna/ul [1+c;ind]+Cser Iyse r/v) U +a;ser] l('1+ar¡= 4.24
{cina lvtnd/uJ + cser lvser /uJ }

The symbols used are def ined as fol-1ows,:._..-r-.:::r,::;

Az = rate of increase of demand for food in the non-food

producing sectors attributable to increasing

per capita incomes.

c¿ind = rate of increase of per capita demand for food in
the industrial sector, and

cdser = rate of increase of per capita demand for food

in the service sector.

The increase of per capita demand for food is defined by

the product of the increase in per capita income and the in-

come elasticity of demand for food. The increase of per

capita income in each sector is egual to the increase in per

capita production, i.e., of labour productivity. Thus,

(1

(1

Il
Ir

4+

+

+

+

a.lind )

a.rse r )

(z¡'ind) (nind)l

(zrser ) ( aser ) i

.24a

.24b

The symbols used are defined below:

4ind = income elasticity of demand for food in the

industrial sector; and

4ser - income el-asticiry of demand for food in the

service sector.



Subst i tu
(4 .24) ,

('1+Az ) =

l+
]

ng the tv¡o determinants of

the non-food producing se

for food eguation (4.26) b

{c i na lv ína/v) 11 + o / l+zri n
cser lv ser /v) 11 +y/l+zser

Cornb i n i
food in

demand

(t+4¡ =

) and (4.24b)

+(¡'ind)(lind)l+
(zrser)(r?ser)l ]
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equat i on

4.25
{cinaIvina/vJ + cser luser/v)]

the increase in

ctors, we obtain

elow:

dl [1+(z'ind) (aind)
I Il + ( z'ser ) ( aser ) J

4.26
{cln¿ lv¡na/vl + cser Iyse r/v) ]

where, A = rate of increase of demand for foocl in the

non-food producing sectors.

The Labour equation of the model constitutes the vital
link between the Demand eguation and the Supp).y equation and

makes their interdependence explicit. The mechan i sm i, s as

follows: If the growth rate of one sector exceeds the rate

of growth of population, assuming constant labour participa-
tion rate, this means that the transfer of labour from the

residual sector of agricultural food production to either
the industrial sector or the service sector takes p1ace.

If, cn the other hand, the industrial- and service sectors

are stagnanr. , virtually aIl of the populat ion ( Iabour ) in-
crease musl be absorbed in the agricultural food production

sector. This is the extreme Lewis ('í 95a) assurnption.

t i ng equat i ons (4 .21a

we have the following:

{cina Ivina,/v] ll
cser luser /ul I I +

Ln

demand for

the total
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the Labour equation. We start
on:

on

v¡i

( Iabour ) is

th the follow
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quantified

ing def ini-by

ri
( t *¡) = [r, tnd/r] II +).indl + [lser /t ] I j +trserl +

lr.agr/T,J [1 +Àagr] +.zl

The symbols introduced are explained below:

I = rate of. increase of population and of total employment

(since constant participation rate is assumed)i

rínd/t = share of the industrial sector in totar employment;
-/-Lser/L = share of the service sector in total employment;
-/-Lagr/L = share of the agricultural sector in total

employment; and

ì.agr = rar,e of increase of employment in the agricultural

food sector.

The above eguation (4.27 ) merery states that the total in-
cre3se in employment is equal to the weighted average of the

sectoral rates of increase in ernployment; and the weights

being the respective sectoral- emproyment share. substitut-
ing L1*o/l+z'indl f or ( 1+¡inU¡ and ll+a/l+zrserl f or ( 1+Àser),

we can re-write equation (+.Zl ) as fol_Iows:

( i +¡u9r)= lr/r.agr I [1+r] - lri nd/r.agrl Il+ o/1+vi¡¿1

lr,ser /r.agrJ [ 1 +y/1+zrser] 4.28

Fron r'he above Labour equation (+.28) , we see that the rate

of increase of employment in the agricurtural- food sector is
the inverse of agricultural labour ratio times the rate of
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increase in total empJ-oyment net of increase in emproyment

in the non-food producing sectors. The increase of produc-

tivity in the agricurtural- food producing sector (zragr)

needs some explanation. The model is over-determined for

the ex-post calcuration if we choose rates of productivity
increase f or all the three sectors. once zrind and Trser are

deterrnined, the rate of increase of employment in food pro-
duction Àagr is given by the Labour equation (4.28). with
ì.agr \¡¡e automatically obtain Tragr from the relation given in
equation (4.29). This means that the higher the productivi-
ty increase in non-food producing sectors, the lower the

rate of transfer from agricultural food production sector

and lower, accordingly, the reguired rate of increase of

productivity in food production.

Finally, the Supply of food equation can be written as

follows: The increase in food production depends on the

rate of increase of employment and the rate of increase of

labour productivity. Hence,

( t +5 ) = { [ 1 +Àagr ] [ 1 +zragr ) lvagr /v) ] / l"cind Iy ind/v1+cser ( yse r /v) ] q .zg

The symbols used are explained below:

ô - rate of increase in production in the agricul_tural
food sector.

iTagr = rate of increase of labour productivity in the

agricultural food sector.
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From food production we must subtract food consumption of

the producers of f ood themsel-ves to arr ive at net suppì-y of

food (marketable surplus). The increase in consumption of

food by the producers depends, âs before, on the increase in

per capita income (as expressed by productivity increase)

and the income elasticity of demand for food. Hence, we can

write:

{cagrlvagr/ul Il+Àagr] [l*(zragr) (aagr)J ](.1+7) = 4.30
{Cina Ivinar/vJ + Cser lvser/vJ ]

where, T = rate of increase of demand for food in the

agricul-turaf f ood sector.

4agr = income elasticity of demand for food in the

agricultural food sector.

Joinin

surplu

{t
(1+¡¡=

g the two, we get the net supply of food (marketable

s) as follows:
1 +zragr I [ 1 +Àagr ) Lvagr /uJ -cag r lvagr /u] [ I *].agr I I I * ( n-agr ) ( nagr ] l

4 "31{cina Ivina/vi + cser Ivser/vJ i

Since, CindIvina/v] + CserIvser/vJ + Cagrlvagr/uJ = yagr/y,

therefore, equation (4.31 ) can be re-written as below:

('1+E)={ [1+ragr] [1+].agrJ-cagr[[1+tragr] [l+(n'agr) (nagr)]/ll-Cagr) q.Sz

where, Ð = rate of increase of suppJ-y of f ood available f or

the non-food producing sectors; and

Cagr = share of consumption in total income of

agricuftural food sector.
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The rate of increase of ernproyment in food production (Àagr)

is determined by the Labour equation and subseguentry fed

into the Supply eguation.

4.6.2 Àpplication of the Model in Bangladesh

we shall apply the moder initialJ-y to the deveropment of

the decade 1972-73 to 1981-82 for which we have the basic
data of the rel-evant parameters. The resul-t wi ll- provide us

r+ith a bench mark which wili herp us to assess the signifi-
cance of results obtained subseguently from future trends of

demand and suppJ-y. The numerical values of the parameters

for the past period will be tisted below arong with an ex-
pranation for thern. since the rates of increase of produc-

tivity are the most sensitive parameters, alternative carcu-
lations were made with various combinations of sectoral
product ivi ty increases . These combinat ions were, however ,

subject to the constraint that the weighr-ed average had in
each case to be equal to the actual overarl productivity in-
crease"

4.6.2.1 Parameter Val-ues f or the Bench Mark years
(1972-81 )

The numerical values chosen for the calculation of demand

and supply tendencies in rhe period 1972-81 are discussed

here. They relate to the resurts obtained and presented in
Table 4.12. sensitivity tests showed a row sensitivity of
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many parameters because many of the structural parameters

serve as weights to rates of change which often do not dif-
f er much f rom each other. I n arl cases r,¡here the correct
value was unknown or uncertain, the val-ue was chosen in such

a way as to minimise the bias.
(1) The sectoral shares in total GDp Lvt/v) The shares

were calcurated on the basis of the sectoral share of GDp at

constant prices. The ten year average (1972-81) of the sec-

toraL shares are found to be as fotlows:

uagr/v = 53.25 per cent; user/v = 13.75 per cent and yser/v

= 33.0 per cent.

Source: GOB, Statistical Year Book, 1979. p 342 for figures
from 1972-76.

GOB, Statistical Year Book, 1982, p.533 for figures
from 1977-81.

(2) Sectoraf shares in total employment lr.i/r.l --- The

seven year average (1913-79) of the sectoral employment is
as follows:

Lagr/r = 70 per cent; Línd/r, - 14 per cent and r,ser/r = 16

per cent.

Source: GOB, Statistical Pocket Book, 1980. pp 560-6'1 .

Note: Surprisingly, GOB, Statistical Year Books, 1979 &.1982

do not provide any stati.stics on this subject !

(3) The share of consumption of food in totar income (ci)

the choice of nurnÉrica1 varues for the three sectors is
subject to the condition that

Cind lytna/vl + Cser lvser/v) + Cagr lvagr/vJ = vagr/u
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Since food consumption in relation to income is higher in
Iow income sectors, it appeared reasonable to vary the share

inversellz with per capita income of the individual sectors.

The result is:
Cagr = 0.5; Cind = 0.42 and Cser = 0.54.

.'(4) Tncome elasticity of demand f or f ood (rli ) we had

calculated the income el-asticity of demand for food for Ban-

gladesh economy as a whol-e to be 0 . 78 . I n the absence of

reliable information on the income elasticities of demand

for food in the individual sectors we used the constraint
lvagr/ul rlagr + lvtnd/vlzlind + luser/vJTser = 0.78

Then we arbj.trarily selected the elasticities of nagr and

?ser so that 4ind is automatically determined from the above

constraint. The result is:

nao,r = 0.85; 4ind = 0.58 and 4ser = 0.75.
(5) Population growth rate (X) the rate of population

increase v¡as assumed to be 2.41 per cent per annum over the

decade 1972-81. À constant rate of participation was as-

sumed. This makes the rate of increase in total employment

egual to the rate of increase of population.

Source: GOB, Statistical Year Book, 1982.

(6) SectoraL productivity increases (n'i ) the sectoral
productivity increases were found by fitting a semi-1oga-

rithmic trend for data 1973-80. The regression results are:

Tagr = 1.08 per cent; rind = 8,27 per cent and Trser = 1.41

per cent.

Source: GOB, Statistical Pocket Book, 1980, p.393
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(7) Sectoral growth increases (ô, ø and X) the sectoral
growth rates were found by fitting a semi-logarithmic trend
f-o data f rom 1972-81 . The results are:

ô - 3.02 per centì o = 9.35 per cent and X = 7.82 per cent.

Discussion of Resul-ts:

Based on the parameter val-ues explained above, the fol-
lowing resul-ts are summarised in Table 4.11.

TÀBLE 4.11

Development of Demand and Supply of Foodgrains During
1972-81 Under Various Assumptions with Respect to Sectoraf

Productivity Increases

PRODUCTIVI TY
INCREÀSES

RÀTE OF PRICE INCREÀSE
AT PRÏCE ELÀSTICITY OF

llind llser llagr Lagr A Z [¿-¡] 0.66 A.75 1 .00(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

:tual 8.27 1,41 1.20 1.80 7.05 3.29 3.75 5.68 5.00 3.75

ssumed 10.00 4.00 0.29 2.72 6.39 3.09 3.30 5.00 4.40 3.30

ssumed 7. 00 2. 50 1 . 1B 1 .82 6.96 3 .29 3.67 5.50 4.89 3.67

ssumed 5.00 1 .00 1 .73 1 .27 7 .36 3 "41 3.95 5.98 5.27 3.95

we have made four types of demand and supply cafcula-

tions. These are;
(a) The actual cal"culation is based on the actuaL produc-

tivity increase figures in the economy
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(b) Three other calculations are also made and these are

based on various assumptions about sectoral productlvity in-
creases which r+il1 be explained shortly.

Based on Table 4.11, with the non-food producing sectors
( industrial and servi.ce sectors) growing at 9.4 per cent and

7.8 per cent respectively, the demand for food in these sec-

tors is growing between 6.4 per cent to 7.4 per cent. Sup-

ply of food lags behind demand and is growing between 3.1

per cent and 3.4 per cent. Hence, a food gap emerges which

is in the range of 3.3 per cent to 4.0 per cent per annum.

The possible range of corresponding price increases has been

set out in the last columns of Table 4.11 based on the range

of price elasticity of demand for food. The price increases

range from 3.3 per cent to about 6.0 per cent per ar¡num. It
is very difficult to judge whether the ensuing marginal de-

mand-supply gap and the food price increase is an adequate

reflection of the reaÌ course of events in Bangladesh in the

recent past. Bangladesh imported more foodgrains than what

is shown in Table 4.11. Also, the price increase of food-

grains is under-stated. But when we take inio consideration

the substantial amount (lS to 20 per cent annually) of food-

grains traded illegal1y, then the above calculation captures

ihe real picture of the food situation in Bangladesh.

On the strength of the general plausibility of these re-

sults, at least as far as the order of magnitudes is con-

cerned, w€ may now fix the range of productivity increases
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ions forto be used for further calcul-a

sectoral- productivity increases

(1 ) r'ind = 10 per cent and Trser

tivity increase.

(2) n'ind = 7 per cent and ?rser

duct ivi ty increase .

(3 ) z'ind - 5 per cent and Trser =

ty increase.

tion. The assumpt

are as f ol-Ior+s:

= Q per cent: High pr oduc -

= 2 "5 per cent: l'ledium pro-

1 per cent: Low productivi-

Ànother important aspect of Table 4.11 i s that v¡e can

calculate the transfer of labour between the sectors. col-
umn ì.agr shows exactì-y this phenomenon. when actuar produc-

tivity figures were used, âgtricutturar fooc production sec-

tor registered 1.8 per cent increase in employment out of
total of 2.41 per cent. This suggests that Lhe rest 0.6'1

per cent moved to other sectors and were ernpl-oyed in the

non-food producing sectors. on the other hand, there was a

reverse transfer of 0.31 per cent from the non-food produc-

ing sectors when we assumed a high productivity increase in
these sectors. This shows that the higher the productivity
increase in non-food sectors, the lower will be the transfer
of l-abour f rom the residual f ood producing sector.
this has important policy implications.

Hence,
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Ef f ect of l"lore Rapid Growth on Demand f or and Supply
of Foodgrains as Envisaged by the National
Perspect ive Plan 1 980-2000

The proposed National- Perspective plan 1980-2000 of Ban-

gladesh indicates a possible scenario of planned popuration,

investment, employment and income of the country at the end

of the 20th century based on certain strategies and pro-

gramme priorities. some of the socio-economic perspectives

of the PIan during the period cover, among others, the fol-
lowing:
(i) Provision of basic needs such as stapre food, coarse

cloth, minirnum housing with sanitation and primary health

care for aI1.
(ii) Sustained eccnomic arowth at 7 per cent per annum as a

necessary condition for a steady reduction ano ultimate
elimination of poverty.
( iii ) Food serf-sufficiency by the end of the second Five

Year Plan in 1985.

Isource: GOB, Statistica] Year Book, 1982, pp.659-674.1

Given a target 7 per cent growth rate of GDp, our task in
this respect is to investigate the following:
( 1 ) calcurate the demand and supply of foodgrain under the

above situation, and calculate the food gap, if any.

(2) Investigate whether a 7 per cent growth rate is feasi-
ble given the inter-sectoral relationship.
(3) Investigate the transfer of labour necessitated by such

a high rate of growth.
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(4) Investigate the conditions under which a food self-suf-
ficiency is possible.

Before we can set out to attack the above issues, we must

investigate the basic guestion: which pattern of sectoral
growth rates is compatible with achieving the target growth

rate of 7 per cent? Nothing explicit has been publ-ished or

indicated by the government on this topic as yet. It may be

usef u1, theref ore, to discuss this point clearJ-y.

First, w€ shall split up the 7 per cent overall growth

into several- options for sectoral growth patterns. Four

such options are envisaged keeping the growth rate of the

service sector constant at 7.8 per cent as before. The op-

tions are as foilows:

OPTÏ ONS

I

II

IIÏ

IV

ô

(%)

6 .04

5.00

4.00

3.00

o

(%)

7 .05

8.88

1 0.65

12.41

X

(%)

7.82

7.82

7 .82

7 .82

It appears that options I and IV do not make much sense.

Option I is overly ambitious for the agriculLural food pro-

ducing sector. I f option f is to be in effect this would

mean doubling the growth rate from that which was prevailing

during the decade 1972-81. Moreover, it would al-so mean a

reduction of the industrial growth rate which is antitheti-
cal to the objectives of the National Perspective Plan

1980-2000. On the other hand, option IV rr'ould l-eave the ag-
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ricurturar food production sector virtually stagnant whire

over-emphasizing the industrial sector. Option IV would

al-so thwart the objective of achieving food self-sufficien-
cy.

Therefore, the best solution would be either option II or

III. If option ïII is chosen, this woul-d *"un tfråJ-tfre rate
of growth of food production sector r+oul-d increase to 4 per

cent from the bench mark lever of 3 per cent. rndustrial
sector growth rate would have to be increased from 9.35 per

cent to 10.65 per cent per annum. Thus, the preliminary

conclusion is that if we decide to pursue the 7 per cent GDp

growth target, feasible sol-utions if there are any at
all are likely to be in the range of options II and III,
i. e. , with growth tarEets for the inoustrial sector of B. BB

10.65 per cent annua11y. The conclusion is a very preJ_im-

inary one because we have not yet touched the main guestion:

whether a certain combination of sectoral growth rates does

not Iead to severe bottÌenecks in input-output rerations be-

tween the sectors.

Before we report the resuits of our calculation, it is
appropiate to briefly outline the changes in the structural
parameters to take account of the development between

1981-2000 " These changes are shown bel_ow:

(1) The structure of GDP sha1l be as follows:
vagr/u = 0.37; vinð/v = 0.21 and user/u = 0.42.

(2) The structure of employment shall as follows:
r,agr/r = 0.50; r.inð./r = 0.18 and rser/L = 0.22.
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(3) The sectoral consumption share shall be as follows:

Cagr = 0.45; Cind = 0.25 and Cser = 0.35.

(4) Income el-asticity of demand for food is assumed con-

stant as before"

nagr = 0.85; 4ind = 0.58 and qser = 0.75.

(5) Population growth rate (À) is 1.3 per cent per annum.

(6) Sectoral productivity increase were subjected to three

types of hypotheses ví2. ,

rind = 10 per cent & zrser = 4 per cent High.

n'ind = J per cent & zrser = 2.5 per cent --- Medium.

z¡'i nd = $ per cent & n'ser = 1 per cent Low.

(7 ) SectoraJ- growth rates have two var iants nameJ-y;

Option iI: ô - 4 per cent'ì o = 10.65 per cent ancl X = 7.82

per cent.

Option III: ô - 5percent; o = 8.88 per centandX= 7.82

per cent.

It may be mentioned that, since we assumed the rate of

growth of the service sector to be constant at 7.8 per cent

throughout, the rate of growth of food production and the

whole pattern of sectoral growth rates is autcmatically de-

termined with the choice of o.

Based on the parameter values Iisted above, the result of

the calculation is shown in Table 4.12.

Discussion of Results obtained in Tabl-e L.12.

Based on the f igures given in Tab1e 4.12, the following
points are worth mentioning:
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TABLE

Prospective Development of
Foodgrains Under Conoition of

4 .12

Demand for and Supply
a 7 Per Cent Growth

of
Target

Productivity Increase
Hypotheses

Hi 9h
(%)

Medi um
(%)

Low
(%)

¡te of increase of Àqricultural Labour ().aqr):
Option II
Option III

Ite of agricultural
Option II
Option III

Opticn II
Option III

rrqinal food qap (a
Option II
Option III

)P qrowth rate:
Opt ion I I
Option iII

o = 10.65%
o = 8.88%

food sector (ô):
1 0 .65%

B.BB%

a = '1 0.65%
o = 8.88%

u = 10.65%
o = 8.88%

0 .64
1 1a

3.99
¡ oô

6 .69
6.25

4 .41
q ¿,1

2.28
0.78

7.00
7.0c

2 00
/t oo

7 .28
6.83

4.58
5.65

2.70
.1 .18

7.00
7.00

? oo
4 .99

7 .67
7 .23

4 .69
5.75

2.98
1 .48

7.00
7.00

-0 .7 6 -1 .62
-0.26 -1 .12

o=
o=

rte of increase of demand for food in
>od Þroducinq sectors (A):

Option II z t = 10.65%
Option III: o = 8.88%

:te of increase of marketable surplus

the non-

(¿r:

(1) Due to the

non-food producing

sector will grow at

rising labour

enployment

rate. The

requirement of the

in agricultural food

annual transferal of

rapi d1y

sectors,

a lower

41 The rate of transfer
\agr I li.a gr /r) ,

of total population is given by [¡. -
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labour is substantial: in the case of Option II and Low

productivity increase hypothesis, the transfer i s about 1 .75

per cent of the total population or nearly 135 per cent of

the total- population increase. On the other hand, in the

case of Option III and High productivity increase hypothe-

sis, the transfer is a mere 0.1 per cent of the total popu-

Iation or nearly 7.8 per cent of the total population in-
c rease .

(2) Àccording to the mode1, demand for food increases 6.3

per cent to 7.7 per cent annually, while marketable surplus

increases by about 4.4 per cent to 5.6 per cent per year.

Thus, demand increases faster than suppJ-y at all times and a

food gap emerges. The l-ower the productivity i.ncrease Ín

the non-food producing sector, the higher is the demand for
food; whil-e at the same time the supply of food increases
(due to transfer of tabour). Ironically, food demand in-
creases faster than suppl-y, and hence the food gap is the

largest when the productivity in the non-food producing sec-

tor is the lowest.
(3) The f ood gap i s between less than '1 per cent to ap-

proximately 3 per cent. Under a 7 per cent growth rate of

GDP this is quite tolerable. However, if the surreptitious
dealing in food continues, as in the past, the food gap is

expected to be even larger than what is seen here.
(4) Finally, and irnportant of all, it is seen that the ob-

jective of a 7 per cent growth rate is achieved overarl-: the

realized growth of GDP is approximately 7 per cent. This

goes to prove that the pJ.an is internally consistent.
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Our next task is to investigate the conditions under

which the objective of food self-sufficiency is achieved.

Specif ically, we want to know (i) v¡hether self-suff icieny in

food is compatible with a 7 per cent growth target? (ii)
What are the implications for sectoral growth rates? and

(iii) What is the quantum of labour, that is required to be

transferred from one sector to the other? SeIf-sufficiency
in f ood woul-d imply a stable f ood pr ice f or Bangladesh a

phenomenon which has not being experienced before.

swer to these questions are given in Table 4.13.

TÀBLE 4.1 3

Characteristics of the Price-stability Solution where
FooCgrain Demand is Egual to Supply

The an-

Productivity Increase
Hypotheses

Hi gh
(%)

Ì'led i um
(%)

Low
(%)

lc rease r. n

lc rease in

lc rease i n

:alized GDP

rortfall in

Agricultural Labour

Agr icultural- f ood sector

I ndustr ia1 sector

growth rate

target GDP growth rate

1 .58

5 .47

7 .23

6. B3

0.17

0.40

tr ?^

6.53

6.76

0.24

-0.32

-s.86

6.03

6.72

n 10
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In terms of Table 4.13 the following observations can be

made:

(1) The target growth rate of 7 per cent is not even

achieved if self-sufficiency in food is targetted for.
There is a shortfall of 0.2 per cent to 0.3 per cent in the

growth rate.
(2) Growth in the agricultural- food sector has to be very

high in the neighbourhood of 5.5 per cent to 6 per cent per

annum in order to fu1fill the objective of food autarchy.
This means that growth rate in the food production sector

has to double compared to the bench-mark years. This is
rather ambitious considering the fact that the agricultural
growth rate has been the l-owest in the bench-mark years in
relation to the other sectors.
(3) Àt the same time, the industrial growth rate would

have to be around 5 to 7.23 per cent. This would mean that
the industrial growth rate would have to fall below the

growth rate achieved during the bench-mark years. This is
clearly undesirable considering the fact that the government

wants to diversify the economy and generate income and em-

ployment in sma11, medium and Iarge industries. Therefore,

it seems that industriaÌ growth and food self-sufficiency
are not compatible r+ith each other.
(4) Lastly, achieving self-sufficiency in food would in-
vol-ve a considerable high transfer of population form the

food production sector to other sectors, speciarry if Medium

and Low productivity increase hypothesis is assumed.
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Implications of the Model

Basically there are two types of probl-ems emanating from

pursuing the dual objectives of a 7 per cent GDp growth tar-
get and self-sufficiencv in food simultaneously.
(1) If a 7 per cent GDP growth target is pursued, then a

f ood gap of less than '1 per cent to 3 per cent per annum

emerges. Assuming a price erasticity of demand for food to
be less than unity, there will be a modest price infration
of food.

(2) On the other hand, if food self-sufficiency is target-
ted, then (i) agricultural food production has to be doubled

and industrial growth rate has to slow downt (ii) most im-

portant.ly, the targetted GDP growth rate is not realized.

These constellations are of interest as far as economic

policy is concerned. Political decision makers have to
choose among the alternatives. The former would invorve a

modest price infration of food and the latter woul-d signify
the concerted efforts at raising food procuction to the rer-
ative neglect of the industrial sector.

The first alternative is rather a safe and easy course of

action. Bangradeshis are used to price infration (to the

tune of 20 to 30 per cent) of food in the past, but the ben-

efits from this course of actions are many. Agricultural
growth rate would be around 33 Lo 66 per cent higher, indus-

triar growth rate would be 12 to 15 per cent higher than
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l¡hat they were during the period 1972-81. such an increase

in the growth pattern is a healthy sign for the over all
economy. Rising food prices can be taken care of by a care-

fully designed food subsidy scheme such as food rationing Lo

the targetted needy and vulnerabLe groups.

The second objective of food self-sufficiency will_ be

very expensive and time consuming to implement. Doubting

the growth rate in the agricul-tura1 food production sector

is by no means an easy affair and it will depend on the time

horizon. Past experience suggests that the dynamics of de-

velopment do not by themseLves provide an incentive to sub-

stantial growth in this sector. In fact, many of the conco-

mitants of development had a distinctly adverse effect on

the food production sector: this applies to the transfer of

labour to other sectors with the ensuing deterioration of

both age and sex structure of the rural population. Before

a noticeably faster increase of food production is achieved,

mirrions of farmers must be contacted and instructed in the

use of improved methods. Moreover, there are barriers to be

overcome, e"9., inertia, institutional barriers like Iand

tenure and tenancy practices, provision of agricultural ex-

tension services like credit, irrigation water, seeds, fer-
tilizers etc. , must be improved over all. This obviously

cannot be done from one year to the next. a 2

42 "ÀgriculturaÌ development thus cannot avoid a
sion, both technological and human, of a dif
from that in most non-agricultural industries
to telescope this dimension face formidabte

time dimen-
ferent order
. Àttempts

obstac les;
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4.7 SUMMÀRY

The purpose of this chapter was to formurate and estimate

a market dernand function for foodgrains using time series

data. This was done using a model of demand and supply of

foodgrains in Bangladesh. we encountered statistical prob-

lems, namely multicollinearity, while estimating the model

using time series data onry. However, forlowing the methods

of Tobin ( 1 950 ) and Durbin ( 1953 ) of combining cross-secr- ion

to t ime ser ies data helped us to avoid those probÌems.

Next we made foodgrain demand and supply projections and

found that Bangladesh has no 'market' deficit i_n food. How-

ever, Bangladesh faces a 'nutritional' deficit which is fur-
ther excerbated by surreptitious trading in food in Bangla-

desh.

Àlternatively we have developed a three sector Macro Mod-

eI for estimating foodgrain demand and supply. Based on the

findings of the moder, Bangladesh has a food shortfarl of

about 4 per cent per annum during the decade 1972-81 . Next,

we investigated the likely implications of a 7 per cent GDp

growth target on demand and supply of food, and found that
the food gap v¡as around 0.78 per cent to 2.98 per cent annu-

a11y. Finally, lve also investigated r+hether the objective
of food self-sufficiency and a 7 per cent GDp growth target
are compatible. calcuiations shor+ that these two objectives

even where
substantial

initially feasible
costs" (¡ohnston , 'buying time' may involve

and Southworth;1 967 211) .



are in conflict

two objectives

wi th each other; moreover ,

simultaneously would be very
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f ulf i l-ling the

difficult.



Chapter V

EFFECT OF FOOD IMPORTS ON FOOD PRODUCTION IN
BÀNGLADESH

One of the most disguieting aspects of the food problem

in Bangladesh is the phenomenal increase in food imports.
The statistics on food imports are very grim. In absorute

terms, food imports, including food aid, rose from under

half a million tons in '1960 to about two million tons in
1981; and in 1972 food imports approached a precarious peak

of nearly three million tons. Food imports in terms of do-

mestic food production and total food avairability are arso

very high as can be seen from Tabie 5.1. Imports as a pro-
portion of domestic production ranged between 3.6 per cent

to 31.4 per cent during 1960-81, and the mean of the entire
pericd is about 12 per cent per annum. Similar1y, imports

as a proportion of total food avairability ranged between

3.5 per cent to 23.9 per cent and the mean of the period

1960-81 is about '1 '1 per cent per annum. Importation of

foodgrains on such a massive scale praces vurnerable during
periods of food crises. The much stressed national goar of

"self-sufficiency in food" remains unfuLfilled.

A few things must

ports in Bangladesh.

be noted at the outset about food im-

First, food imports are a monopoÌy of

Ministry of Food and the Food Depart-the government. The

170
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TÀBLE 5. '1

Production, Imports and Availability of Foodgrains in
Ban g Iade sh

Year Net Dom. Imports Total Imports as % of

Prodn. Àvail. Dom. Prodn. Àvai1.

1 960
1 961
1 952
1 953
1 964
196s
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

8596
I 554
7 897
9442
9331
9333
8534
9948

'10131

10639
9969
88 98
9020

tuE.+ /
10120
11497
10540
11795
11910
1201 4
1 3263
12929

460
580
540
770
490
)A^J=U

890
'1 080

9056
91 34
8437

10212
9821
967 3
9424

11028
11151
11759
11519
10178
'1 '1850

12317
12410
1 2987
11420
1 3485
1 3060
13814
15163
1 4929

tr ?E

6.78
6.8+
8.16
5.25
3 .64

10.43
10.86
1 0. 07
10.53
I E trtr

14.39
3t.3/
1 5. 69
22 .63
12 .96

7 .33
I+. JJ
9 .66

14.98
14 " 33
15 .47

s.0B
6.35
6 .40
7.54
4.99
? Êl
o A^

9.79
ô ltr

9.52
13 .46
12.s8
23.88
13. s6'18.4s
11.47
6.8-?

t¿.53
8.81

13.03
12 "53
13.40

020
120
550

972
973
974

1280
2830
1670
2290
1 490

780
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1981

690
150
800
900

2000

Note: Figures are in thousand tons.
Imports include food aid.

Source: Production figures are from GOB,
Year Book , 1979 and 1982.
Import figures are from Stepanek
world Bank (1979\.

Statistical
(1979) and

ment along with the External Resources Division of the pran-

ning Ministry coordinates the entire operation of food im-
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ports. Second, food imports in Bangladesh are largely aid-
financed either concessionary sales, e.g., p.L. 4BO food

sares or in the form of outright grants for humanitarian

reasons. There are occasions when the government resorts to

commercial imports. unfortunatery, data on commercial im-

ports are unavailable (unreported) rn any government docu-

ment. In the absence of such data, it may be plausible Lo

assume that the vol-ume of commercial imports is negligible
compared to the vorume of aid financed food impcrts. Hence,

food imporr-s and food aid can be termed coterminous. Third,
the greater part of food ímports continues to be wheat, usu-

aIly around 80 per cent of the total (Cl-ay ;197 B: I 09 ) .

Fourth, contrary to popurar berief, food imports into Ban-

gì.adesh are not completely dominated by the US supplies
(Clay;1979:1 09) . Before independence (1971) , the US was the

only supplier of significance and since 1971 the US supply

has vari.ed. Canada, the EEC, the World Food programme, Aus-

tralia and even India have all- supplied food on different
terms. With the signing of p.L. 480 agreement in 1973-74,

the US has restored its position as a major donor. Finally,
imported food is distributed through the government ration-
ing system.

Àpart from the pecuniary costs to the exchequer, massive

iood imports are said to have definitive disincentive effect
on domestic food production. This debílitating effect on

domestic food production due to foodgrain irnports can be

termed "shultz-Fisher" hypothesis. The genesis of this hy-
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pothesis lies in shulLz' s ( 1 960 21027-1029) "specurative"
apprehension abcut the "potentially serious long-run" price
disincentive effects of food imports on agricultural- produc-

tion in importing countries. Briefly stated, ShulLz's
(1960:'1 028) exampre is based on the hypothesis that the ef-
f ect of a 1 per cent increase in f ood suppl ies on pr icê i-s. _.,

measured by the reciprocal of the price elasticity of de-

mand.

Fisher ('1963 ) carried Shul Lz' s argument a step f arther,
and in a simpie and neat theoretical exposition was able to
show:

the magnitude of the price effect in guestion when
the surplus is first imported is given to a first
approximation by 1 over the sum of domestic demanC
and supply elasticities and not merely as '1 over
the reciprocal of the price eLasticity of demand
alone as in ShuItz's example (1963:865).

Fisher (1963:864) argued that in shultz's exampre the price
ef f ect wi Il be "overstated" ut-ìless the supply curve of do-

mestic production is perfectly inetastic (a case denied by

Shul tz) .

Second]y, Fisher ( 1 963:865 ) showed that the magnitude of
price effects may be even "less" depending on the way ím-

ported foodgrains are priced and distributed in the import-

ing country. Taking the extreme case of gratis distribution
to the poorer segments, Fisher concluded:

Surprising as it may sound, it is in fact the case
that such a pol icy r+i I1 generally be less harmf ul
to domestic agriculture than the policy of sale so
far considered, provided that arbitrage by the re-
c ipient can be prevented ( 1 963:866 ) .
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The availability of food to some consumers at a conces-

sional price represenLs an increase in real incorne to con-

sumers in the aggregate and thereby implies a shift in the

aggregate demand curve. I n Figure 5. 1 , for example, food

imports egual to QrQ¡ r,¡ould depress prices from p1 to p2 and

domestic output f rom Q1 to Qo without a demand shif t. Hor+-

ever, if demand shifts from D to D', due to the income ef-
fects generated by food imports, price is not depressed and

domestic production remains the same. This is an important

Price

QuantiLy

Figure 5.1 :

P I
P

2

Graphical Illustration
Hypothe s i s

aspect that should be investigated.

The objective of this Chapter

model to test the Shul Lz-F i_ sher

there is negative effect of food

and production and such adverse

could be non-existent at aIt ! )

is to develop a theoretj-caI

hypothesis; namely that

imports on domestic prices

effects are much less (or

if priced and distributed

of Shultz-Fisher
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differently in the importing country. If this hypothesis

can be supported empirically then the alleged fears of di-

sincentive price and production effect from collossal food

imports into Bangladesh can be allayed to some extent.

Earlier Studies.

Estimation of negative production impacts resulting from

food imports thus rests heavily on measurement of price

changes and related production response. In this context we

must emphasíze that no empirical work is available for Ban-

gladesh thus far. Stepanek ( 1 979:59-60 ) casually examined

the "macroagricultural disincentives of these food imports".
These disincentives can be summarised as follows:

Adverse price effect leading to production disincen-

t i ves ( Shul Lz-F i sher argument ) .

Àdverse distributional effects, i.e., availability of

cheap foodgrairis through rationing does not allow the

income transfer to take place to the producers.

Àdverse policy effects, i.e., cheap foodgrains leads

to governmental apathy towards the agricultural sec-

tor. This ñây, however, be detiberate on the part of

the government because of its industrial bias in pro-

viding cheap subsistence wage goods (food) to the ur-
ban industrial- sector.

À11 of these disincencive effects may be present with food

imports, but Stepanek did not base his arguments on any con-

1.

¿.
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crete empirical investigation. pending empirical testing
these criticisms by stepanek should be taken cautiousry for
r¿hat it is worth.

cl-ay (1978:113-115) echoes much of the same sentiment as

stepanek but his arguments and evidence have a weak basis.
To quote him:

The most substantive evidence of the disincentive
effects of low prices on production is the faIl in
number of pump-sets rented out by the government
input corporation, BADC, for i+inter irrigation,
from 36,382 in 1975/76 ro 28,324 in 1976/77; when
there $¡ere no longer suppty problem for inputs
that had hampered HYV rice cultivation during the
early 1970' s (Clay ;19782113-114) .

The fall in the hiring of irrigation pump-sets, as mentioned

by CIay, is by no means a conclusive test of disincentive
effects of pri"ces on production. There may be several pos-

sibilities contributing to the fal-1 in the hiring of pump-

sets: (a) mechanical breakdown for which pumps could not be

hired out; (b) pumps could not be hired out to the farrners

timely due to adminstrative bottlenecks of BADC; and (c)

corruption among BÀDc officiars who did not release pumps

without sufficient kick-backs. The list of causes may be

expanded and therefore clay's "substantive evidence" does

not measure up at al-1 in this situation.
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5.1 THEORETICAL MODEL

ì"fann (1967) did a pioneering work to study the impact of

P.L. 480 irnports on prices and production in India and con-

cluded that food imports had disincentive effects on prices

and production. Later Rogers et aI. (1972) using a modi-

fied Mann model came up with similar findings for rndia.
For this study we sharr use Mann's basic model to study the

impact of food imports on prices and production of domesti-

cail-y produced foodgrains. À theoretical framework of anal-
ysis is set up in terms of (1) a supply equation (Z) a de-

mand equation, (3) an Lncome-generation equation, (4) a

withdrawal from stocks equation and (5) a market-crearing

identity.4s
Suppiv of Food:

The supply function is conceptualized as

Qs,t = fr( Pt-1, t ) 5.1

where, Qs, t = the per capita quantity of f ood availabl_e

out of domesLic production;

Pt-1 = the price of cereals durinE period t-1¡
(Mann used prices prevailing in period t-2);

| = time trend variable as a surrogate for
technology and weather (Mann used lagged

yield instead).

Mann's (1967) nrodel consisted of 5 equations including a
commercial import equation. This equation is dropped be-
cause commercial import figures are unavailable (unre-
ported) and are assumed to be negligible. This, however,
does not affect the model in any respect.

43



Demand for Food:

Qd,t = fz( Pt, Yt )

where, Qd, t = per capita quantity of cereal-s demanded

in period t;

Pt = price of cereals in period tì and

Yt = per capita consumer income in period t.

Wt = fq( Qs,t, Mt, IPt )

where, Wt = per capita withdrawal (off-take) from

T ncome-qeneration Funct ion:

Yt - f¡(Qs,t, Gt ) 5.3

where, Gt = per capita government expenditure.

withdrawal (Off-takes) from Stocks Function:
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tr,.)

5.4

raticning in period t;
Mt = per capita impcrts in period t¡ and

rÞi- = ?er capita internal procurement ofl/e! vsÈ/r Ls ¿¡¡L

foodgrains in period t.

There are 5 endogenous variables in the model: es,t; ed,t;
Pt; Yt; and Wt. But there are only 4 equations. Hence, a

market clearing identity is added to cl-ose the system:

Qd,t = Qs,t + Mt + Ipt 5.5

5.1.1 The Statistical Model

Assuming that the various functions in equations 5.1

chrough 5.4 are linear and adding the portmanteau distur-
bance term to each equation, the system can be v¡ritten in

the normalized form below:
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Supplv equation:

Y1 + TllXl + TtzXz + 7ot = U1 5.6

Demand eguat ion:

Y2 + AzsYs + ßzqYq + 7oz = U2 5.7

I ncome-qenerat ion equation:

Ya + ÉslYl + 7¡sX¡ + 1yoz = u3 5.8

t{ithdrawal (Off-take) from Stocks eguation:

Y5 + ß+tYt + TqqX+ + 7¿sXs + 7oq = U4 5.9

Market-clearinq identity :

Yr - Y2 a X+ a Xs - 0 for | = 1,2,....T. 5.10

where, Y1 = per capita net domestic production of food;

Y2 = per capita cereals demanded;

Y3 = price index of cereals deflated by

Non-focd price index;

Ya = per capita income;

Y5 = per capita off-take from rationing;

X1 = lagged price by one perioo;

X2 = time trend variable;

X3 = per capita government expenditure;

xa = per capi ta irnport of cereals; and

x5 = per capita food procurement.

There are five equations in f ive endogenous variables

nameJ-y Y L Y z, Ys , Y¿ and Ys i and hence the model is com-

prete. There are five exogenous or prederermined variabres
r+hích incl-ude X r , Xz, Xs , Xa and Xs. The values of these

variables are given at a particular point in time and are

not subject to determination by the modeì.
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5.1.2 Empirical Results

The structural- form reveal-s the interaction of the vari-
ous variables in the system of equaticns. In order to study

the explicit dependence of the endogenous variabres on the

predetermined variabres and the disturbances, the structural
form is solved for the endogenous variables to derive the

reduced form. Equations 5.5 through 5.9 are over-identified
by the order and rank conditions of identification, and

hence the Theil-Basmann Two stage Least squares (2sLS) is
appropiate in obtaining consistent estimates of coefficients
for the endogenous variables (B's) and the predetermined

variables (f 's).

The structural eguations of

by using data from Bangladesh

and these data are collected

sources. Table 5.2 gives the

the modeL have been estimated

economy during 1 960-81 period

from a number of published

basic data of the variabLes.
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TÀBLE 5.2

Basic Data of Variables

lar Qt, s Qt,d YT Mt Ptwt TP Gt Pop

)60 8596
)61 85s4
)62 7897
153 9442
)64 933 1

165 9333
)66 Bs34
)67 9948
)68 1 01 31
)69 1 0639
)7 0 9969
)71 8898
)7 2 9020
)7 3 1 0647
)14 10120
)75 11497
)7 6 1 0640
)77 11795
)78 11910
)79 12014
)B 0 13263
)8'1 12929

9056
91 34
8437

10212
9821
967 3
942+

11028
11151
11759
11519
10178
1'1850
1 2317
12410
1 2987
11420
1 3485
13060
i3814
15163
1 4929

1 6357
17 491
1 8527
18706
2067 2
2287 0
26456
281 97
29880
32630
36154
39678
43203
67 925

123050
1C1370

99621
140430
165750
19'1 110
225620
256950

97 .18
90 .47
96.20
87.78
85.77
03.37
25.84
09.38

117 .34
1 13 .61
108.67
114 .60
188.23
232 .32
538.77
305.91
326 .44
406.02
411.28
556.97
47 3 .04
559.50

26"3
10.1
¿. 1

124.8
1) ¿-

v) IJL. I

7.+
21 .8

qÂ.

6. '1

6.0
0.2
0.1

70.9
127 .9
4.1 5.0
313.6
550.4
?tr8 a
JJJ. L

3s0.0
1 1 00. 0
5s39.0

460
580
540
770
490
340
890
080
020
120
550

1 280
2830
167 0
2290
1 490

780
1590
1 150
1800
1900
2000

201
255
710
4+4
709
964

1055
648

1038
1354
1318
1134
261 B

17 28
17 64
157 6
1473
1 847
17 96
2402
2000
1900

785 53.90
867 54.53
BB 1 56.96

1106 57.43
1203 58.94
1416 60.48
1 389 61 .94
1 560 63.43
1793 64.95
2010 66 .52
2483 68.12
2687 69.77
2131 72.39
3462 74.33
5655 77 .03
6360 78.96
8215 80.82
8477 82.71
0876 84.66
1 407 86 .64
3254 88.68
553 1 90.63

)urce: Qt,s; Qt,d; Mt are from Table 2.
tons.
Yt is from GOB, Statistical year
are in million Taka.

11. Figures are in thousand

Book , 1979,1980,.1 982. Figures

Wt is from Àlarngir (1973a:45) for figures from 1960-63.
1964-67 f igures are f rom rsram (1980:'100). 1969-79 f igures are
f rom Clay et aI. ( 198'1 :61 ) . Figures are in thousand tons.
Pt is Food Price Index deflated by the Non-food price Index
as shown in Table 4.4.
IPt is from Islam (1980:9a) for 1960-73; 1974-78 from World
Bank (19792199)i 1979-80 from cray er at. (1991:54). Figures
are in thousand tons.
Gt figures are from Àlamgir and Berlage (19742240) for 1960-68;
Rest are from GOB, Statistical Year Book, 1979, 1982. Figures
are in mil-l-ion Taka.
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5.1.3 Results of Statistical Estimation

The units of measurement of the varaibles yr, yz, ys, X+,

and X5 are in pounds and Xs is in Takas. As stateC Two

Stage Least squares is used to estimate the structural equa-

tions except for eguation (5.6) because it contains no en-

dogenous variables as its expranatory variables and hence

ordinary Least sguares is appried instead. The estimated

coefficients of the structural equations are presented in

TÀBLE 5.3

Two Stage Least Sguares Estimates of Structural
Equations

Equation No. Est irnated Equat i on

5.6* Yr = 348.49 + 0.11 Xr - 4.38 Xz(e.78) (0.05) (1 .4e)

5.7 Y2 = 375.90 0.13 y3 + 0.'t 1 y¿
(13.34) (0.2s) (0.2s)

5.8 Ya = 130.14 - 0.35 yr + 3.12 X3(162.35) (0.4e) (0.16)

5.9 Y5 = 252.72 - 0.68 y1 + 0.20 X+ + 0.43 X5(107.0) (0.30) (0.29) (0.44)

Note :'k denotes coef f ic ients are est imated by OLS.
Àsymptotic srandard errors are given in
parentheses under the coefficients.
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Table 5.3.

The supply eguation indicates that supply is positively
related to lagged price but inversely rerated with the time

trend variable. The time trend variable is used as a proxy

for technology; and the sign of this coefficient may be po-

sitive or negative depending on the relationship with sup-

pIy. In this case technological impact on supply is neg-

ative.

The demand eguation has signs on all coefficients that
agree with economic theory, indicating that dernand for food

is positively related to income and negatively with price.
The income-generation eguation indicates that income falrs
with an increase in the supply of food which ís conr-rary to
a priori expectation. On the other hand, income increases

with an increase in government expenditure. One tine of

reasoning for decrease in income due to supply increase is
that as supply increases t.he price level of foodgrains de-

crines so that the totar revenue of sales from foodgrains

falls with an inelastic demand.

Final1y, the withdrawal (off-take) from rationing egua-

tion shor.¡s that off-take is inversely related to domestic

suppJ-y" This is an al-1 too familiar situation in Bangladesh

because if domestic supply increases, off-takes from ration-
ing sLac kens because the pr ice di f ferent ial- between the

open-market and rationing is narrowed. It is al-so observed
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from the equation that off-take increases with domestic pro-
curement and import of foodgrains.

The estimated reduced form coefficients are of particurar
interest in this study. These are reported in Tabre 5.4.
The reduced form coefficients which are of direct interest
a.re those associated with the variable Xa (food imports).

TÀBLE 5.4

EstimaLed Reduced Form coefficients to Measure rmpact of
Food Tmports on the Bangladesh Economy, 1960-81

¡uat ion I ntercept XsX¿X3X2Xr

rpply

rmand

)come

:1Ce

: f-take

348.49
(e.e7 )

367.26
(1s.83)

-18.7 6
(15.e2)

-28 .60
(42.78)

8. s9
( 4. s6 )

0.0952
(0.40)

3 .4064
(0.41)

3963
.00)

-0.2605(0.12)

0.8374
(0.48 )

1.5644
( 0.48 )

2.2750
(1.81)

1.4992
(1.82)

0.1'1 08 -4.3781(0.06) (1.4e)

0.0036 -4.7964(0.11) (3.27)

0. 0405 -5 .4949(0.11) (3.29)

0.1 578 -4.2922
(0 .2e ) ( 8.84 )

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

(l

-0 .021 9
(0.03)

¿ NEtr7
(0.e4)

2.394'1 -3.505s(1.30) (4.88)

0 .2514 -0. 0501
( 0. 14 ) ( 0. s2 )

The response of pr ices and dornest ic supply of

a change in imports of cereals is examined in

once-for-al1 unit shock in imports. That is,

cereals to
terms of a

the imports
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are increased by one pound per capita during the year'1 and

then reduced to the original level during the year 2 and

maintained there subsequentry. The effect of this change

are embodied in the various multipliers.

The coefficient or impact multiplier from the reduced

form model indicate that increasing imports by one pound per

capita increases cereal prices by 2.4 percentage points
(zrou) of the price index; increases demand by 0.84 pounds

per capita (nru); increases income by Taka '1 .56 per capita
(r.u) and f ina11y, increases off-take from the ration shops

by 0.25 pounds per capita (ruu). Due to the time lag in

supply response¡ domestic supply is unaffected in period t.

To herp trace the influence on future va]ues of price we

can coFrstruct rable 5. 5 . The deray murt ipl ier equars

[o*u] lrarli-t for | = 1, 2, 3,..... periods. The long-run

TÀBLE 5.5

Distributed Lag Effect on Price of a One Unit,
Once-a11-ÀI1 Increase in Imports

Time Lag DeIay Multiplier Cumulated Multiplier

I

2
2
J

4
5
6

0
'1

2
3
À

5

2.3941
0.3778
0.0596
0.0094
0.0015
0.0002

) ?qr-1
2 .7719
2.8315
2.8409
2.8424
2.8426
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multiplier equals nou/1-n+2.

From Table 5.5 we can see that the detay multiprier for
cereal price is 0.38 in second year, 0.06 in the third year

and virtually disappears by the sixth year" The six-1'ear

cumurative multiprier i s 2.84 which is approximately equal

to the long-run mul-t ipl ier varue. The deray mult ipJ- iers can

be graphically represented as in Figure 5.2.

Secondly, the impact on domestic supply is measured by

the delay multiplier Int1llrqsllr+11L-2 for | = 2, 3, 4,

periods. These multipJ-iers are shown in TabIe 5.6.

The long-run supply multiplier is given by lorrl Iro.l /1-nor.
The initial shock of imports affects supply in period 2 af.-

ter a lag of one year, because supply and price are related
with a iag of 1 period. The inirial shock dissipates quick-
1y and by the year 5 the impact is negligible. The five-
year cumulated multiprier is 0.32 which is also approximate-

ly equal to the long-run supply multiplier.

The production effect can also represented graphically as

in Figure 5.3.

The net effect of food imports on production is alwa1,s

positive. Thus food imports does not decrease (disprace)

domestic production; rather food imports make a positive
contribution to food availability, however negligibre it may

be. This f inding negates the assertions of Stepanek

(1979:59-60) and cray (1978:1'13-'1 15) abour rhe definitive
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TÀBLE 5.6

Tota1 Effect of Food Imports on Domestic production in
Bang Iade sh

'l'l me Lag DeIay
Multiplier

Cumulated
multiplier

0
1

2

3
+

i
2
3
4
J

0.25s3
0. 041 9
0.0010
0.0002

0.2653
0.3072
0.3082
0.3084

disincentive effects on Bangladesh's

food imports.

food production due to

Thi s f inding i s, however , not too startl ing " According

to shurtz-Fisher argument, food imports iead ro increases in
the supply of food which cause a fall in food prices. This

is partly or whorly offset by ihe income effect of the dis-
tribution scheme in the importing country. Tn Bangladesh,

availability of ration food to urban consumers causes their
rear income to increase substantiarly (ehmed, R¡1978:15).

Fisher ('1 963:869) further observes:

I find it hard to believe that the demand for food
in food deficit countries can be very price ine-
lastic, especially when one considers the Iarge
income effect which is likely to occur when toõA
prices fall. The existence of a large demand
which is not satisfied because prices are high
seems to me to be a likeJ-y characteristic of food
deficit countries. If this is so, then the effect
of the surplus on price and on domestic supply
r+i11 be Less serious than would otherwise be the
case (1963:869).
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5.2 SUMMARY

The analysis is based on a system

'1 90

of simul-taneous eoua-

tions including suppry, demand and other related functions.
The system of equations was over-identified and therefore
2sls was used in estimating the parameters of the structural
form. From the structural parameters, the reduced form pa-

rameters were obtained. The analysis was based on various

multipliers which were functions of the elements of the ma-

trix of reduced form coefficients.

The analysis does not support the belief that imported

foodgrains depress food prices and has disincentive effects
on product íon. From this analysis we see that prices in
fact rise by about 2.4 percentage points due to an unic in-
crease in imports. Às a result, domestic supply of food-

grains reacts, after a lag of 1 year, positively to price
increase but the suppry response is smal-l which is about

one-third of an unit. This positive price and production

effect is perhaps due to the speciaì- way in which imported

food is priced and distributed in Bangladesh. Hence, the

rationing system has a silver rining in its crouds. However

ineguitabie the rationing system may be in its operation, at

least it prevents the disincentive effects on production.

Nevertheless, wê have a policy dilemma here between equity
and efficiency of the rationing system. This may be best

resalved by a social cost-Benefit analysis of the whole ra-
tioning system.



Chapter VI

SUI'fl{ARY ÀND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 MÀJoR FTNDINGS oF THIS STUDY

Bangladesh has a deepening food crisis. Hunger, malnu-

trition and starvation are the ugly facets of these crises.
The salient feature of the crisis are that hunger and malnu-

trition is not generaJ-J-y among the entire popu]-ation or a

particurar geographical locale of the country" Rather they

are problems af fr ict ing a part icurar , ident i f iable sub-set

of the population whose rank and file is growing alarmingly
over time. Hunger is not a disease or a singie biological
state and is caused by restricted choices of basic food

guantities avairable to individual consumers (Timmer et aL.

;1983:7). It is also a mute problem taking its toll among

the very young, nursing mothers and agricultural farm ra-
bourers. rt is onry during periods of severe food shortag-
ês, such as after some natural- disasters in 1973-74 and

1978-79, that the probrem becomes apparent and visibly seen

in the form of destitution and famine-rerated deaths on the

streets of major cities in Bangladesh.

Expranations of the crises range from unfavourabl-e r+eath-

er cycles, a demographic expJ-osion, and an economy which is
seen to be unresponsive to economic incentives. The domi-

- 191 -
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nant viewr âs the one expressed by the World Bank (1979),

explains the problem in terms of insufficiency of food sup-

ply compared to food demand. This view is not onJ_y biased

but also is a casual expranation of the prevailing situation
in Bangladesh. Failure to identify and diagnose the problem

has led to inappropiate policy responses with near disas-
Lrous outcomes. Efforts to raise food supply excl-usively

through the "Green Revorution" miracle technology has not

produced the promised "cornucopiarr --- rather, it has opened

the "Pandora's box" in Bangladesh. The Green Revolution has

been a costly and colossal failure in Bangladesh. Food pro-

duction has been sl-uggish rvhile available statistics show

deteriorating income and emproyment situation in Bangladesh.

1n this research we studied the relationship between food

production and population growth in Bangladesh. Domestic

food production has grown very slowly over the studlz period.
Land utilisation data shows that the extensive margin of

land has been virtualry reached and effective acreage cannot

be increased much beyond the present cropping intensity rev-
el. whatever rittre growth is achieved is due to productiv-
ity increase which presently is one of the Lowest in south

Àsia. Resource constraints arong r+ith " industriar bias" of

the government are seen as principal factors responsibre for
stagnation in food production.

On the other hand, population increased rapidly at around

5 to 3 per cent per annum. High poulation growth coupled

th a large population base has increased the toral popula-

2.

wi
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tion to around 95 million. Governmental efforts aimed at

arresting this runaway population growth has not achieved

the desired objective. A substantial reduction in fertiJ-ity
is unrikely to come about given the prevailing socio-econom-

ic situation in Bangladesh. A rarge family size is often
desired as a part of, optima-l and rational- decision making

process of the households. chirdren are viewed as invest-
ment goods who can produce a stream of income over their
lifetime v¡hich can not only pay for their past consumption

but arso support themselves and their parents during their
olci age.

Rapidry rising popuration does exert strong pressure on

the domestic fooc supply in terms of declining per capita
food avairability. But such adverse effecis have been cush-

ioned by burgeoning food imports, mostly aid financed, to
the tune of 10 to 30 per cent of total food availability in
Bangradesh. Imported foodgrains arong with localry procured

fooograins are distributed through the government rationing
system primarily targetted towards 6 cities and other "pri-
ority" groups. calculations for 1981, which is representa-
tive of other years, show that the distribution resulted
Bangladesh from a deficit situation to one of surplus!

Given the massive injection of food imports into the

economy, the aggregate per caput daily availabirity of food

never fell below 15 ounces over the study period. This

shourd adequately feed every individual in Bangradesh ac-

cording to chen's prescription of 14.4 ounces per capita per
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day. Unfortunately, such is not the case. Nutritional_ Sur-

veys in Bangladesh show that. cal-or ie-protein intake of the

people are falling over time along with the intake of vita-
mins and iron. Herein lies the paradox. Domestic produc-

tion and imports (= total avaj.labirity) ensures a state of

adequate nutrition whereas malnutrition, hunger and starva-
tion remain so rampant in Bangladesh! Obviously¡ cêrtain
sub-set of the population do not have the access to food

that they reguire. Therefore, the food availability decline
hypothesis (feO) is inadequate and does not "fare well" in

explaining the crisis in Bangladesh.

The key to this silent problem of who goes hungry or not

depends on the ownership of food "entitlements" as el-aborat-

ed by Sen. Ownership of food entitlements give access to
food to the owner in varying amounts. Sen sees hunger re-
sulting from failure on the part of groups of people to es-

tablish entitlement over a reguisite amount of food.

Food entitlement critically depends on two parameters

namely: resource endowment vector and an exchange entitle-
ment mapping which specifies the set of commodity bundle

which a person can choose through exchange (production and

trade) . These entitlement mappiDgs, in general, depend on

the legaI, poJ-itica1, and economic characteristics of the

society in guestion and the person's position in it. Direct
access to food is eroded rshen a household can no longer

produce an adeguate supply of food. The ability to trade

for needed food is eroded when the household's labour is un-
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employed or incapacitated or through adverse shifts in its
terms of trade. Available statistical data point to the

fact that Bangladesh's mal-nutrtion and hunger are due to

progressive deterioration of "exchange entitlements" in two

principal ways. First¡ âh endowment loss in the form of in-
creasing landlessness (over 53 per cent of the households)

exposes a large section of population to starvation. Sec-

ondly, losing land exposes these people to the vulnerability
of the market where they do not wield much power. As a re-
sult their terms of trade vis a vis other dominant market

powers also decline. This is seen in declining real wages

for agricultural labour.

Declining "entitlements" cannot be explained by demo-

graphic factors alone. Immutable markeL forces work against

a particular class of people causing a continual erosion of

cheir food entitlements. Participation in the market activ-
ity of the food system, however, as a food buyer or seller
or a wage labour, adds to the uncertainty and the vulner-

ability because market forces are as far beyond the house-

hold's control as are whims of the weather and locusts (Tim-

mer et aI. ¡198327). Poor people are by far the most

vulnerable to misfortune. l.larket connections simultaneously

extend the rage of misfortunes that might befall them, while

bringing opportunities to end their poverty or cushion their
Ìoca1 misfortunes. Unfortunately, w€ had to abandon this
preferred approach because of lack of relevant micro Ievel_
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data from Bangladesh. Therefore, a "second-best" approach

Has adopted to study this problem. Hence, our objective is
to measure the quantum of food demand for Bangradesh. while

estimating a market food demand wê, implicitly, take into
account the entitlemenLs of the people because prices and

income reflect entitlement.

This "second-best" approach consists of estimating the

amount of food demand of Bangladesh. Estimation of "food

demand" raises different probrems of interpretation of the

term. Food demand is primarily interpreted in terms of

"physioJ-ogical requirements", i.e., the amount of energy re-
quired by a population to maintain a normal level of physi-
cal activity. Physiological food demand is unimportant in
the assessment of the amount of food a given population ac-

tually consumes given food prices and their income. Demand

should be interpreted in the sense of effective demand to
determine the nutritional status of the population. Food

that is physiologically reguired may not be actually avail-
abl-er or even if available, ffiây not be metabolically con-

sumed by the population because of Iack of purchasing power.

Previous food demand studies in Bangladesh have concen-

trate their analysis on physiological dernand or some vari-
ants of it. on the other hand, truly economic demand studies

concentrated attention on the estimation of demand functi.on

of specific groups of peopì.e using cross-section data onLy.

One study by Hamid ( 1980 ) made an el-aborate attempt in syn-
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thesizíng these two approaches. Unfortunately, his demand

projection model was fl-awed for a number of reasons and

hence, called f or a re-cal-cu1at ion. Hamid' s ( 1 980 ) model

contained calculation errors v¡hich were signif icant. The

model was built around parameters which were unrealistic and

more importantly, the model- lacked statistical foundation.

Because of these inadeguac ies v¡e re-calculated Hamid's

(1980 ) model with plausible parameter val-ues.

Our principal task in this study was to formulate and es-

timate a market food demand model for Bangladesh. The pre-

vious exercise with Hamíd's model- was merely corrective to

remove the inadequacies in the model. A price flexibility
market model- was specified and estimated using time series

Cata onJ-y. Using time series data raised statistical prob-

l-ems , espec ia1ly mult icoll inear i ty, which made the model

difficult to rationalise econometrically. Therefore, cross-

section data were combined with time series data to rescue

the model from the "traps" it encountered.

The technique of combining time series data and cross-

section data dates to the works of Stone (1948) and Tobin

(.r 950 ) , and since then this technique has been widely used

by wold ( 1 953 ) and Fox ( 1 968 ) because of the numerous sta-
tistical advantages of the procedure. Goldberger (1964)

suggests thar even "faIse" extraneous information should be

incorporated into time series data and the discrepancy can

be taken care of as "sampling error." In this study we went
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beyond the popular Tobin (1950) technigue of using "exact"
extraneous information. A more rearistic assumption of in-
corporating "unbiased" extraneous information into the time

series sample v¡as made to derive the parameter estimates.
Fíence, w€ successfurly derived the market demand for food

using these two types of extraneous information from cross-
section samples.

Food demand projections, based on alternative price re-
gimes and income growth, were made for Bangradesh. Then

these demand figures were compared with the projected domes-

tic supply figures to reveal the supply-demand gap in Ban-

gladesh. The size of this gap measures the extent of food-
grains import reguirements for Bangladesh. Based on our

carcurations we see that there is virtually very rittie
"market def icit" in food in the near future. Fiowever, the

margin between supply and demand is very row because of "un-

der-consurrÌptionist" tendency due to higher foodgrain prices
compared to incomes.

rdenticar resurts about the marginal food balance have

been derived from a three sector macro food demand-suppry

model. simuration runs on the model show the demand-suppry

gap ranges betv¡een 3 to 4 per cent per annum. The structur-
al macro model was tested to see ¡-he likely effect on food

dernand-supply bal-ance uncer a targe L 7 per cent growth rate
in GDP as envisaged under the National perspective pran of

Bangladesh. Given the structural change of the economy and

the different growth paths commensurate with 7 per cent
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growth of GDP, the food gap ranges from under 1 per cent to
about 3 per cent per annum. The model was further tested to
see the conditions under which food autarcky in Bangladesh

is feasible. It was found that that food autarcky and the

desired 7 per cent growth rate are inconsistent. Food au-

tarcky brings about a GDP growth rate which is below 7 per

cent. Moreover, food autarcky requires the agricultural
sector to double its growth rate and the industrial sector

to slow down considerably. Therefore, the optimal course of

action would be to achieve the desired 7 per cent growth

rate and absorb a moderate food price inflation.

If. one compares the demand-supply gap in this study and

the import of foodgrains in Bangladesh, then the two figures
are obviously at wide variance. The discrepancy could

largely be expJ-ained by the fact that a substantial amount

of food (to the tune of 15 to 20 per cent of avaitability)
is traded illegatly across the border each year. Taking

part in this organised racket are corrupt politicians ( in-
cluding head of the government), bureaucrats, businessmen,

members of the law enforcing agencies with the connivance of

agents of international food giving agencies.

FinaIly, this research looks into the Iikely effects of

massive food import on agricultural production in Bangla-

oesh. Fears are raised that food imports cause domestic

food prices to falI due to supply shifts thus reducing pro-

ducer's incentives. Using a multi-equation simultaneous
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model we were able to allay those fears of price disincen-
tive effects. Perhaps this may be due to the special way in

r+hich imported foodgrains are priced and distributed in Ban-

gladesh. Along with supply shifts there is afso a demand

shift to the right smothering some of the disincentive price

effects.

6.2 IMPLTCÀTIONS

We come a full circle to our starting point of the prob-

lem. There j.s an acute shortage of food in the hands of the

poor, though not in general terms countrywide. This hunger

and conseguent malnutrition is needless nor is it ínevitable
in Bangladesh. In a low income country, such as Bangladesh,

the silent food problem must be seen simply as an extensicn

of the poverty situation prevailing in the country. pover-

ty, in absolute terms, signifies the deprivation of the ba-

sic needs of iife and the inability of the individual- or

household to obtain the minimum amount of goods and servi-
ces. To quote Sen:

There is an irreducible core of absolute depriva-
tion in our idea of poverty which translates re-
ports of starvation, malnutrition and visible
hardship into a diagnosis of poverty without hav-
ing to ascertain first the relative picture
(sen;1977:1'1 ).

Sen further adds:

Much about poverty is obvious enough. One does
noi need elaborate criteria, cunning measurement,
or probing analysis to recognise raw poverty and
to understand its antecedents. . . . .There is indeed
much that is transparent about poverty and mis-
ery.....But not everything about poverty is quite
so simple. Even the identification of the poor
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and the diagnosis of poverty may be far from obvi-
ous when we move away from extreme to raw poverty(Sen;1981b:vii).

Poverty-rinked hunger and marnutrition in Bangradesh are

not just functions of low average per capita incomes, nor

are they likely to disappear in the course of economic

growth in the absence of substantiar structurar and poricy
changes that would drasticarly alter employment and incomes

of the poverty stricken people. A whole array of policy

measures can be suggested which can be categorised into two

groups: short-term policy responses and long-term policy in-
terventions. The objective of the short term policies is to
stem the tide and prevent a sudden, violent shal.:eup in the

nutritional status of the vul-nerable groups. The long-Lerm

policies are designed at improving the overarl nurritional
status of the population. The former would not reguire sub-

stantial policy interventions but only a rationalisation of

the existing situation.
Short-term policv measures:

The issue of food security should dominate in any policy
proposar that we suggest. rt is not true that malnutrition
and hunger are due to inefficient al-location of resources by

househords. At the micro level, households are rational and

al-iocate resources to their optimal limits. To avoid hunger

househoids adopt a bevy of strategies from substitution of

higher priced foods to rower priced foods, to dissaving by

selling of valuable assets iike rand and draught animals.

Recently a very disturbing pattern has developed which can
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be seen to be a perfectly rational point of view. Teen-age

boys are being married and married men are taking more than

one i+ife in reiurn for a dowry consisting of land or other

valuabres which can be redeemed for food. Hov¡ever myopic it
may be from the social point of view, this behaviour is not

totally irrational because it causes a temporary respite

from hunger for a few months or a few days. However, the

ramifications of this practice are f.ar reaching.

Poor individuals have very lit

change in their economic position.

ernmental ef forts and intervent ion

the situation. These can be summar

tle power to cause any

Therefore, genuine gov-

are required to improve

i sed as f oIloh's:

Government should monitor the food situation closely and

special government departments should be abre to detect and

warn the nation of an impending food crisis. Disaster prone

Bangladesh reguires ample food reserves to meet frequent and

unexpected cal-amities to the tune of 600-800 thousand metric

tons for the present population (Stepanek;1 979268) . This

huge amount can be easily built if illegar trading in food

can be stopped either through moral persuasion or coercion.
Moreover, food aid can give the adminstrators a greater de-

gree of freedom in the creation of a buffer stock. This

food reserve can effectively be used in open market sal-es to
moderate the ampritude of the food price fLuctuations be-

tween harvests. Therefore, a concerted contingency plan is
reguired to adeguateJ-y face crises as in 1973-74 and

1978-79.
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Food priorities should be reordered. Because of the

overwhelming proportion of, people living in the rural areas,

the present rationing system must be extended to the rural
areas to make any significant impact on the under-nutrition
situation prevailing in the country. I f the system cannot

be expanded, the other alternative is to phase out rationing
in the urban areas and to the "priority" groups and expand

the rationing facilíties in the rural- areas. This would be

more equiLable and fair since the system started as a pro-
gram of f eeding the dest itute in the 1 940's and has noÌ./ be-

come a permanent urban welfare system.

Government should manage food distribution in a much more

actívist fashion by converting food into a near-public good

to vul-nerable groups such as the very young, pregnant and

lactating mothers. Supplementary feeding centres should be

opened for these groups of people to ensure adequate nutri-
tion. The enforcement, adminstration and costs of these

projects are high but the results can have a very high pay-

off in terms of human capital development.

Long-term policy measures:

Because of the close I k which exists between poverty

poverty in the longer term be-and hunger, elimination

1n

of

comes the surest way of ameliorating

should be directed at raising ernployment

ing activities of the poor. Àttention
rected towards ensuring food entitlements

not suffer a decline along the v¡ay. For

hunge r . Policies

and income generat-

should al-so be di-
and that these do

this a general re-
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distribution of income is essential. À tonger term policy
perspective should run along the following lines.

Agrarian reform is the first and foremost step towards a

longer term income redistribution programme. Àgrarian re-
forms are programmes designed to modify the institutional-
order , i . e . , the forms of economic systems of agr iculture,
particularly as such systems are related to the social and

political structure of the societ¡z (parsons;1 984:1 9) .

Àgrarian reform is much wider in scope than a mere land re-
form and it encompasses the refcrm of tenuriar practices,
avaitability of necessary inputs, credit etc. rn BangJ.adesh

there is very little scope for redistributive rand reform

because the average farm size is small and further sub-divi-
sicn wourd render them uneconomic.aa Therefore as a first
step, accepting the present owner-curtivator relationship as

it is, reforms can be pressed which reduce the exproitative
and onerous practices and insecurity of the tenants. More-

over adequate provision should be made to ensure timery dis-
tribution of water, seeds, pêsticides and more irnportantly
institutional credit. The broad goal of an agrarian reform

wourd be increased production by modifying the institutional-
order. À second phase of reform wourd be to bring farms be-

low a certain critical size into communal ownership or man-

agement to provide an effective means of sharing employment

4 4 I slam (1978:30-40 ) outlines the pros
redistribut ive scheme.

and cons of such a
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and income. a s

It is often argued that because of "urban bias" rural_

areas receive disproportionatety low shares of development

resources. Rural- development should be given a higher pri-
orj.ty in order to reduce the bias. Income generating av-

enues should be created in the rural areas in the form of

capitar construcLion works i.e., physical infrastructures.
There is a cl-ose interdependence between a rural works pro-

gramme designed to build up rural infrastructure and agri-
curtural deveropment . a 6 The former fac i I i tates agr icultural
deveropment which in turn creates demand for additional ín-
frastructures and serves as a potential source of financing
increased investment in rurar infrastructure. Rural public
works can be seen as a "redistributive measure" aimed at in-
creasing income and employment.

The success of any programme depends on the participatory
actions of the people. The poor people should be seen as

partners in development and not passive spectators. partic-

ipatory measures include all such activities which enabl-e

the poor to organize themselves, identifying their ov¡n needs

and sharing in the design, imprementation and evaruation of

programmes or projects which fuIfil such needs. These pro-

Isl-am (1978:40) presents a strong case for producer coop-
eratives Eo maximise output and employment in Bangladesh.

Islam (1978241) stresses the importance of designing and
implementing rural development projects to raise income
and employment in the rural areas of Bangl-adesh.

45

4b
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grammmes may also include action programmes to instill a

political- awareness into the poor either through trade un-

ions or peasant associations and enable them to act as pres-

sure groups.aT Proshika funded by the Canadian International-
Development Àgency (CfOa) aims at identifying appropiate
persons among the rural- under.pr.i-vj.Jeged and helping them

achieve self-awareness, see their own probl-ems and finding
their own ways of solving them.

Concludinq thouqht:

Much depends on implementation of the proposals. Beauti-
ful blueprints often gather dust because of non-irnplementa-

tion emanating from apathy and lack of political witl. The

policies suggested above require some political commitment

to impiement. The difficulties with implernentation are man-

ifest. The success stories of land reforms in Japan, Repub-

Iic of Korea and Taiwan were introduced and carried under

direct pressure from foreign occupatìonal forces. On the

other hand, China, Cuba and Vietnam all carried out their
reforms under a people's revolutionary government.

Unfortunately, not all governments are platonic. The

mil-itary oligarchy in Bangladesh, which have ruled or have

been in power for 12 years of the 16 years of the existence

of Bangladesh, has very 1ittle political commitment to the

people. Hence, very little can be expected out of such a

47 E1 Ghonemy (198421-17 ) suggests various participatory ac-
tions aimed at resolving poverty.
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retain state power atgove rment

al l- cost .



Àppendix À

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN FOODGRAIN PRODUCTION
CONSUMPTION ÀND DTSTRIBUTION IN BÀNGLADESH

Crucial to what happens on the food front is the under-

standing of Bangl-adesh's unique f eatures. with an area of

55,125 sguare miles Bangladesh is the worrd's largest delta
formed by the Ganges-Brahmaputra river system. Bangl_adesh

is e homogeneous entity homogeneous in terms of climate,
culture, race, religion and Ianguage. Based on these char-
acteristics, the food habits of the people of Bangladesh are

uniform thrcughout with rice being the st.aple food along

wittr fish, vegetabie and meat being a typical meal-. Wheat

is now becoming increasingLy popular and fast replac ing

rice.

Despite the fact that Bangladesh is an alluvial flood-
plain, there exist considerable diversity in soil composi-

tion. soil characteristics vary from district to district.
Às a resurt food production exhibits a considerabre diversi-
ty in various disLricts.

The forlowing tabre highrights the considerabre diversi-
ties in production, consumption and distribution of food-

grain in a country like Bangradesh. This table is cal-curat-

ed for the year 1981-82 since rerevant data for the later
years were not available.
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SOURCE

NOTE

(I) Population e Gross Food Production Figures are from GOB, StatisticaL
Year Book, L982

(I) Net Food Production + Gross Food Production - I08 for seed, feed & wastage.

(2) fnternal Procurerent = Àssumed to be equal to ProcuremenÈ,/Net Domestic
Production Ratio of 1978 as reported in World Bank Report (1979) Table 8.3,
page 116.

(3) Public Distribution = Assumed to be equal to Distribution,/t¡et Domestic
Production Ratio of 1978 as reported by World Bank Report (1979). It is
equal to Internal Procurement and Inports.

(4) Public DistribuLion (f) = No Allov¡ance for "Dead Stock"

(5) Public Distribution (2) = Allowance of L50,000 tons for "Dead Stock"

(6) Actual Availability (1) = Net^Food Production
- Procurement & Public Distribution (l) i.e. CoI. -l = Co1.3 - CoI. 4 +

Col. 5.

(7) Àctuat Availability (2) = Net Food Production
- Procurement & Public Distribution (2).
i.e. Col. I = Co.l 3 - Col. 4 + col. 6

(8) Consumption Requirement = Popufation X ù6 ozg. per Head per day.

(9) Production Gap = Net Food Production - ConsurpLion Requirement
i.e. CoI. l0 = Col. 3 - Col. 9
+ = Surplus; - = Deficit

(10) Additional Grain Arrival = Effect of PFDS.
Col. Il- = Col-. (7 - 3) = Col. (5 - 4)
Col-. 13 = Col-. (8 - 3) = CoI. (6 - 4)

(If) Availabil-ity Gap = Production Gap + Additionaf Grain Arrival
Col-. 12 = Cot. (10 + l-1) = CoI. (7 - 9)
col-. 14 = col. (r0 + 13) = co]. (8 - 9)



Àppendix B

ESTTMATION OF INCOME ELÀSTICITY OF DEMÀND FOR
FOOD IN BÀNGLÀDESH

Three functional forms !¡ere used in the estimation of in-

come elasticity of demand for food in Bangladesh. These

were:

(1)

(2)

/?\

c

C

Ln

âo+ boY.

âr* brl,n Y.

= ãz* bzl,n Y.

where, C and Y are consumption and income respectively and

Ln = natural logarithm. The parameters are represented by

e' s and b's.

Cross section data for 1963-64, 1965-66, 1958-59 are tak-
en from Àramgir and Berlage (1973b). Household Expenditure

Survey data for 1,973-74 and 1976-77 are taken from GOB, Sta-

tistical Year Book, 197 9 and 1982 respectively. Regressions

results are reported in Table 8.1.
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TÀBLE 8.1

Income Elasticity of Food

Functional Estimates of 'b' Estimate of Elasticity

Form 1976-77 Pooled 1976-77 pooled data

1. 0.4543 0.3618 0.8118 0.9732

2. 321.84 178.49 0.6365 0.7168

3. 0.8030 0.7615 0.8030 0.7615

Note: 1976-77 = HES 1976-77 data.
Pooled = Pooled data as cited.

Source: Computer Resul-ts.

Àrranging the estimates of income elasticities in ascend-

ing order we have the following array:

[ 0.e¿ ; 0.72 ; 0.76; 0.80 ; 0.81 ¡ 0.97 ].
Therefore, the median vaLue of the above array is 0.78. The

median (also the mean) value of income el-asticity is taken

to be 0.78 for Bangladesh.

8.1 ESTTMÀTION OF BÀSE YEÀR FOOD DEMÀND

The following Table 8.2 shows the cal-culation of Base

Year Food Denand, Fo.
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TÀBLE 8.2

Estimati.on of Base Year Demand Fe

YEÀR FOOD ÀVÀIL. 9 YEAR M.A ÀDJUSTEÐ M.À.

971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981

10. 178
i 1 .850
12 .317
12 .41 0
1 2 .987
1 1 .420
13.485

12.39
12 .95
11 tO

12 .88

3.060
3.814
5. 163
4 .929

Note:

Source:

Figures are in milLion tons.
M.À. = moving average.

From Table 2.11.



Àppendix C

FORECÀSTrNc FOODGRATN DEMÀND (nnQUTREMENT) r¡¡
BANGLÀDESH: ÀN ÀPPLTCATION OF UNIVARIATE

BOX_JENKTNS TIME SERIES MODEL

In Chapter III we generated forecasts for foodgrain de-

mand in Bangì.adesh by using two formuras. These formuras es-

sentiarly invorved stochastic variables like popuration

growth rate and income growth rate rendering the forecasts

stochastic. The forecasts can be generally assumed to be re-
alizations of jointl¡r distributed random variables of some

stochastic process.4 8 In this section we are interested j.n

identifying the underlying process that is supposed to have

generated this particular realization, and then forecast fu-
ture values with some accuracy, assuming the same mechanism

continues to produce future observations.

At the beginning of a period, the unknown joint probabil-
ity distribution, called the predictive distribution of

foodgrain demand one period ahead, can possibly be estimated

from the previous observation. It is assumed that foodgrain

demand follows a normal univariate auto-regressive integrat-
ed moving average (aRrue) process i.e., foodgrain demand is
a linear function of only its past val-ues and the present

4 I Process in time series is equivalent
classical statistics and realization ís
erpart.

to population in
the sample count-

¿ta
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and past values of a composite error" The composite error

term is assumed to be normalÌy, identically and independent-

1y distributed random variable with a zera mean a constant

varience ("vrhite noise"). In general the ÀRrMÀ model can be

written as follows:

d
0(s)(1-¡) Yt = tt +g(e) at

where, Yt = food demand at time L;

B = backshift operator;

d = degree of difference;

ø(B) = autoregressive operator;

0(B) = moving average operator;

tl = mean of the process; and

at = co:nposite disturbance term.

Both ó(B) and e(B) are polynomials in B such

such that the roots of O(.

suring the stationarity4e
O(.) lie outside the unit
the process, and there is

) 1ie outside the
d

of (1-e) yt; all
circle insuring

no common root of

Àt 1t1J. ¡

that

p
dp(B ) À3 .2

À3. 3

unit circle in-
of the roots of

invertibility of

ø(.) and 0(.),

e(e) - 1 gr(s) - oz(s2) pq{eq)

4s Two types of non-stationarity are common in time series
data namely: (1) non-stationary mean and (2) non-sta-
tionary variance. Non-stationary rearizations which can
be transformed into stationary series by differencing are
called homogeneous non-stationarity. Series with non-sta-
tionary variance often require differencing ( for obtain-
ing stationary mean) as well as rogarithmic transforma-
tion to induce stationarity.
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which avoids parameter redundancy. These useful properties

are discussed at length by Box and Jenkins (1976) and pan-

kratz (1983). The parameters p, d and q are integer-valued

and represent the order of auto-regression, differencing and

moving-average respectivery and at is the composi.te error
term assumed to be white noise. It should be noted that if

d
Yt is homogeneous non-stationary then (1-¡) yt, which is the

dth difference of Yt is stationary.

with the assumptions specified above, it can be shown

that Yt has a univariate normal distribution with mean as a

function of all the past observations and covariance matrix

I ]. Both the mean and covariance matrix involve the unknown

parameters cf r.he model. The Non-Linear Least squares (xrs )

and the Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the model are ob-

tained by using tire sÀs/ETS usER's cuïDE (1992) subroutine

PROC ÀRIMÀ. so The estimation of mean and variance for uni-
variate time series is discussed by Box and Jenkins (1976) 

"

Their three steps of identification, estimation and pre-

diction are forlowed precisely. Às a check of the adequacy

of the model, the Ljung-Box ( 1 978) e-statistics 1 is comput-

ed; it follows a Chi-squared distribution r+ith appropiate

degrees of freedom.

so For computational details please
cUIDE (1982:87-BB ) .

refer to SÀS/ETS USER'S

s 1 OriginaLly Box-Pierce Q-Statistic was used. But Ljung-Box
Q-statistic yields a better fit to the asymptotic Chi-
sguare disrriburion (ses/ers USER'S GUrDE ;19B2lBB) .
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The mean of the predictive distribution is also the mini-
mum mean-sguared-error predictions. Às a test of the ade-

guacy of the model, these predictions are compared with
their corresponding actual values. The estimation of the
predictive distribution and the various adeguacy tests are

reported next.

c.1 IDENTIFICATION, ESTIMATION, PREDTCTION AND ÀDEQUACY OF
THE ARIMÀ MODEL

Data are yearly and extend from 1976 through 1999 as pre-
sented in Table 3.4 (Formura 1).s2 Gauss-Marquardt algorithm
was used to generate the Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the
parameters. we observed that the original data was homoge-

neousry non-stationary (rigure c.1 ) but the first-differ-
enced series was stationary (rigure c.2). Based on analysis
of auto-correlation function (ecr), inverse auto-correlation
f unction ( recr') and partiar auto-correl-ation f unction
(pacr), the following identification of the ÀRIMÀ (1,1,2)

process is made:

(r

where, Xt = (1

-órB
_B

) xt = p + (1 ?tB 0282)at

)vt

tions.

^? A
11 J . =

qt We have 24 time series observa
SÀS/ETS USER'S MANUÀL (1982:77)
more than 30 observations and less
than 30, the parameters are not
Hower¡er, here we are interested in
lying stochastic process.

Àccording to
". . . there should be

than 2000. With fewer
estimated very we11. "
identifying the under-
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The estimated values

given below:

(l 0.BB04B)xr

(0.1e11)

of the parameters of
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eguation À3.4 is

= Q.8029 + (l-

( 0.2ss4 ) (

0. 90998 + 0.

0 .29e1) ( O.

at À3.53'17582)

2462)

Figures in parentheses under equation À3.5 are standard er-

TÀBLE C.1

Correlation Matrix of the Estimates

MU

1.0

MÀ1 , 1 t'4A1 ,2 ÀRl ,1

MU

MÀ'l ,1 0 .262 '1 .0

MÀ1 ,2 A.137 -0.278 1 .0

ARl ,1 0.351 0.650 0.363 1.0

ror5.

The correlation matrix

C. 1 . Table C. 1 shows that

tion between the estimated

the estimates are of hiqh

of the estimates is shown in Table

there is a low degree of correla-
coefficients which suggests that

quality.ss

s3 "... .very high corretations between estimated coeffi-
cients suggest that the estimates may be of poor quality.
when coefficients are highly correlated, a change in oñe
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Esr-irnation and Diaqnostic Checkinq:

In Equation 43.5 we have estimated ARIMA (1,1,2). The

coefficients þt ôt, 0 t, and 0z are well estimated and sig-
nif icant at 95 per cent conf idence leveJ- except for 0z v¡hich

is signif icant at the B0 per cent confidence level_.

Stat ionar i ty regui res that e t

I nvert ibi l i ty regui res that 0 t + 0 z

isfied.

Thus, our estimated model ÀRIMÀ (1,1,2) conforms to the con-

ditions of stationarity and invertibility which ensures the

stability of the model.

Liunq-Box Chi-Sguares test for residual-s:

The null hypothesis for testing whether the residuals of

the rnodel- are white noise can be written as f oltows:

Ho: pr(at) = pz(at) = ps(at) =.....E pk(at) = 0

with test statistic,

coefficient. can easily be offset by a ccrresponding
change in another coefficient with 1ittle impact on the
Sum Of Sgr:ares of Residuals. Thus, if estimated coeffi-
cients are highly correlated the final coefficient esti-
mates oepend heavily on the particular realization usedi
a siightly different realization could easiJ_y produce
quite different estimated coefficients. If differènt re-
alizaLions from the same process could easily give widely
different estimated coefficients, the resulting estimates
are of rather poor qua1ity." Pankratz (19832203).
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( k-m) degreesQ*

of

= n(n+2)E(n+k) -1rk2 (at)

f reedom.

- Chi-Sguare with

where, m = number of parameters estimated;

Iags; and rk = residual auto-correlation.

Q* = 12.22 with 14 degrees of freedom.

than Q-tabulated we can accept the null
the residual-s are white noise.

= number of

Since, Q* is less

hypothesis Ho that

Cl-oseness o'l F i t : Root lleEt Ssua re Er ror

The Root Mean

0 .4289 .

Squared Error (n¡¿Sa) of the model i s

where, RMSE = [ Zat2/n], /,

The adjusted RMSE = [ ¿atr/(n-n)]r/, where,

parameters estimated.
= number of

The adjusted RMSE is usefur for comparing competing models

estimated from the same realízations. The adjusted RMSE in

our model is 0.4719. Both the RMSE and the adjusted RMSE

are low which suggests that the ÀRIMÀ (1,1,2) model fit the

avairabre data very closely and most of the statistical
"noise" has been removed with ÀRIMÀ (1,1,2). This is abso-

J-uteLy essential for producing efficient forecasts to which

we turn our attention now.
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c.2 FoRECASTTNG FooD DEMAND (nneurREMENT) rN BANcLÀDESH
wrrH ÀRIMA (1,1,2)

Having identified the ÀRIMA (1 ,1,2) mocieJ_, our ultimate
task is to forecast future val-ues of foodgrain demand (re-

quirement ) f or BangJ-adesh. This is shown in Table C.Z"

Forecasts from ÀRrMÀ moders are said to be optimal fore-
casts. This means that no other univariate forecasts have a

smarler mean squared error (usa).s4 This is easily substan-

tiated by the very low values of root mean squared error
(n¡tsg) and adjusted root mean squared error (anuSe) obtained

in the previous section.

The forecast values are shown in Table C.2 and in Figure

c.3 and the forecasts iie within the 95 per cent confidence

band. The forecasts suggest that food demand in Bangradesh

will grcw approximately 200 per cent by the year 2000 com-

pared to the benchmark period of 1980. Obviously, it must be

borne in mind that ARrMÀ forecasts are speciarly appropiate

for short and medium-term forecasting, because ARrMA models

place heavy emphasis on the recent past rather than the dis-
tant past. Therefore, forecasts that we have made must be

juoged cautiously. Nevertheless, these forecasts, at least,
gives us an idea about the trend and direction of the move-

ment in the series with subsidiary emphasis on the magni-

Èt54 Box-Jenkins (1976i127-28) demonstrate
forecast is the minimum MSE forecast and
of ÀRIMÀ forecast with respect to sampli
rameter est imates
(197 6; 306-B ) .

that the ÀRiMÀ
the robustness

ng error in pa-
by Box-Jenkinsi s di scussed
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Forecasts for Food Demand in
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c.2

Bangladesh: ÀRIMÀ (1,1,2)

YEÀR ÀCTUÀL FORECÀST RES I DUÀL 95% CONFTDENCE LIMITS

LOWER UPPER

1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1985
1986
1 986
1 987
1 9BB
1989
1990
1991
1 992
1993
1 994
1995
1 996
1 997
1 998
1 999
2000
200 1

2002
2003
2004
200s
2006
2007
2008
20a9

14 .66
15.14
1 s. 63
15.15
17 .17
17.71
18.35
19.01
19 .69
20 .40
22.43
23.34
24.28
25 .27
21 .26
28.25
29 .44
30.69
31.98
32 .54

14.71
15 .25
i s.82
16 .42
17.04
17.68
18.34
19 .02
19.72
20 .43
21 .14
21.87
¿¿.6t
23.36
24.11
24 .87
25.63
26.40
21 .17
27.95
28.73
29 .51
30 "29
31 . 0B
31.87
32.56
a) Àc
JJ.:J

34.24
35.04
35.84

-0.05
-0.11
-0. 1 9

-0.27
0.13
0.03
0.01

-0. 01
-0.03
-0.03

1 .29
1 .47
1 .67
1 .91
3.15
3. 38
3.81
4.29
4.81
4.59

13.87
14 .08
14 .24
14.38
14 .53
14.69
14 . 86
15.05
15.26
15.49
1 5.73
15.99
16.28
16.58
16.89
17 .22
17 .57
17.93
18.30
18 . 59
19.09
19.50
19.92
20.35
20.79
21 .24
21 .70
22.17
22 .64
23.12

15.55
16 .42

7 .40
8.45
9.54

20 .67
21 .83
22 .99
24 .18
25.36
26.56
27.75
28.94
30. 14
31 .32
32.s1
33.69
34.87
36.04
37.21
38.37
39.52
40 .67
41.81
42 .95
44.08
45.20
46.32
47 .44
48.55

Note: Forecasts and Conf idence Intervals
dec imal pJ-aces.
ActuaL = Formula 1 values in Table

Figures are in million tons.

are rounded to two

3.8.
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Àppendix D

ÀNÀLYSTS OF THE MARKET DEMÀND FOR FOOD TN
BANGLÀDESH

The structural demand equation (4.8) vras estimated

through the reduced form eguat ion (4.7 ) . Both equat ions
( 4. 8 ) and (4 .'1) were stat i st icarry unsat i sf actory f or the

reasons outlined in the text, notably that the parameters

had rarge standard errors compared to the coefficient val-ue

because of the presence of muLti-collinearity among the re-
gressor variables. Nevertheress, demand forecasts based on

eguation (4.8) can stirl be rnade and this is shown in Table

D.1.
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TABLE D.1

loodgrain Demand Forecasts under Àlternative price Regimes

TAR Y GROWTH FOODGRÀI N
P=20P=

DEMÀND
30 P=40P=0 P = 10 P=50 P = 100

)76
)77
)78
)79
)80
)81
)82
)83
)84
)85
)86
)87
)88
)89
)90
)91
)92
r93
lq¿
)95
)oÉ
)97
)98
)99

)te:

10 " 55
t 1.5¿
11 .7 0
11.97
12 .27
12.54
12.82
13.20
13 .49
13 " 80
t4. tb
14 .44
t+./¿
1 s. 06
5.34
5.62
5.89
6.18
6. +2

'1 5.69
16.96
17 .21
17.49
17.77

10. 05
11.01
11.18
I t.++
11.73
11 .98
12.25
12.62
12 .89
13.20
rJ.5+
13.8'1
14.07
14 .40
t+.6/
1L qL

1s.20
15 .47
15.70
15 " 96
16.22
16 .46
16.73
16.99

o trtr
'10. 50
'10.66
10.90

9.0s
9. 90

10.13
10.37
10.63
10.87

8.56
9 .48
9 .61
9.84

10.09
10.31
10.54
10.87
11.10
1-1 ?O

1 1 .69
11.91
12.14
12 .43
t¿.6/
12.90
t3. t¿

'1 2 aC.
'13.55
13.78
14.00
14.21
14 .44
14 .67

8.06
o o?
o ño
9.30
9.54
o ?Ã

9 .97
10.28
10.51
10.76
11.07
11.28
1 1 .50
11.78
12.00
1a aaI L. LL

12 .43
12.65
12 .84
13.05
13 .26
13 .46
13 .67
13.89

5.57
6.43
6 .49
6 .64
6.8'1
6.96
'1 -1 a
1 )'1

7.53
7.77
7 .97
8.12
8.28
8.50
8.66
8.82
B .97
9.13
9.25
9 .41
9. s6
9.70
9.86

10.01

0.00
4.00
3. s0
3.50
3.60
3.60
3.60
4.08
4.08
4 .69
4 .69
4 .69
+ .69
4.96
4.96
4.96
4.96
4.96
¿ R?
4.83
4.83
4.83
4.83
4.83

Y Growth
P = (.)
Foodgra i n

11.18
11 .43
11.68
12.03

11.'1 1

12 .30
12.60
12.92
tJ. t /
13.43
13.75
14.01
14.26
1Â- q1

14.77
14.99
I q )¿.
15.48
15.71
15. 96
1ç, ))

AÊ,

.70

.99
12 "31
t¿.5+
12.78
13.09
t 3.3+
13.58
12 0aIJ.9L

11.06
14 .27
1Ã, îl
t+. /4
14.96
15.20
lÊ 

^ÀI J. TT

1

1

1

= Per Capita Real Income Growth (per cent).
denotes price level change per annum (per cent).
Demand (miIlion tons).

)urce: Calculated from Equation (4.8) [¡aode1 using time series only] .
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